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ABSTRACT
The rigid non-trivially associated tensor category C is constructed from left 
coset representatives M  of a subgroup G of a finite group X .  There is also 
a braided category V  made from C by a double construction. In this the­
sis we consider some basic useful facts about V , including the fact tha t it 
is a modular category (modulo a matrix being invertible). Also we give a 
definition of the character of an object in this category as an element of a 
braided Hopf algebra in the category. The definition is shown to be adjoint 
invariant and multiplicative. A detailed example is given. Next we show an 
equivalence of categories between the non-trivially associated double V  and 
the trivially associated category of representations of the double of the group 
D {X ). Moreover, we show tha t the braiding for V  extends to a partially de­
fined braiding on C, and also we look at an algebra A EC, using this partial 
braiding. Finally, ideas for further research are included.
NOTATION.
In this thesis references are indicated by square brackets [ ] and equations are 
numbered in round brackets ( ), where (a.b) denotes equation b in chapter
a.
This thesis has been typeset using FTeX, except the appendix has been done 
using the M athem atica program, and some figures using the Visio program.
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1 Introduction
Group factorizations are very common in mathematics. Among their uses is the bi­
crossproduct construction which is one of the primary sources of non-commutative and 
non-cocommutative Hopf algebras.
It is well known th a t for every factorization X  — G M  of a group into two subgroups G 
and M, a Hopf algebra H  = k M x  k(G ) can be constructed, where kM  is the group Hopf 
algebra of M  and k(G) is the Hopf algebra of functions on G. Here kM  has a basis given 
by the elements of M , with multiplication given by the group product in M  (in general 
not commutative), and comultiplication given by As =  s 0  s (which is cocommutative). 
The functions k(G) have basis given by 6U for u 6E G (assuming tha t G is finite). The 
product is just multiplication of functions, which is commutative, and the coproduct is
which is in general not cocommutative. In the symbol k M x  k{G ), the >  part means 
tha t kM  acts on k(G), and the M part means that k(G) coacts on kM . The bicrossprod­
uct Hopf algebras are generally non-commutative and non-cocommutative. These bi­
crossproduct Hopf algebras arose in the work by S. Majid in an algebraic approach to 
quantum-gravity [16]. Also they have been noted in the work by M. Takeuchi in connec­
tion with extension theory [25].
A number of Hopf algebra constructions related to knot and three manifold invariants 
have been developed. Among them is the Quantum Double construction of V. G. Drinfeld 
which associates to a general Hopf algebra H  a quasitriangular Hopf algebra D (H ), and 
induces a braiding on the category of its representations [7]. In [5] E. J. Beggs, J. Gould
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and S. Majid have computed the quantum double and braiding for the bicrossproduct Hopf 
algebras associated to the factorization X  — G M  which led to an interesting generalization 
of crossed modules to bicrossed bimodules.
The coproduct on a Hopf algebra means that a tensor product can be defined for 
representations. The idea of tensor product is formalized in the definition of a tensor or 
monoidal category. If the Hopf algebra has a quasitriangular structure, there is a map 
of representations from V  0  W  to W  <g> V, making the category of representations into 
a braided tensor category. These categories have a description in terms of diagrams of 
crossing lines, giving a direct calculation of the associated knot invariants.
In [4] E. Beggs has introduced a construction of a non-trivially associated tensor 
category C from data  which is a choice of left coset representatives M  for a subgroup G of 
a finite group X .  This introduces a binary operation • and a G-valued ‘cocycle’ r  on M . 
There is also a double construction where X  is viewed as a subgroup of a larger group. 
This gives rise to a braided category V , which is the category of representations of an 
algebra D, which is itself in the category, and it is this category tha t we concentrate on 
in this thesis.
It is our aim in this thesis to find more results using this coset construction introduced 
in [4]. For example, we show tha t the non-trivially associated Hopf algebra D  has rep­
resentations which have characters in the same way tha t the representations of a finite 
group have characters, and also that the category of its representations has a modular 
structure in the same way that the category of representations of the double of a group 
has a modular structure.
This thesis will make continual use of formulae and ideas from [4] which is itself based
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on the papers [5, 6 ], but is mostly self contained in terms of notation and definitions. The 
book [19] has been used as a standard reference for tensor categories and braided Hopf 
algebras, and [29, 3] as references for modular categories.
An outline of the thesis is the following:
In c h a p te r  1 we include some important definitions and results which are related to 
our work. We begin by giving basic algebraic definitions, then the definitions of algebras 
and coalgebras are given. Next we give the definitions of bialgebras and Hopf algebras 
as algebraic systems in which the structures of algebras and coalgebras are interrelated 
by certain laws. The definitions of monoidal categories, rigid categories and braided 
categories are given with examples in the second section. The coset construction for 
braided categories is explained depending on [4] in the third section.
In the last section we include some standard definitions, theorems and results for the 
representations and characters of finite groups. We will consider Hopf algebra analogues 
of some of these results later.
In c h a p te r  2 we consider some basic facts about the braided category V  which are 
useful but do not fit in any subsequent chapter. We begin with an example of the braided 
category T> which will be used later. Then the category V  is shown to be a ribbon 
category. The question of whether the braided Hopf algebra D  is braided commutative 
or cocommutative in the category V  is considered. Finally we look at the construction of 
integrals in the category V.
In general the category C is not braided, but it contains the braided category V  by 
forgetting the G-grading and the M -action. In c h a p te r  3 we show tha t the braiding for 
V  extends to a partially defined braiding on C. Moreover, we look at the algebra A £ C
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again, using this partial braiding and find a strange one sided braided counit. This may 
have some relevance to the work by J. Green, D. Nichols and E. Taft on one sided Hopf 
structures [8 ]. The chapter continues by showing tha t A  is isomorphic to A* as objects in 
C, and calculate the coproduct on A*.
There remain the problems of a star structure on the objects in C and the existence 
of an antipode on A. While no definitive conclusion was reached on these matters, it 
is shown in the last section tha t more morphisms can be added to C to make a richer 
structure. More work in this direction may possibly shed light on the problems mentioned.
We begin c h a p te r  4 by describing the indecomposable objects in C, in a similar 
manner to that used in [6 ]. A detailed example is given using the group D6. Then we show 
how to find the dual objects in the category, and again illustrate this with the example. 
Next we explicitly evaluate in V  the standard diagram for trace in a ribbon category [19]. 
Then we define the character of an object in V  as an element of the dual of the braided 
Hopf algebra D. This element is shown to be right adjoint invariant. Additionally, we 
show tha t the character is multiplicative for the tensor product of objects. A formula is 
found for the character in T> in terms of characters of group representations. Finally we 
use integrals to construct abstract projection operators to show tha t general objects in V  
can be split into a sum of simple objects.
In c h a p te r  5 we show that the category V  of the representations of the non-trivially 
associated algebra D  has a modular structure, in the same way tha t the category of 
representations of the double of a group has a modular structure. We begin the chapter 
by giving the definition of modular category, and some other im portant definitions and 
results. The ribbon maps are calculated for the indecomposable objects in our example
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category of section 4.2. The last ingredient needed for a modular category is the trace of 
the double braiding, and this is calculated in V  in terms of group characters. Then the 
matrices S, T  and C  implementing the modular representation are calculated explicitly 
for our example.
In c h a p te r  6  we show an equivalence of categories between the double V  of the 
non-trivially associated tensor category, constructed from left coset representatives of a 
subgroup of a finite group X , and the category of representations of the Drinfeld double 
of the group, D {X).
In c h a p te r  7, the last chapter, we consider ideas for further research. This includes 
some detailed calculations on the matrix group SU2 , where there is no single continuous 
choice of coset representatives for the subgroup of diagonal matrices.
In the appendix we include the main part of the Mathematica files that show the 
modularity of the category T> for the example discussed in chapter 5.
Chapter 4 (except section 4.6), chapter 5 and chapter 6  have already been sent for 
publication as a paper by myself and my supervisor E. J. Beggs [2].
Throughout the thesis we assume tha t all groups mentioned, unless otherwise stated, 
are finite, and tha t all vector spaces are finite dimensional. We take the base field k to 




1.1 H opf A lgebra
Hopf algebras or quantum groups are an exciting generalization of group algebras, and 
also of function algebras on groups. ’’They have many remarkable properties and they 
come with a wealth of examples and applications in pure mathematics and mathematical 
physics” [20]. Moreover, quantum groups are clearly indicative of a more general non- 
commutative geometry.
Hopf algebras first appeared in the work of H. Hopf in connection with the cohomology 
of groups, and also in the work of G. I. Kac in the study of group duals. Hopf algebra 
also came up in the representation theory of Lie groups and algebraic groups. The text 
books [24], [1 ] and [13] are im portant references for Hopf algebras.
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There are also finite-dimensional Hopf algebras such as bicrossproduct Hopf algebras 
associated to the factorization of finite groups (see [6 ], [5] and [4]).
In this section we give the definition of Hopf algebras. We begin by giving basic 
algebraic definitions, then the definitions of algebras and coalgebras are given. Finally, 
we give the definitions of bialgebras and Hopf algebras as algebraic systems in which the 
structures of algebras and coalgebras are interrelated by certain laws.
Recall th a t a  g ro u p  (G, •) is a set G with an associative multiplication •, a unit element 
e such th a t e • g =  g =  g • e for all g 6  G, and for which every element g has an inverse g~l 
such tha t gg~l =  g~lg = e. If gxg2 = g2gx for all gx,g2 € G, then G is called an abelian 
group.
For the groups G and H , a h o m o m o rp h ism  (ft \ G —> H  is a map satisfying 
4>(9i92) = <ft(g\)<ft{g2) for all gu g2 E G.
A group G can a c t on a structure from the left or from the right. We say tha t G acts
on a set M  from the right, if for every element u G G there is a map from M  to M, say
s —> (s< u), such tha t
(s < v) <i u = s < vu, for all u ,v  G G, and s (E M .
In the same way, G can act on M  from the left [19].
Finally, the tra n s p o s it io n  m ap , or the tw is t m ap , t  : V<%>W — is defined
by
t (v < g iw )= w ® v, for v £ V  and w G W.
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D efin itio n  1 .1 . 1  [19] An  a lgeb ra , or an associative k-algebra with unit, is a k-vector 
space A together with two k-linear maps, multiplication • : -> 4  and unit rj : k A
such that the following diagrams are commutative:
a) associativity
• ®  i d
A ®  A  <g> A  > A  ® A
i d ®  ■
A ®  A  ----- :----- ► A
The two outside vertical maps in b) are given by scalar multiplication. Also in b) the usual 
identity element in A is given by setting 1a = v{lk)-
For two algebras A  and B , the tensor product A® B  is an algebra with multiplication
(ai 0  &i)(a2 0  b2) — a ia 2 0  b\b2, for all ai, a2 £ A  and bi, b2 6  B ,
and has vector space given by the tensor product of the vector spaces A  and B.
The algebra A  is commutative if and only if • o r  =  •, where r  is the twist map. The 
linear map /  is said to be an algebra map if it respects the algebra structure, i.e.
f(ab) =  f (a) f{b)  and / ( l )  =  1 .
Now we dualize the notion of algebra to get the following definition.
D efin ition  1 .1 . 2  [19] A coalgebra, or a coassociative k-coalgebra with counit, is a k- 
vector space C together with two k-linear maps, comultiplication A : C  —> C  0 ) C and
b) unit
7 ^  r ] ® i d  i d ® r ]
k ® A --------------------------------- > A ® A  <-----------------------------------------A ® k
A i d + A  * - A
counit e : C  —> k such that the following diagrams are commutative:
a) coassociativity b) counit
A ®  i dc®c®c <— —  c®c e ® i d  i d ®  ek®C< --------------C  0  C   > C ®k
i d ®  A
c®c c c i d c i d c
The two outside vertical maps in b) are given by c i—> 1 0 c  and c i—> c0 l ; for any c G C. 
Note that the commutative diagrams here are obtained from the commutiave diagrams in 
the definition of an algebra by reversing arrows.
In symbols, coassociativity means (A 0  id) o A =  (id 0  A) o A , and tha t e is a counit 
means (e 0  id) o A(c) =  c =  (id 0  e) o A(c) for all c G C.
The coalgebra C  is said to be cocommutative if r  o A =  A, where r  is the twist map. 
For two coalgebras C  and D , the tensor product C ® D  is also a coalgebra with vector 
space given by the tensor product of the vector spaces C  and D, and comultiplication 
given by A (c 0 d) =  Ci0 d i 0 C2 0 d2 where, A(c) =  C(i)0 C(2) and A (d) =  ^  d(i) 0
d(2), for all c G C  and d G D.
The map /  is said to be a coalgebra map if it respects the coalgebra structure, i.e.
( /  0  / )  o A =  A o / ,  and e o /  =  e.
N o ta tio n . [24, 2 2 ] Let C  be any coalgebra with comultiplication A : C  —> C  0  C. We 
give a sigma notation for A as follows:
A(c) =  Y ,  C(1) 0  C(2) for any cG C .
The subscripts (1 ) and (2 ) are symbolic and do not indicate particular elements of C.
When A must be applied more than once the power of the notation becomes apparent.
For example, the coassociativity diagram gives tha t 53 C(l) ® C(2)(„ ® C(2)m =  E  C(l)(„ ® 
C(i)(2) 0  C(2), which can simply written as A 2 (c) =  53 c(i) ® C(2) ® c^y  In general we write
D efin itio n  1.1.3 [22] A k-vector space H  is a b ia lg eb ra  i f  (H ,-,77) is an algebra, 
(H, A,<=) is a coalgebra and either of the following equivalent conditions holds:
1) A and e are algebra maps.
2) • and 77 are coalgebra maps.
D efin itio n  1.1.4 [19] A H o p f a lg eb ra  H  is a bialgebra equipped with a linear map S  : 
H  —> H , called the antipode, satisfying
•(S' 0  id) o A =  -(id 0  S) o A =  77 o e ,
which can be illustrated by the following commutative diagram:
A n_i(c) is the element obtained by applying the coassociativity (n  — 1 ) times. According
to this notation the counit diagram says that
Y .  e(c(i))c(2) =  Y ,  e(c(2))c(i) =  c for a11 c e C .
H  (£) H
id ,® S




Note th a t in sigma notation, S  satisfies
E ( 5 V ) ) ^ )  =  E /iw  (5 /1(2)) =  e(h) l h for all h e  H.
The antipode map in Hopf algebra plays a similar role to tha t of the inverse map which
sends each element to its inverse in a group, although it is not required tha t 5 2 =  id. 
Moreover, we do not assume tha t S' as a linear map has an inverse S - 1  although this is 
always so if H  is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra.
P ro p o s itio n  1.1.5 [19] The antipode map S  of a Hopf algebra H  is unique and also is:
1- an antialgebra map, i.e. S ( h^ i ) h^ )  = 5(h(2)) 5(h(i)) and S (l)  =  1,
2- an anticoalgebra map, i.e. (S <g> S) o A(h) =  r  o A o S(h) and eS(h) — e (h ) , for all 
h e H,  where t is the twist map.
P ro o f. For the complete proof of this proposition see [19].
We shall now see tha t for every finite Hopf algebra H  there is a d u a l H o p f a lg eb ra
H* = H o m k( H , k). H  and H* determine a non-degenerate bilinear form (, ) : H*<S>H —> k 
via (0, h) =  0(h). By non-degenerate we mean that (0, h) = 0 for all h E H  implies that 
0 =  0, and (0, h) — 0 for all 0 e  H* implies that h = 0. If 0 : V  —> W  is h-linear, then 
0* : W* —> V* is given by 0*(/)(u) =  /(0 (u ))  for all /  G W *andv E V . The explicit 
formulae tha t determine the Hopf algebra structure on H* from th a t on H  are as follows:
(00, h) =  (0(8)0, A h ) , (1, h) =  e (h ), (0,1) =  e (0 ) ,
(1 .1 )
(0, hg) =  (A 0 , h <g) g) , (S(0), h) =  (0, S(h)) ,
for all h ,g  e  H  and 0 , 0  G H*. Two Hopf algebras A  and B  are said to be dual if there is 
a non-degenerate bilinear form (, ) : A<S> B  —> k, satisfying the rules mentioned in (1.1).
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E x am p le  1.1.6 [20] Let G be any finite group and let H  = kG be its group algebra (the 
vector space with basis ^ X g • g where g E G and Xg E k, which just means that the 
elements of kG is a linear combination of the elements of G). Then H  is bialgebra via 
the following: The product in G, 1 =  e, Ag =  g (g> g and e{g) =  1 for all g E G where e 
is the identity element of G. Moreover, H  is a Hopf algebra by defining S(g)  =  g~l for  
each g E G. In fact, G does not need to be finite for kG to be a Hopf algebra, but we will 
be interested in the finite case.
1.2 B raided C ategories
The idea of Hopf algebras in braided categories goes back to Milnor and Moore [21]. The 
notion of braided category plays an important role in quantum group theory. S. Majid 
(see [19]) studies Hopf algebras in braided categories under the name ” braided groups” 
with an algebraic motivation from biproduct construction as well as many motivations 
from physics [27]. In this section, as well as throughout the thesis, with respect to the 
braided categories and Hopf algebras in braided categories, we heavily rely on the work 
by S. Majid in [19].
D efin itio n  1.2.1 [19] A category C is a collection (class) of objects V , W , Z , U, etc, de­
noted by obj(C), and a set M orc(V , W ) of morphisms for each pair (V, W ) of objects of C 
(if C is clear we write M orciV , W ) =  M or(V , W ) ). The sets M or(V , W ) and M or ( Z , U) 
are disjoint unless (V , W ) = (Z, U). There should also be a composition operation o such 
that for all V , W , Z , U e C  and 0 E M or{V , W ), <p E Mor{W, Z) and if E M o r( Z , U) : 
1) There should be an element <p o <j> in Mor(V, Z ) ,
12
2) the associativity property of o holds, i.e. (<p o <p) o p) = (p o (tp o p)),
3) every set M or(W , W ) should contain an identity element idw such that <p o idw =  T 
and idw ° 0  =  0 -
A morphism 4> E M or(V, W ) is called an iso m o rp h ism  i f  there exists a morphism  
0 —1 G M or(W , V) such that 0 o 0 _ 1  g M or(W , W ) and 0 - 1  o 0 g M or(V , V) are identity 
morphisms.
D efin itio n  1 .2 . 2  4  category V  is called a su b ca te g o ry  of the category C i f  the objects 
of V  form  a subclass of the objects of C, i.e. objifD) C obj{C), and for any two objects 
V, W  o f V ,  Morx>(V,W) C  M orc(V ,W ), in particular l v  G M orv(V ,V ) is the same as 
l v  G M orc(V, V). I f  M orv (V, W ) =  M orc(V, W ) for all V, W  in V , then V  is called a 
full su b c a te g o ry  of C.
D efin ition  1.2.3 [19] LetC andT> be two categories. A (covariant) functor F  : C —» T> is 
a (m ap‘ between the two categories which respects their structure. Thus for every V  EC , 
we specify an object F(V)  G V,  and for every morphism  0 : V  —> W , we specify a 
morphism F{<p) : F ( V)  —> F ( W )  such that F (0 o 0 ) =  F (0 )o JP(,0) for any two morphisms 
0, ip f or which (pop) is defined in C, and F(idy) =  idp(v) •
D efin ition  1.2.4 [19] LetC a n d V  be two categories. A contravariant functor F  : C —► T> 
is a ‘m ap‘ between the two categories which for every V  EC  specifies an object F (V)  E V,  
and for every morphism  0 : V  —> W  specifies a morphism F(<p) : F ( W)  —> F(V)  such 
that F{<p o 0) =  F(ip) o F{<p) fo r any two morphisms 0, 0  for which (pop) is defined in C, 
and F(idy) =  idp(v) •
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E x am p le  1.2.5 a) Set, the category of all sets with M o r ( A , B) the set o f all maps from  
A to B  for any two sets A, B . The composition f o g  for f  G M o r ( A , B),  g G M o r ( B , C) 
for any objects A, B , C in obj(Set) is the usual composition of maps and 1 a £ Mo r ( A , A) 
is the identity map on A.
b) LetC  =  Group be the category of all groups. Obj (Group) is the class of all groups. I fG  
and H  are two groups, then M or(G , H) is the set o f all group homomorphisms from G to 
H. The composition of two group homomorphisms is also a group homomorphism and for 
any three group homomorphisms the associativity property is satisfied. The identity map 
idc £ Mor(G, G) is also a group homomorphism. The category Group is a subcategory of 
the category Set but it is not a full subcategory.
E x am p le  1 .2 . 6  For a unital algebra A, let C =  M-a be the category of right A-modules. 
The objects o f M .a , obj(M.A), is the class of all vector spaces on which A  acts. The 
morphisms are the linear maps that commute with the action of A. An example of a 
functor is the fo rg e tfu l fu n c to r  F  : M-a Vec that assigns to each representation its 
underlying vector space ( i.e. throws away the action of A).
D efin itio n  1.2.7 [19] A m o n o id a l c a teg o ry  is (C, 0  , I ,  , I , r), where C is a category 
and 0  : C x C —> C is a functor which is associative in the sense that there is a nat­
ural equivalence : ( 0  ) 0  —> 0 ( 0  ) which just means that there are given functorial 
isomorphisms
$v,w,z : (V  0  W ) 0  Z  =  V  0  (W  0  Z ) , for all V, W, Z  G C ,
obeying the pentagon condition given in the diagram below . A unit object 1 is also 
required and natural equivalences between the functors ( ) 0  1 , 1  0  ( ) and the identity
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functor C —> C, i.e. there should be given functorial isomorphisms ly  : V  =  V  0  1 and 
ry : V  = 1 0  V, obeying the triangle condition given in the diagram below.
( F 0  1 ) 0  W  ► V  0  (1 0  W )
I ® id ^  id <g> r
v®w
( V ® W ) ® ( Z ® U )
V  N?
( (V ® W ) ® Z ) ® U  V  0  ( W  0  (Z 0  U))
a) The triangle condition
(V  0  (W  0  Z))  0  U—^+ V  0  ((W  0  Z) 0  [/)
b) The pentagon condition 
E x am p le  1.2.8 The category Set of sets is a monoidal category with 0  =  x , the direct 
product of sets. The category Vec of vector spaces is also monoidal category with 0  the 
usual tensor product. In both cases, the isomorphisms are the obvious ones. The unit 
objects are the singleton set fo r  the category Set and the field k for the category Vec.
D efin itio n  1.2.9 [19] A  b ra id e d  m ono ida l (or quasitensor) c a teg o ry  (£ ,0 ,4 /)  is a 
monoidal category which is commutative in the sense that there is a natural equivalence 
between the two functors 0 , 0 ^  : C x C —> C, which just means that there are given 
functorial isomorphisms
V y w  : V 0 ^ - > l ^ ® y ,  for all V , W e C ,
obeying the hexagon conditions in the following diagram:
V ® ( W ® Z )
id ® 'J // \<J>-1
V ® ( Z ® W )
( V ® W ) ® Z
\ $ - i  <8> id
(V 0  W)  0  Z  V ® ( W ® Z )  ( W ® V ) ® Z
( V ® Z ) ® W  Z ® { V ® W )  ( W ® Z ) ® V  W ® ( V ® Z )
^ < 8 i i d \  s ' ® - 1 $ \  y / / 'id®'a
( Z ® V ) ® W  W ® ( Z ® V )
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If we suppress <£, the hexagon conditions can be given by the following formulas:
w,z = ^ v,z ° ^ w,z , ^v,w<g>z — ^ v,z ° ^ v,w j for all V,W , Z  E C .
D efin itio n  1.2.10 [19] An object V  in a monoidal category C has a left dual or is rigid 
i f  there is an object V* and morphisms evy : V* <g> V —► 1, coevy : 1 —> V <8 > V* such that
v^i®v  co^ d (v®v*)®v v®(v®v) ^  v®inv ,
v* “ v'®i ld^ r  k*® (v® v*) ^  (v*®v)®v’ ^  i g r  = r ,
compose to idy and idy*; respectively. Also i f V  and W  are rigid in C and <p : V  —► W  is 
a morphism in the category, then </>* =  (evy ® id)o(id® 0® id)o(id® coevw ) : W* —> V*, 
is called the dual or the adjoint morphism of (p.
D efin itio n  1 .2 . 1 1  [19] I f  every object in the monoidal category C has a dual, then we 
say that C is a r ig id  monoidal category.
A morphism T  : V  —> W , a tensor product F  : V  ® W  —> Y , the braid ^v ,w  ■ 
V  Cg> W  —> W  <g> V  and the maps evy : V* ® V —> 1 and coevy : 1 —> V 0  V* in tensor 
categories are represented in terms of diagrams as the following in order:






figure 1 . 1
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The definition of dual and the adjoint morphism can be given in terms of diagrams as 
the following, in order, read from top to bottom:
V* figure 1 . 2
/  V
v *V 4
Some axioms of a Hopf algebra can be illustrated for the unit, counit, associativity, 
coassociativity and the antipode, in order, by the following diagrams:
figure 1.3
In the following diagram we give the homomorphism property for a braided coproduct 







P ro p o s itio n  1.2.12 [20] I f  H  is an algebra in a rigid tensor category, then its dual H*







P ro o f. First we check the counit property for e* as following
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Now we check the coassociativity of the comultiplication
v y
19
category, then its dual H












Now we check the associativity property for the multiplication
21
H* H H* H
P ro p o s itio n  1.2.14 [20] I f  H  is a braided Hopf algebra in a rigid braided category, then 














figure 1.6: Definitions of multiplication, unit, comultiplication, counit, and antipode on H*
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P ro o f. We have already proved in the previous two propositions tha t unit, counit, as­
sociativity and coassociativity properties are held. So we only need to prove the property 
for S* and the compatibility condition. We now check the property for S* as the following:
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Lastly we check the compatibility condition between the multiplication and the comulti­





1.3 T he coset construction  for braided categories
Although all the results in this section are in [4], they are included for the sake of com­
pleteness and as they are the base for many parts of the thesis. The definitions and the 
main results only are included and those who are interested in the details and the proofs 
can see the original paper [4] by E. Beggs. In this section, frequently the same phrasing 
is used as in [4].
D efin itio n  1.3.1 [4] For a group X  and a subgroup G, we call M  C X  a set of left
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coset representatives if  for every x  G X  there is a unique s G M  so that x  G Gs. The 
decomposition x  =  us for u G G and s G M  is called the unique factorization of x.
In  w h a t  fo llo w s, M  C X  is a ssu m ed  to  b e  a  s e t  o f  le ft  co se t  re p r esen ta tiv es  for th e  
su b g ro u p  G C X .  In a d d itio n , th e  id e n tity  in  X  w ill b e  d e n o te d  b y  e.
D efin ition  1.3.2 [4] For s , t  G M  we define r ( s , t ) G G and s • t G M  by the unique 
factorization st =  r(s , t)(s  • t) in X .  The functions > : M  x G —> G and < : M  x  G M  
are also defined by the unique factorization su  — (s > u)(s < u ) for s ,s  <3 u G M  and 
u ,s > u  G G.
It w as sh o w n  th a t  th e  b in a r y  o p era tio n  (M , •) h as a  u n iq u e  le ft  id e n tity  e m G M  an d  a lso  
h a s th e  r ig h t d iv is io n  p r o p er ty  (i.e . th ere  is  a  u n iq u e so lu t io n  p G M  to  th e  eq u a tio n  
p • s =  t for a ll s ,  t G M ) .  If  e  G M  th e n  e m =  e is a lso  a  r igh t id e n tity  [4].
T h e  re su lt o f  th e  n e x t  p r o p o s it io n  w ill b e  u sed  a t  m a n y  p la ce s  in  th e  th esis:
P roposition  1.3.3 [4] For t :s ,p  G M  and u ,v  G G, the following identities between 
(M, •) and r  hold:
s> (t> u) = r ( s , t ) ( ( s  - 1) > u) r ( s  < (t> u) , t  <u) 1 and (s • t) <u = (s < (t > u)) • (t <u ) , 
s > w  =  ( s > u )( (s < u )> i;)  and s <uv = (s <u) <v  , 
r(p , s)r(p • s, t )  = (p> t ( s ,  t ) ) r (p  <i r (s , t ) , s - t )  and (p < r(s , £)) • (s • £) =  (p • s) • t . 
In what follows, unless otherwise stated, we assume tha t e G M  to make things easier.It
w as p roved  in  [4] th a t  for a ll t  G M  an d  v G G, th e  fo llo w in g  id e n tit ie s  hold:
e < u  =  e , e>v  = v i t> e — e , t e e  — t .
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E x am p le  1.3.4 [4] Let X  be the dihedral group Dq — {a, b : a6 — b2 = e, ab = ba5), whose 
elements we list as (e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5, 6 ,6a, ba2,6a3,6a4,6a5}, and let G be the non-abelian 
normal subgroup of order 6  generated by a2 and b, i.e. G =  (e, a2, a4, 6,6a2,6a4}. We 
choose M  =  (e, a}. The r  function is given by r (a , a) =  a2, and all other combinations 
giving e. The operation < is trivial, and t> is given by a acting on G as the permutation 
(6,6a4,6a2), i.e. a > 6 =  6a4 etc. Note that though (M, •) is a group, > is not a group 
action.
T he tensor category C was defined in [4] as the following: Take a category C of 
finite dimensional vector spaces over a field k, whose objects are right representations of 
the group G and have M-gradings, i.e. an object V  can be written as 0 seM V3 ■ £ is said 
to be a homogeneous element of V  if £ £ Vs for some s £ M, with grade (£) =  s. In 
this thesis we assume in our formulae that we have chosen homogeneous elements of the 
relevant objects, as the general elements are just linear combinations of the homogeneous 
elements. The action for the representation is written as < : V  x G —> V. In addition 
it is supposed tha t the action and the grading satisfy the compatibility condition, i.e. 
(£<u) =  {£) < u. The morphisms in the category C were defined to be linear maps which 
preserve both the grading and the action, i.e. for a morphism d : V  —> W  we have 
W O ) =  (0  and ~  $(£<iu) f°r all £ £ K and u 6  G [4].
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.5 [4] C can be made into a tensor category by taking V  0  W  to be the 
usual vector space tensor product, with actions and gradings given by
{£ <S> 77) =  (0  • (rj) and (£ <S> 7])<\u =  £<((r})>u) <S> rj<iu.
For morphisms 9 : V —> V  and d : W  —> W , the morphism 0 ® d  : V  —> V  is
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defined by (6 0  d) (£ <g> 77) =  #(£) 0  79(77) for  £ E V  and 77 E W .
For the tensor operation, the identity is just the vector space k with trivial G-action and 
grade e E M . For any object V  the morphisms ly  : V  —> V  0  k and ry  : V  —» k 0  V are 
given by /y(£) =  £ 0  1 and ry(£) — 1 0  £, where 1 is the multiplicative identity in k  [4].
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.6 [4 ] There is an associator $ u vw  '■ (U 0  V) 0  W  —> U 0  (V  0  W) 
pwen by
$((£ ® 77) 0  C) = (C» ® (77 0  C) •
Next the rig id ity  of C was shown in [4] as the following, supposing tha t (M, •) has right 
inverses, i.e. for every s E M  there is an sR E M  so tha t s • sR = e: Let V  =  0 sgM Va, 
where £ E corresponds to (£) =  s. Now take the dual vector space 1/*, and set
Vs*L = { a e V *  : a \ Vt= 0  Vt ^  s}.
Then V * = 0 sgM VfL, and we define (a) =  sL when a  E VfL. We define the evaluation 
map ev : V* 0  V  —» & by ev(a,£) =  <a(£). The grading on V* has been designed so 
tha t this map preserves gradings. Considering the action <u, if we apply evaluation to 
a<((£)[>u ) 0  we should get a(^)<u — «(£). To do this we define (a<((£)>it))(£<ii) =
<a(£), or if we put 77 =  £<m we get
(a!«(((77)<it- 1)>it)) =  o(77<u_1) =  (c^<((77)[>^—1)—-1) (77).
If this is rearranged to give a<v, we get the following formula:
(a<v)(r}) =  a(j]<T({r])L, ('n))~1({r])L>v~1)T((r))L< v - \  ((r})L<v~1)R)).  (1.2)
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For the coevaluation map to be defined, a basis {£} of each was taken and a corre­
sponding dual basis {£} of each V*L, i.e. f j ( £ )  = 6^ .  Then these bases were put together 
for all s € M  to get the following definition:
coev(l) =  ^ 2  ^ r ((0 L>(0 ) _ 1
£ € b a s i s
which was proved to be a morphism in C [4].
T he algebra A in th e tensor category C was constructed in [4] so tha t the group
action and the grading in the definition of C can be combined as the following: Consider
a single object A, a vector space spanned by a basis <g> u for s £ M  and u € G. For any
object V  in C define a map < : V  ® A —> V  by
<g> u) =  5s^ < u . (1.3)
This map was shown to be a morphism in C only if (£) • {8 s®u) =  (£<u) i.e. s- (5s®u)  =  s<u 
if (£) =  s. If we put a = (8s ®u) ,  the action of v G G is given by
(5S ® u)<v = 5s<(a>v) ® (ax>v)~lu v . (1.4)
It was also proved in [4] that the action and the grading on A  are consistent as well as 
tha t the action < : V ® A —> F i s a  morphism in the category for any object V  in C.
P roposition  1.3.7 [4j The formula for the product p, for A in C consistent with the 
action above, where a = (5s <S> u) and b = {6 t <8 >v), is given by
(Ss <g> u)(5t ® v) = 8tjS<u5s<r^ b) ® r(a , b)~lu v .
P roposition  1.3.8 [4] Multiplication p : A  ® A A is a morphism and associative in 
C. Also there is an identity I  for the multiplication and an algebra map e : A  —> k in the 
category given by
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/  =  <8> e , e(5s ® w) =  £s,e •
The identity I  has the trivial action on all objects in C. Also the action o f h £ A on the
object k is just multiplication by e(h), and e(J) =  1 .
Next th e  b ra id e d  te n so r  c a teg o ry  V  was defined in [4] as the following: A category 
V  is obtained from the category C by considering additional structures of a function
> : M  ® V  —> V  and a G-grading |£| £ G for £ in every object V  in V.  The following
connections between the gradings and actions are required:
\rj<u\ = ((77>o^ ) _ 1  \r)\u , s • {r}) = {s>r}) • {s<\rj\) ,
(1.5)
T(5> W r ^ M )  =  t ((s>T}), S<|77|)_1|S>77| .
The operation t> is an action of M, which is defined to mean tha t t> : V  —> V  is linear for 
all objects V  in V  and all £ £ M, and also that
p>(t>K) — (p ■ t>K)<r{p <(£>|«|), t<\n\) (1.6)
for any k £ V, where p — p < r((£>«), £<|/c|)r(£, («))_1. A cross relation between the two 
actions is also required,
(s>77)<((s<|77|)t>tt) =  (s<({r})>u))>(r]<iu). (1.7)
Note tha t the morphisms in the category V  are linear maps preserving both gradings and 
both actions. Prom the conditions above, it was shown that the connections between the 
gradings and the actions can be given by the following factorizations in X  [4]:
|si>77|- 1 (s>77) =  (s<|77|)|?7 | —1 (77) (s<i|?7 | ) —1 , |?7<ri|- 1 (^<u) =  u~l \r)\~l (rj)u . (1 -8 )
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To make V  into a tensor category, the G-grading and the M-action on the tensor products 
were given as the following:
If®  r?| =r( (^ ) , {r j ) ) -1\(\\rj\,
(1.9)
(s<r ((f)>(»7»)>(f ® »7) =  (s>f)«r(H fl>  (r/))r(((s<]|f|)>77),s<i|f||7 7 | ) " 1 0  (Hfl)>*7- 
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.9 [4] The gradings on the tensor product V  of objects V  and W  
in V  are given by the following factorization in X :  |f  0 r / |_1(f 0  7?) =  |77|_1|f  | —1 ) (77) .
P ro o f.
If 0  7?r1(f 0 ^ )  =  <8> 77l_1(<^ > • (v)) = I€®,n\~1T{{OATl))~1{0(rl) = l77l_1|€l_1<^ )<77) - n
It was shown th a t these gradings are consistent with the actions as specified in (1.8), 
and the function > applied to V  0  W  satisfies the condition (1.3) to be an M-action. In 
addition, the functions > and < satisfy the cross relation (1.7) on V  0  W  [4].
T h e o re m  1.3.10 [4] V  is a braided tensor category when the following structures are 
given:
The identity object is k, with trivial gradings and actions.
The associator $  and the maps I and r are defined as for C.
The braiding ^  : V  —> W  <8>V is defined by 4/(f 0  77) =  (f )>77 0  £<\r]\.
A d o u b le  c o n s tru c tio n  was defined as the following:
D efin itio n  1.3.11 [4] Give the set Y , which is identical to the group X , a binary oper­
ation o defined by
(us) o (vt) — vust = vur ( s , t ) ( s  • t) for u , v  G G and s , t  G M .
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The functions < : Y  x X  —» Y  and f  : Y  x Y —> X  are defined by y<\x =  x lyx  and 
f ( v t ,wp)  = r ( t , p ) . Also we define the function > : Y  x X  —»■ X  by
vt>wp — v~lwpv =  twpt 1 , where vt<wp = v t  , v ,w  G G and t ,p  E M  .
It was proved in [4] tha t the maps <i, t> and f  satisfy all the conditions listed in (1.3.3) 
by giving (Y, o) the place of (M, •), and giving the group X  the place of G. Moreover, 
it was proved tha t the element ey — / m-1em =  e is a left identity for Y, which is not in 
general a right identity, and that the operation (Y, o) has the right division property. It 
was also shown that the corresponding left inverse is given by the formula (vt)L = u-1£-1 , 
for v € G and t G M .
Returning to the case where e G M, a Y valued grading on the objects of T> was 
introduced by ||f|| =  |f |-1 (f). Using previous results, it was shown tha t ||?7<7/|| =
||s>77|| =  |M |<(s«M )-1 and ||f 0  77H =  ||f || o \\rj\\.
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.12 [f] The map < : V  x X  —> V  defined by us =  (f<u)<s for u  G G 
and s G M , where
5  =  ((sL<i|f r 1)>f)< r(sL, s ) , 
is a right action of the group X  on V, for any object V  in V . Moreover ||f<its|| =  ||f||<us.
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.13 [4] The X-action on tensor products in the category V  is given by
(f 0  7])<x = (f<(||?7||>a;)) ® .
P ro p o s itio n  1.3.14 [4] The braiding ^  , in terms of the X-action, is given by
tf(f 0 r ? )  =  77<((f)<|77|)_1 0f<|77| , ^ _1(f' 0  7/') =  ®£<(r}' ) .
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Next the H opf algebra D  in the braided category V  was defined in [4] as the following: 
Introduce a vector space D with basis 5y 8  x  for y G Y  and x E X .  Then define
£<(6y 8 x) = ^i^ii £<x . (1.10)
We note that D  is an object of V  with grade y o ||5y 8  a;|| =  y<\x and action
(Sy 8  x)<z =  £y<(a>z) 8  (a>z)~lx z , (I-11)
for z  E X ,  where a — ||$y 8  x||. Then the associative multiplication p  on D  consistent 
with the action is
( b y  8 X ^ ( 5 y j 8 ■2:) — &w,y<x b y < f ( a , b) 8 t ( cL^  XjZ ,
where y , w E Y , x, z  E X  and b = || <5^  8  z ||. Also p  is a morphism in the category T>.
This much was done before in C. The additional ingredient we have in V  is the 
braiding. The braiding can be used to define a coproduct for D  which consequently gives 
the tensor product structure in V.
In the following figure we give, in order, the symbols we shall use for the braiding 4/, 




D efin ition  1.3.15 [4] The product p and the coproduct A on D in the category V  are 
defined by the following diagrams respectively:
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V D D V D D V W D V W D
V V V W
figure 1 . 8
V w
Using the previous definition it was shown tha t (D, /i, A) is a bialgebra [4]. First, it was 
proved th a t A is multiplicative i.e.




Next, it was shown tha t A is coassociative by proving tha t the following equivalence 
is true:
U V W D U V W D
U V W u V w
figure 1 . 1 0
Finally, a rigid braided category was defined noting that (F, o) has right inverses. The
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definitions of the dual and the corresponding evaluation and coevaluation maps, consid­
ered previously for C, can be also used in V. Recall tha t the morphisms in T> are required 
to preserve the actions and the gradings. The following diagrams represent, in order, the 
evaluation, the coevaluation and the morphism T  : V  ^  W  in the category V:
V D V D
V V*
w YW
figure 1 . 1 1
The last thing was needed to show that D  is a braided Hopf algebra in the category 
T>, is the following definition for the antipode:





figure 1 . 1 2
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1.4 R epresentations and characters o f fin ite groups
In this section we include some important definitions, theorems and results for the rep­
resentations and characters of the classical finite groups. We will study many of these in 
the case of Hopf algebras.
D efin ition  1.4.1 [23] Let V  be a vector space over a field k and let GL(V)  be the group 
of isomorphisms of V  onto itself. Suppose G is a finite group with identity element 
1 and with composition (s , t ) i—> st for s , t  G G. A  lin ea r  re p re se n ta tio n  of G in 
V  is a homomorphism p : G —> GL(V)  defined by p(s) =  ps, i.e. it associates with 
each element s 6 G an element ps of G L{V ) in such a way the following equality holds 
P s t  =  P s  P t  for s , t e G .
If such p is given, we say that V  is a representation space of G, or simply, a representation 
of G. In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the case where V  has finite dimension. 
Suppose now we have a finite dimensional vector space V,  and let n  be its dimension. 
Then n will be also the degree of the representation under consideration.
E x am p le  1.4.2 Let G be a finite group with identity element 1. Suppose that G acts on 
a finite set X ,  i.e. for each s G G, there is given a permutation x  i-> sx of X  satisfying 
Ix  = x , s(tx)  =  (st)x for each s , t  € G and x  G X . Let V  be a vector space having a basis 
(ex)xex- Let ps be the linear map o fV  into V  which sends ex to esx for s G G. Then the 
linear representation of G, p, obtained here is called the p e rm u ta tio n  re p re s e n ta tio n  
associated with X  [23].
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Definition 1.4.3 [23] Let p : G —> GL(V)  be a linear representation of G in V . and 
let W  be a vector subspace of V. W  is said to be a subrepresentation of V , i f  W  
is stable under the action of G, i.e. if  x  G W , then ps(x) G W  for all s G G. Thus 
p\w '• G  —+ GL{W)  is a linear representation of G in W .
It is proved in [23] tha t if V  is a representation of G and W  is a subrepresentation of V, 
then there is a complement Wa of W  which is also a subrepresentation of V.
Definition 1.4.4 [23] A linear representation p : G —> G L (V ) is said to be irreducible 
(or simple) i f V  is not 0 and if no vector subspace o fV  is stable under G, except of course 
0 and V  itself.
Note th a t the second condition is equivalent to saying tha t V  is not a direct sum of two 
representations, except for the trivial decomposition V  = 0 © V. Any representation of 
degree 1 is irreducible. The irreducible representations are used to construct the others 
by means of direct sum as we can see in the following theorem:
Theorem 1.4.5 Every representation can be written as a direct sum of irreducible rep­
resentations .
This theorem can be proved using the mathematical induction on dim(V) and taking in 
account what was mentioned after definition 1.4.3 [23].
Now we mention some im portant definitions and results about the characters of the 
representations. Let V  be a vector space over the feild k. If V  has a finite basis (e*) of n 
elements, then each linear map /  : V  —» V  of GL(V),  can be defined by a square matrix 
(f i j ) of order n. The coefficients f y  belong to the field £;, and they are obtained by the
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formula f ( e j ) = ^  fij e*. The trace of f is defined by the scalar given by the following 
formula:
Tr(f) =  £ f i i -
i
Definition 1.4.6 [23] Let p : G —> GL(V) be a linear representation of G in V  and let
s e  G . Then the character of the representation p is given by the following formula:
X p ( s )  =  Tr(ps).
Proposition 1.4.7 [12] Let G be finite group with identity element 1, p : G —> GL(V)  
be a linear representation of G in V , a vector space over the field C, of order n, and let 
X be the character of p. Then, for s , t  G G, the following equalities holds
X(l) = dim(V) = n , x(tst_1) = x (s).
Proposition 1.4.8 [23] Let V\ andV 2 be two representations of the finite group G, and 
let x i  and X2 be their characters. Then the character of their direct sum representation, 
V\ © V2, is the sum of their characters, x i  +  X2 ; and the character of their tensor product, 
V\ <g) V2 , is the product of their characters, Xi X2 ■
Proposition 1.4.9 (Schur's Lemma) [23] Let p : G —► GL(V i) and p : G —> GL(V2) 
be two irreducible representations of G and let f  : V\ —* V2 be a linear map satisfying 
ps" 0  f  = f  0  Ps fo r  all s € G. Then we have the following:
1) I f  p and p are not isomorphic (i.e. f  : V\ —> V2 is a 1-1 correspondence), then f  = 0 .
2) I f  V\ =  V2 and p =  p", then f  is a scalar multiple of the identity endomorphism Idyj .
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Chapter 2
Further results on the category V
In this chapter we consider some basic facts about the braided category T> which are 
useful but do not fit in any particular later chapter. We begin with an example of the 
braided category V  which will be used later. Then the category V  is shown to be a ribbon 
category. The question of whether the braided Hopf algebra D  is braided commutative 
or cocommutative in the category T> is considered. Finally we look at the construction of 
integrals in the category V.
2.1 A n exam ple o f the category V
Take X  to be the dihedral group D q — (a, b : a6 =  b2 =  e,ab = ba5), whose elements 
we list as {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5, b, ba, ba2, ba3, 6 a4 , 6 a5}, and G to be the non-abelian normal 
subgroup of order 6  generated by a2 and b, i.e. G = {e, a2, a4 , 6 , 6a2 , 6 a4}. We choose 
M  — {e, a}. The center of Dq is the subgroup {e, a3}, and it has the following conjugacy 
classes: {e}, {a3}, {a2, a4}, {a, a5}, {b, ba2, baA} and {ba, ba3, ba5}.
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The category V  consists of right representations of the group X  =  D q which are graded
by Y  — D q (as a set), using the actions < : Y  and > : Y  x l - » l  which are
defined as follows:
y<\x = x~lyx,  an d  vt>x = v~lxv = tx t  \
for x  6  X,  y G Y, v, v G G a n d  t , t '  G M  w h ere vt<x = v t ' .
2.2 T he ribbon map on the category V
In this section we show that the rigid braided category P  is a ribbon category. This 
material has been included in [2]. A ribbon category itself is defined as the following:
D efin ition  2.2.1 A ribbon category is a rigid braided category equipped with a transfor­
mation 0 6 Nat (id, id) satisfying the following conditions:
@v®w = °  ^w ® v  °  ( ®  ) j # i  =  id , (0 v)* - 0 v* ,
for any objects V  and W  in the category. I f  such a 9 exists, then it is called a ribbon
transformation (see [19]).
As a simple example, the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over the field k 
is a ribbon category with trivial ribbon transformation 9y =  idy (see [13]).
T h eo re m  2.2.2 The ribbon transformation 9y : V  — ► V  for any object V  in V  can be 
defined by 0 V{£) =
P ro o f. In the following lemmas we show that the required properties hold. □
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L em m a 2.2.3 Oy is a morphism in the category.
P ro o f. Begin by checking the X-grade, for £ G V
I I M O I I  =  I k  < l l £ l l | |  =  l l £ l l « l l f l l  =  l l f l l -
Now we check the X-action, i.e. that 6 y(£<x) =  Qv (£)<x.
Qy{£<x) =  (^<a;)<||^<a:|| =  (f<z)<(||f||<a;)
=  f<a::r_1||f ||2; =  (f<||f||)<a; =  dv (£)<x. □
L em m a 2.2.4 For any two objects V  and W  in V ,
6 w ) ° ° ^w® v




V V w V w
figure 2.1
P ro o f. First calculate (\k(£ <g> r})) for £ G V  and 77 G W,  beginning with
<((£)<M) 1 ® e< w )-
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(2 .1)
To simplify what follows we shall use the substitutions
f] =  £<M and f ' =  77<( (0 < h l)_1> 
so equation (2 .1 ) can be rewritten as
( $ ( £ 0  77)) = tf(£' 0  rj)
=  77/< ( « /)<|7?' | ) - 1 0 ^ | 7 7 , |.
As 7?' =  f  < |77| =  c < |T7l, then \rj'\ =  \Z<\tj\ | =  ((£) > M )_1 |£IM, so
£ < | V |  =  r}<(  ( O ^ M ) - 1  ( ( 0  >  M  ) _ 1 I £ I M  
=  » ? < ( (  < 0 > W ) ( < f > < W ) ) " 1 | f l W
Hence if we put y = ||£ 0  7y|| =  ||£|| o ||t7|| =  \rj \~1 |^ |_ 1  (<^ >(77),
^ ( ^ ( C  ® 7 7) )<  || £ 0  7 7 1| =  £< |t7 |((£ ')  <|77/ | ) “ 1(P^II^ 0  ^11) 0  T7<|77|_1<77>, 
where, using (2.4),
P =  ll^^l^lll =  \£<\v\\ <\v'\) = \W\<\\,n\\y~1 = M<y~1
p>||£ 0  77|| =  (||t7|| <2/_1) >y =  (||77||>7/-1)-1,
As <|t7'11| =  v t '  =  ||?7 || < 2/—1, by unique factorization, t' =  Then
(77) y~^t' 1, which implies that
Substituting this in (2.5) gives
0 7 7 )) <|| £ 0 7 7 1| =  £<||£|| 0  77<||t7||. □
L em m a 2.2.5 For the unit object \  = (C i n ' D , 0 \  is the identity. 
P ro o f. For any object V  in V , 6 V : V  — ► V  is defined by
< V ( 0  =  «  « l l f l l  f o r  £  €  V.
If we choose V  = 1 =  C then #i(£) =  £ < e =  £ as ||£|| = e. □
L em m a 2.2.6 For any object V  in T>, (0y)* — @v* (see figure 2.2).
V*
y* V -
figure 2 . 2
P ro o f. Begin with
coevy(l) =  Y  £< if(||£ ||z\  U\\) 1 ® £ =  Y  ^ t ( ( 0 LA£))  l ® £
££ basis of V  ££  basis of V
For a  € V * ,  we follow figure 2.2 and calculate
(9v )*(a) =  (evaly <g>zd) Y  $ _1  ( a  ® ( ov (£<t ({£)l , (£))_1) ® t j )  • (2.7)
£ £ basis of V
N o w  a s  r ( ( { > i ,  { £ ) )  =
=  ® h o i e r 1 ( 0 ( o - 1(«>t “ 1
= {t)L(() Kl” 1 
Ov  ( f  « r (  ( 0 L , { 0  y 1) =  ( { < r (  < 0 L ,  ( f >  i ' 1 )  <  | | f < T (  l l f l l 1 .  I l « l l ) “ ‘  | |
= e *< e r1<oi - 1<oi «> i«i_1 ( f>i_1
=  « < ie i- i ( o 1- 1.
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The next step is to find
( a  ® ( # .  l e r 1^ - 1) ® « ) )  =  ( « < f  (ii «<, i r ‘ ( o ^ i i -  11I 11 r 1 
® ( £ < i£ r 1( # _1) ) ® l -
As
=  (o ^ ie i k r 1 <o i ^ r 1 ( o ^ 1 
=  # #  <f» i #  < # _1 
=  # # , < ? »  i #  « m < # ,  ( o r 1
=  r((i)L, {()) I # 1 ( <0 > r « 0 L, ( f ) ) ' 1) ( < ? } < # # ,  i f } ) "' ) , 
thenaS ||j|| =  ||4||i  = | { | r ( 0 i , « » - I« ) i ,
( ( f < | f r 1(£)t_1) ® l ) )  =  (a<T ( o y 1, (f>i ) ”1
® ( £ « l # 1 ( # _1) ) ® l
P u t v = t( ( ? )L,{£))“ 1 =  {f)_1( # _1 andtu =  r«{)<w, (^>i ) " 1 =  ( ( ( £ ) # ( # ) ” 
substituting in (2.7) gives
(6V)*(a) =  (evalv ® id) ((a!<w) ® (f<  |£|_1 (£)L_1)) 0  f.
£G basis of V
For a given term in the sum to be non-zero, we require
INI = Hill = I I #  = I f K # 1 .
and we proceed under this assumption. Now calculate






where p =  |£| 1 (£)L 1 and (3 = a<u> ( ||£|| > p ) h Next we want to find ||£||>p. To do 
this, we first find
lien =  ( o 1, lei l e r 1 <o i f r 1 <£>L_1 




||f || i>p = ( O p ({£)<v ) 1
=  (€>l«| -1 ( f ) ® « 0 < o ) - 1 (2-12)
=  «> i r 1 « « > » ) .
0  = a i m  (({)>«) M fKf) 1
= a< (f)L' 1« e > ^ r 1(<Oi>«r1ia<o - 1 (2-13)
= If I ( f)-1 =  “ « lfl ( f)_1 •
Now substituting these last equations in (2.8) gives
(0 v ) * ( a ) =  (or< ||o: || ) ( 0  - £ (2.14)
£ 6 b asis  of V  w ith |£l(£)-1  = | |a  ||
Take a basis £i , £2 £n with (a<  ||a  | | ) (£») being 1 if i — 1, and 0 otherwise. Then
( 0 y ) * ( a )  =  £ 1  +  0 =  a « | H I  =  8 v * ( ® )  , 
where £ 1 , £2 , . . . , £n is the dual basis of V * defined by £* (£ 7 ) =  Sij . □
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2.3 T he H op f algebra D is braided cocom m utative
We consider a braided Hopf algebra E  in a braided category S,  in which E  has a right 




and the action on tensor product is given by




D efin ition  2.3.1 The opposite coproduct, A op, for the algebra E  in S  can be defined by 
the following diagram for the representations V  and W  of E  in S:





L em m a 2.3.2 For the representations V  and W  of E  in S , the opposite coproduct, Aop; 
satisfies the following




V W  E V W E  V W E  V W E
V WV w V w V w
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.3 For the algebra E  the opposite coproduct, A op,is coassociative, i.e. 
U V W  E U V W  E
U V wu V w
figure 2.7
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P roo f. U V W U V W E
WVu
U V W  E
WV










U V W E U V W E
U V W U V W
In our case for the category T>, we can say more:
P ro p o s itio n  2.3.4 Using the definition of the opposite coproduct in 2.3.1, the braided 
Hopf algebra D in the category V  is cocommutative.









2.4 T he H opf algebra D is not braided com m utative
After knowing tha t the algebra D  is braided cocommutative we would like to know whether 
it is braided commutative or not, i.e. whether for £ and rj in D  the following equation is 
satisfied:
® v) =  ® v)) ? (2 -15)
Put £ = 6y <8 x  and r] = 6 W <8 z, then the left hand side of (2.15) becomes
( 6 y  ® x)(6w <g> z) =  5 y4f(0)6) ® , (2-16)
where a =  ||<5y ® x|| =  ||£|| =  |£|-1 (£) and b =  <g> z|| — ||t7|| =  \v\~l {v)■ On the other
hand ^ (£  0  77) =  ??<]((£)<]M) _ 1  ® £«M =  (Sw g> z)«((£)<|t7 | ) _ 1  <g> (<$„ ® ar)<|r7|, so
m ( ^ ( £ ® ^ ) )  =  ( < W s « o < M ) - 1) ® ( 6 > ( ( 0 <3l77l)_1)_1;2r( ( 0 < l 77l)_1) (<W >M ) ® 
— ^y<(a>|r7|) , u;<z((£)<M)_1 ^(w«(6>((£)<M)-1))^T(a^((0<M)_1 ,b<M)
®  r ( a < ( ( £ ) < j | 77| ) —1, 6< | 77| ) _ 1( 6> ( ( £ ) < | ^ | ) “ 1) _ 1z ( ( £ ) < | 7y | ) " 1( a > | 77| ) “ 1a : | ^ | .
(2-17)
To check the S function the statement rc<2:((£)<i|77|)~1(a>|77|)_1 =  y should be the same as 
ic<ix_1 =  y, i.e.
w<z((^)<i\r]\)~1(a5>\r]\)~1x — w ,
which means
. (2 .1 8 )
Now to calculate (a>M)((£)<M), put a =  |£|_1(£) =  vt, (£) =  t and \t]\ =  w then using 
the fact that vt>wp — v~1wpv' = twpt’ 1 , where vt<wp : v't' we get
w ^ v tw  — w~lv(t>w)(t<w) = v t .
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So t' — (t<w) =  ((£)<M) which implies (o>M)((£)<M) = tw = ( 0 |t7|- Thus (2.18) 
becomes
= z({i)\ri\)~lxw .  (2.19)
To check whether this is always true or not we consider the following example:
E xam p le  2.4.1 Consider example 2.1. Now let (§y ® x) = (6 ban <g> bam) and (Sw ® z) — 
(8baP ®baq). Then we need to check if  the following equation holds:
bapbaq((5ban ® bam)\5baP <g> baq\)~l bam =  baq{{Shan ® bam)\5baP ® baq\)~1bambap . (2.20)
To do so we need to calculate ||£&an ® 6am||, which we do as follows
ban o ||5ban ® bam\\ = ban<bam = (6am)“ 16an6am =  ba2rn~n .
Put | |^ an®6am|| =  b0ca(3, where a  =  0,1 and (3 is even, then b°‘a(3ban = 6a+1an~'3 =  ba2m~n 
which implies a  = 0 and (3 = 2n — 2m . Thus
\\Sian ® 6am|| =  |Sban ® bam\-l {5ban ® bam) = a2n~2m G G ,
which implies that \5ban ® bam\ = a2m~2n and (Sban ® bam) = e. So the left hand side of 
(2 .2 0 )  is
bapbaq\5haP ® baq\~1bam =  bapbaqa2p- 2qbarn = baq~p+m , 
on the other hand the right hand side of (2 .2 0 ) is
baq\5baP ® baq\~lbambap -  baqa2p~2qbambap =  ba3p- q~m
which shows that the left hand side of (2 .2 0 ) is not equal to the right hand side, otherwise 
q — p +  m  = 6 3p — q — m, i.e. 2q — 4p +  2m is a multiple of 6 which is not always true. 
Therefore, we conclude that D is not braided commutative.
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2.5 Integrals in V
In the literature there are two definitions of integral, depending on whether it is viewed 
as an operator or an element.
Definition 2.5.1 [19] Let H  be a Hopf algebra over the field k. A left integral on H  is a 
non identically zero linear map f  : H  —> k satisfying (id 0  f )  o A  = r) o J  . In the same 
way the right integrals are defined. I f  J  1 =  1, then the integrals are called normalised.
Definition 2.5.2 [19, 15] Let H  be a Hopf algebra over the field k. A non-zero element 
A £ H  is called a left integral if  hA = e(h)A for all h £ H. Similarly, A E H  is called a 
right integral if  Ah — e{h)A for all h £ H. An element A £ H  is called integral i f  it is 
both right and left integral. Integrals are normalised if  e(A) =  1.
These definitions are of course connected, for example:








i.e. A* E H* is a right integral in H*.
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P ro o f. We use the standard braided Hopf algebra structure on H* given in 1.2.14.
H*
L. H. S. =
H
©
=  R. H. S. □
H*
Now we consider our categories and give specific examples of integrals. First we give 
a useful lemma from [18].




L. H. S. -
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=  R. H. S. □
We can now give the following definition of a left integral from [18] as the following:
D efin itio n  2.5.5 For a braided Hopf algebra H , define f  : H  —> k by
J ( h )  = trace(Lh o S2) Vh G H , 
where L^ is the left multiplication by h. This can be illustrated by the following diagram:
H H
figure 2.10








3The definition of integral does not require the category to be braided. Here we give 
an example of an integral in C.
P ro p o s itio n  2.5 .7  Let A  be the algebra in the category C given in section 1.3, then the 
element A =  ^2U 5e ® u  for u G G is an integral element.
P ro o f. We need to prove that A =  ® u is both right and left integral, so for any
element h =  (5* 0  v) G H  we have
=  ® ® v) =  ® u)(5t <g> v) = ^ 2  <W(a,6) ® r{a, b ) ~ l UV,
U  U  U
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where a = (5e ® u) and b = (5t <S>v). But we know that e<u — e and eor(a, 6) — e. 
Moreover, e • (5e<g>u) = eon — e. Also because a = (5e®u) — e, then r (a ,  b) =  r(e, 6) =  e. 
Now as r a  is an element in G, then we get
Ah = 8 t,e 5e ® uv  =  5tfiA =  e(h)A,
U
so A =  ® u is a right integral . Next we want to show tha t it is also a left integral,
so we start with
h A  =  (5t <g> v ) ( ^  (Je ® w) =  <8> u)(£e <g> It) =  ^  <W(6,a) ® r (&> a ) _1UU,
u *u u
where b = {8 t <8) v) and a = (8e <g> u). But we know that toe =  t. Moreover, 5ett<h} = 1 
implies e =  tou or eou-1 — e — t. Also because a =  (5e<g>u) — e, then r(6, a) — r(b , e) =  e. 
Now as uu is an element in G , then we get
hA =  6ejt<w 5t <S>vu = 6 ej  5e <g> vu = 5t,e A =  e(h)A. □
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Chapter 3
A partial braiding on C
In general the category C is not braided, but it contains the braided category V  by 
forgetting the G-grading and the M-action. In fact, the braiding for V  extends to a 
partially defined braiding on C, as we show in this chapter.
We also look at the algebra A  £ C again, using this partial braiding and find a strange 
one sided braided counit. This may have some relevance to the work by J. Green, D. 
Nichols and E. Taft on one sided Hopf structures [8].
The chapter continues by showing tha t A  is isomorphic to A * as objects in C, and 
calculate the coproduct on A *.
There remain the problems of a star structure on the objects in C and the existence 
of an antipode on A. While no definitive conclusion was reached on these matters, it 
is shown in the last section tha t more morphisms can be added to C to make a richer 
structure. Possibly more work in this direction can shed light on the problems mentioned.
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3.1 A  partial braiding on C
We define ^ v w  '■ V  ® W  —► W  for y  e  C and W  6  T>, and use the usual diagram 
notation for Skvw' y  jy
\ /  
/ \
W V
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.1 Let V  E C and W  G V, then the braiding : V W < S > V  which 
is defined by \I/(£ ® 77) =  (£)>r) 0  for  £ 6  V and rj G W  is a morphism in C. This 
is the same as given in 1.3.14-
P ro o f. To prove that t y : V ® W - ^ W ® V  is a morphism in C we need to show that 
preserves the M-grade and the G-action. We first check the M -grade as follows
0  3 )) =  ((€)>t} 0  =  ((O ^v)  •
=  ( ( 0 >v )  ■ ( ( f ) « M )  =  (£) • (v) =  (Z®ri ) ,
as required. The forth equality according to lemma 3.2.3. Now to check the G-action we 
need to show that \k((£ 0  r})<v) = 0  rj)<v. To do so we start as follows
L.H.S. = 0  7])<v) = (£<((r))>v) 0  77<u)
=  ($,<{(r])>v))i>(r]<w) 0  (^<((77) 0 1 ; ) ) [
— ((0 <((77)I>t,))K 77^u) 0  ^<((77)01;)|77<i;|
=  ( ( 0 <((7?)[>t;))^(7/ '^u) ® •
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On the other hand
R.H.S. — 0  rj)<w — 0
=  ((f}^?)<((£<W)*>v) 0  (f<M)<*>
=  ({0>v)<{((0<\v\)>v)
which is the same as the L. H. S. where
=  ( ( 0 > v ) < ( ( ( 0 < \ ,n \ ) > v ) , 
according to the cross relation between the actions mentioned in equation (1.7). □
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.2 Let V  G C and W  G V. Then for a morphism T  : V  —► V' in C 
the following equality is true:
V W V w
W V' W V' 
figre 3.1
P ro o f. We need to prove that ^  (T(£) 0  rj) = (id 0  T )^ (^  0  rf). So we start as follows
L.H.S. =  ¥(T(£) ® V) =  {T(())>V®T(0<\v \  =  (0»V ® (T(£))<W •
The last equality happens because T  is a morphism in C so it preserves the M-grade. On 
the other hand
R.H.S. =  (id 0  T)\I>(f 0  77) =  (id 0  T ) ( ( £ )> 7 7  0  £<\r]\)
=  (0>*7 ® T(f<\r]\) = {£)>rj 0  (T(f))<M  •
The last equality happens because T  is a morphism in C so it preserves the G-action. □
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P ro p o s itio n  3.1.3 Let V  E C and W  E V. Then for a morphism T  : W  —> W  i n V  
the following equality is true:
V W V w
W' V W' V 
figre 3.2
Proof. We need to prove that ^  (£ 0  T(r/)) =  (T 0  id)\J/(£ 0  77). So we start as follows
L.H.S. = * (£  ® T(r,)) = (()»T(V)®(<\T(V)\ = (S)>(T(r,)) .
The last equality happens because T  is a morphism in V  so it preserves the G-grade. On 
the other hand
R.H.S. — (T 0  id )^(^  0  77) =  (T 0  id)((€)>rj 0  €<\r}\)
= T{(£)>r}) 0 f<|7/| =  (£)>(T{ri)) 0 .
The last equality happens because T  is a morphism in V  so it preserves the M -action. □ 
Next we see that the algebra A  in C described in [4] is the image of an object in V.
3.2 T he algebra A as an object in V
In section (1.3) we defined an algebra A  in C whose representations were exactly the 
objects of C. In this section we show that it is possible to put a G-grade and M -action on 
A  so tha t it becomes an object in T>. The multiplication and the identity given in (1.3.8)
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are morphisms in V,  so A  is an algebra in V.  However the action (1.3) of A  on objects in 
V  is shown not to be a morphism in V.
We can now ask if, using the braiding in V, A  becomes a braided Hopf algebra. The 
answer in general is no, but some structure is recovered.
D efin itio n  3.2.1 Let A  be the algebra, given in section (1.3), in the category C. For an
element 5S 0  u E A, we define the G-grading by |£s 0  u\ = u a,nd the M-action by
f e ( 8 s 0  it) = 0  i v ( t > u ) ,
where w =  r(6, t<u)r(t, a )-1 , a =  (5s <g>u),b satisfies t • a — b • (t<m), u E G and s , t  E M.
T h e o re m  3.2.2 The algebra A  defined in 3.2.1 is an object in the braided tensor cate­
gory T> .
P ro o f. The proof is given by the following lemmas. □
L em m a 3.2.3 The algebra A defined in 3.2.1 satisfies the following connections between 
the gradings and actions:
\v M  = ((v)>v)~l \r]\v , t-{r}) = (t>r]} ■ (t<\rj\) ,
T(t> M )_1|t>77| •
P ro o f. Firstly, to prove that the algebra A  satisfies the equation |77<u| =  ({T})>v)~1 \r)\v
we put rj =  8S <S>u and start with the left hand side as follows
L.H.S. =  \rj<iv\ =  |(<5S 0 u )< u | =  |(5s<(a>v) 0  (a>v)~1uv)\ =  (a>v)~luv =  R .H .S , 
where a = (rj) = (8S 0  u) and \rj\ =  |<5S 0  u\ =  u.
Secondly, the equation t - (rf) — t-a  — (t\>rj) • (t<|7/|) is satisfied directly from the definition
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o f  b if  w e p u t b — (t>r)).
F in a lly , to  sh ow  th a t  th e  a lgeb ra  A  m en tio n ed  in  3 .2 .1  sa tis f ie s  th e  eq u a tio n  r (£ , ( p ) ) - 1 ^ ! 7?!) — 
r((t>r]):t<i\r]\)~1\t>r]\ w e sta r t  els fo llow s
R.H.S.  =  r((ft>77), t<\r]\)~1\t>r]\ =  r (  b,£<m)_ 1 |t>(5s 0  u)\
=  r {b , t<u)~1\5{{s<T{tL^- i ).tL)<w-i ® w ( t> u )| =  r (b , t <u)~ lw(t>u)
— r (  6 , £<m)- 1r(&, t<u)r( t , a ) _ 1(£t>u) =  r (£ , a ) _ 1 (£ou) =  L . H . S , 
w h ere  w =  r(b,  £<m)r(£, a ) - 1  as m en tio n ed  in  3 .2 .1 .  □
L e m m a  3 . 2 .4  Le£ >1 &e £/ie algebra defined in 3.2.1, then for k G A and p , t  G M  the
following equation is satisfied where p  =  p<r((£i>/c), £< |k;|)t(£ , (ac))- 1 :
pt>(££>/c) =  (p • £> /s)< r(p  <(£> |ac|) , £ < |« |)  *.
P r o o f .  W e eq u iv a len tly  n eed  to  p rove th a t
(p>(£i>«))<T (p  < (£ > |« |) , £<|/c|) — (p • tt>K,).
P u t  k, =  5S 0  u, an d  to  ca lc u la te  th e  le ft h an d  s id e  w e c a lc u la te  th e  fo llow in g:
t>(Ss 0  u) =  8a> 0  u ,
w h ere  u =  iu(£>it), s' =  ( ( s < t ( £ l , £ )_1) • £l )< ii;- 1 , w  =  r ( 6 , £<ttz)r(£, a ) - 1 , a  =  (8s ® u ) ,b  =
{t>(8s 0  it )) , G G  an d  s , £ G M . N o te  th a t  b sa tis f ie s  £ • a  =  b ■ (t<u). T h en
p&(8a' ® « )  =  £s" 0  u” , 
w h ere  u =  u / ( p > i / ) ,  s ” =  {{s <\r{pL ,p)~l ) • p L)< W  \  w  =  r ( c ,p W ) r ( p ,  6 ) _ 1 , an d
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c =  {5S" 0  u )  sa tisfies  p  • b — c • (p<u ) . N ow  if  w e se t  z  =  r ( jxw( t>u) , t<u ) th e n
u =  w  (p>w(t>u))  -  w (p>w) ((p<w)>(t>u)')
=  w (p >w )t (p <w , t) (((port;) • t)t>ri)T(pori;(£c>ri), tori) 1 
=  w {p\>w)T{p<m},t){t\>u)z~ 1 , 
w h ere  t — (_p<\w) • t, so  th e  le ft h an d  sid e  is g iven  by
L.H.S. =  (5a» 0  u ) < z  =  ^s"<(d>2) 0  (ct>z) _1 u z
=  0  (ci>2:)_1 ii/(p>ru)T(por<;,£)(ti>r4) =  8S > » 0  rt™ .
T o sim p lify  u" w e n eed  to  ca lc u la te  th e  fo llow in g
{o>z)~l w =  (o t (p <u , tori)) V ( c ,  pori )r (p , 6 ) - 1  
=  (ct>r(por/, tori)) 1 c ( p o r / ) ( c  • (p o r /))  lr (p ,b )~l
=  [a>T{p<m , torr)) 1 c (p o r /)  6_ 1 p _1 =  (d > r(p o r /, tori)) 1 c (p ou  ) (tori)(torr) - 1  &_ 1 p _1 
=  (ct>r(pori , tori)) , f< iu)((])<]u) • ( to r i) ){t<\u)~lb~l p~l
=  (cOT(pori , torr)) ((porn) ■ t)<u) (t<m)~l b~l p~l
=  T ^ (co r (p o r i , to r i)) , ((p om ) • £)ori)^ ^ (co r(p o r i , tori)) • ((pori ) • (torr))^ (£ori)- 1&_ 1 p _1 
=  r (c < 2:, torr) ^ (c  • (p o r /) )  • (tou )^  (t<u)~1b~1p~1 — t (c<z , torr) ^(p • 6 ) • (torr)^ (t<u)~1b~1p 
=  T(c<z,i<u)^(p<T{b,t<u)) • (b • (tor i))^  (tori) - 1 ^ - 1  p - 1  
=  t ( c o z ,  tori) f (p o r  (6 , to n ))  • (£ • a)^  (£ori)_ 16_1 p~l 
=  t (c<z , torr) f ( p o r ( 6 , £ori)r(£, a ) - 1 ) • t )  • (t< iu)~1b~ 1 p - 1
=  t ( c o z ,  tori) f ( (p o m ) ■ t ) • a j  (to r i)- 16- 1  p _1
=  r ( c o z ,  to r i)(t  • a )(£or i)_ 16_ 1p _1 =  r ( c o z ,  £ori)r (t, a ) - 1 £ a ( to r i)_ 16_ 1p _ 1 .
N o w  as 6 (tori) =  r(b,t<u)[b  • (tori)) =  r ( 6 , to r t)(t  • a ) =  t ( 6 , £ori)r(£, a)~l t a  — w t  a an d
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pwt — (p>w)(p<w) t — (p>w)r(p<w, t ) t we get
(coz)-1 w — r(coz, ton)r(t, a)~l t t ~ l w~l p~l =  r(coz, to u )r( t, a )-1 r(pon;, t ) —1 (pi>^)—1 . 
So
n =  r(coz, ton)r(t, a )-1 ( to n ).
Also s 7/ can be simplified as
s = s o(ct>z) =  ((s <rr{pL,p)~1) • p l ) < \ ( p > w ) t ( p < i w ,  t) r ( t , a)r(c<z, ton)- 1 .
On the other hand, note tha t p = p<w and p ■ t = t then we get
R.H.S. = ((p • t)>k) =  (t>(5s eg) n)) = 5$<g>u
where u =  w(t>u), s =  ((so r(tL, t)_1) ■ tL)ou)_1, n) =  r(6, ton)r(t, a )-1 , b = (t>(8 s 0  n)) 
satisfies t • a = b ■ ( to n ). To show the equivalence between the left and the right hand 
sides we need to show that b = coz, which we do as follows
b • (ton) = t ' a — ((pou>) • t) • a — ((ponrr(t, a)) • (t • a) = ((por(6, ton)) • (6 • (ton))
— {p ■ b) • (ton) — (c • (pon )) ■ (ton) =  ( c o t  (pon , ton)) • ((pon ) • (ton))
=  (cor(pon , ton)) • (((poic)o(ton)) • (ton)) =  (cor(pon , ton)) • (((pon;) • t)on) 
=  (coz) ■ (to n ),
as required. Thus u"  =  n. Now we only need to show tha t s"  =  s, i.e.
((s or(pL,p )_1) • pL)o(pon;)r(pon;, t) =  ((so r(tL, t ) _1) • t L) .
If we apply -t to both sides then we need to prove
(((s  OT(pL,p )_1) • pL)o(pt>n;)r(pon;, t)^ • t =  s ,
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so  w e s ta r t  w ith  th e  le ft h an d  sid e  o f th e  ab o v e  eq u a tio n  n o tin g  th a t  p L =  (pon>)L =  
pL<(pt>w) an d  t =  p • t as fo llow s
^((s or(pL,p )-1) • pL)<(p>w)T(p<w,  t)^ - t — ^ ( ( s /<r(pL,p )-1) • pL)o(pt>n;)^OT(pon;, t)^ - t  
= ( ( ( ( s V ( p L,p )_1)o(pLD>(pt>n;))) •p,L))o r(p o n ;,t)) - t 
=  ( ( « < r {pL,p)~1(pL>{p>w) ) (pL>T(p, t ) ) 'Sj  ■ ( p ' L < t (p  , t ) ) )  • (p -t)
s'<T(pL, p ) - l (pL\>{p>w))(pLi > r ( p , t ) ) ^ ( p L< T (p \ t ) )>T{p , t )~ 1^  • p L)  - p )  - t  
s c r ( p L,p)~1(pL>(p>w))^ - p L)  - p ' )  - t
=  (K{s'<T(pL, p ) - 1(pL\>(p>w))T{pL, p ) ^  • (p'L - p ) )  -t
= ( ( ( so r( tL,t)~ 1) • tL)<w~lr(pL,p ) - l {pL&(p>w))T(pL,p ) }  • t
=  ((s<iT(tL,t ) _1) - t L) - t =  s ,  
as requ ired . N o te  th a t  for th e  fou rth  eq u a lity  w e h ave  a p p lied  <3>- 1  an d  in  th e  e q u a lity
b efore  th e  la s t  w e h ave u sed  th e  fo llow ing:
T{pLiV)w — pLpw = pL(p\>w)(p<\w) =  (pLt>(p>w))pLp =  (pL>(p>w))r(pL,p ) .  □
L e m m a  3 .2 .5  The algebra A, defined in 3.2.1, satisfies the cross relation between the
two actions, i.e. for r) 6  A, t G M  and v G G we have:
(ti>?7)o((to|p|)[>u) =  (t<((p)>v))>(rj<v).
P ro o f. L et rj — 8S 0  n, a — (77) =  (Ss 0  u) an d  b = (t>rj) = (t>(5s 0  n )) ,  w h ich  sa t is f ie s
t • a  =  b • (to n ). T h en  w e sta r t  w ith  th e  le ft h a n d  s id e  as fo llow s
L.H.S. — (t>77)o((to|p|)[>n) =  (5S> 0  n/)o((ton)on)
=  <V«(6>((t«u)>w)) ® (6>((ton)>n))“ 1n/ ((ton)>n) =  6s- 0 n ,
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where u — in (ton), s' =  ((sOT(tL, t) 1) - tL)on; 1 and w — rib, ton)r(t, a) 1. Now we need 
to simplify n and s. So first we calculate the following
(&>((ton)>u)) =  r(6, ton) ((& • (ton))>u)T(&o((tou)t>u)), (ton)on) 1 
— t (&, ton) ((t • a)t>n)r(6o((ton)>n)), tonn) \
but n is given by
n =  (6t>((ton)>n)) lu ((ton)>n)
=  r(&o((ton)[>n)), tonn) ((t • a)on) V ( t , a )_1(ti>u) ((tou)on)
=  r(&o((tou)>n)), tonn) ((t • a)on) V(t, a)_1(tonn), 
and also s is given by
s — s o(6o((ton)ou)) =  ((sor(tL, t)_1) • tL)ou;_1(6[>((tou)[>n))
=  ((sor(tL, t ) -1) • tL)or(t,a)r(6 , ton)-1 (&>((tou)>u))
=  ((sor(tL, t )_1) • tL)or(t, a)  ((t • a)on)r(6o((ton)[>n)), tonn) 1 .
On the other hand if we put t =  (to((p)i>n)) =  (to(at>n)) and note tha t ((<5s0n)on) =  non, 
then we get
R.H .S. = (to((77)t>n))>(pon) =  (to(at>n))>((^a 0  n)on)
=  (to(at>n))>(5s<(ai>u) 0  (at>n)_1nn) =  Ss 0  n, 
where n =  rc((to(ai>n))t>((at>n)_1n n )) , s =  ((so(at>n)r( tL, t )_1) • tL)orD-1 and
w — r(((to(ac>n))>(770n)) , (to(a>n))o(at>n)_1nn)r((to(a[>n)), (aon)) 1 
=  r(((t>77)o((ton)>n)) , tonn)r((to(a>n)), (aon)) 1 
=  r(((t>77))o((ton)t>n), to n n )r (t , (aon)) 1 
=  r(&o((ton)t>n), to n n )r (t , (aon)) 1 .
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To simplify u we need to calculate the following:
(to(at>n))t>((ai>u)_1uu) =  ^(to(ac>u))[>(a[>u)_:1J  (t>uv) =  (t>(at>n)) 1(tt>nn),
so u and s can be rewritten as
u =  r (b<((t<u)>v) , t o n n ) r ( t , (aon)) X(t>(a>n)) 1(t>uv)
s =  ((so(a>n)r( t L, t ) _ 1 ) - tL) o r ( t ,  (aon))r(6o((ton)>n), tonn)
So to have n =  n we need the following equation to be true:
r ( t ,  (aon)) 1 (to(aon)) 1 =  ((t • a)on) V(£, a )-1 
which can be rewritten as
(tt>(at>n)) 1 =  r ( t<((rj)>v), (aon)) ((t • a)t>n) V ( t ,a )_1
which is true according to the identities between (M, •) and r. So we only need now to
show tha t s = s, which can be shown if we have the following equality true:
((so(a>n)r( tL, t )_1) • tL) o r ( t ,  (aon)) =  ((so r(tL, t ) _1) • t L)o r(t, a )((t • a)t>n) , 
which can be equivalently written as
((so(at>n)r(tL, t ) _;L) • tL) =  ((so r(tL, t ) -1) • tL)o r(t, a) ((t • a )> n )r(to ((p )> n ), (aon)) 1
=  ((so r(tL, t)_1) • tL)o(ti>(a>n))
— ^ (so r(tL, t ) _1)o (tL[>(t>(at>n)))^ • ^tLo(t[>(a>n))^
=  ^so(at>n)r(tLo(ti>(ai>n)), to(at>n)) ^  • (tLo(to(a[>n))) ,
where tLt>(to(aon)) =  r ( tL, t)(aD>n)r(tLo(t[>(ai>n)), to(a>n)) 1 was used in the last equal­
ity. To show that the above equality is true we only need to show tha t (to(at>u))L =
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tL<i(t>(a>v)Y Put (aou) =  v then we want to show (t<v')L =  t L<(t>v), i.e. (tL<(t>v)') • 
(t<\v) = e which is true as
tL<(t>v) ' (t<v ) =  (tL • t)<w = e<v — e .
Therefore, the L.H.S. — R.H.S. as required. □
R em ark  3.2.6 I f  G ^  {e}, then the algebra action < : V  A  —> V  is not a morphism in 
the category T> as it does not preserve the G-grade. The G-grade of £<(6s <g)u) = 5St^ )^<u 
is |£<ii| =  ((£)oii)_1|£|u =  (s>ti)-1 |£|it. On the other hand the G-grade of £ 0  (6 S 0  u) 
is t((£), a )_1|£|ii where a — {5S 0  u ). To have a morphism in V  we require that (s\>u) =  
t((£), a). But we know that s • a =  s<u which implies that (s\>u)(s • a) =  (st>u)(s<m) =  su. 
On the other hand we know that r((£),a)(s  • a) =  sa. So the equality only holds if 
a =  u £ G fl M  — {c}.
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.7 For (6 S 0  u), (5t 0  v ) £ A, the multiplication map p  : A ®  A  —► A  
which is defined by (see 1.3.8)
p(f5s 0  it) 0  (St 0  v)) = 6t,s<u ^<r(o,6) ® t ( cl, b ^ u v  ,
is a morphism in V , where t , s  G M , u, v G G, a — (5S 0  u) and b — (5t 0  v).
P ro o f. To prove that the map p : A  <S) A —► /lis a  morphism in T> we only need 
to prove that it preserves the G-grade and the M-action, as we already know that it is a 
morphism in C. For the grading we start as
|(<5S 0 u ) 0  (St 0  u)| =  r((5s 0  it), (5t 0  v))_1|(5s 0  u\ 0  v\ =  r(a , 6)_1 u v  .
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On the other hand
\5t,s<u5s<T(a,b) 0 r ( a ,6 ) _1 uv\ = r(a,b)~l u v  ,
as required. So p  does preserve the G-grade. Next to show tha t p  preserves the M-action 
we start as follows
L.H.S. =  ( /x t(a , b))>((5s 0  it) 0  (5t 0  u)) =  (p>(S8 0  u))<z 0  (p<m)\>(5t 0  v ) , 
where z — r{p<u, 6)r(((/?<it)>((Jt 0  v)),p<uv) 1 . On the other hand
R.H.S. = (p<rr(a, b))>8 t,s<u (<W(a,f>) 0  r(a, b)~luv) =  SttS<u 5™ 0  it'" ,
where u"  =  w " (^ (jp<3T(a,b))>T(a,b)~lu v ^ , s'" =  ^ s< T (a , 6 )r((p<r(a, 6))L, (p<r(a, &))) 
(p<T(a,b))L^J<w'" 1 ,w "  — r(c,p<uv)T(j)<T(a, b), a-b) 1, and csatisfies (p<r(a, 6))-(a-6) =  
c • ( / k h a i >) . We want to get L.H.S. = R .H .S . , and to do so we start with the left hand 
side and do the following calculation
(p<u)t>(5t 0  v) =  (8 t> 0  i>)
where i/ =  u/ ((/?<it)i>i>), ^ =  ^(t<r((/x]ii)'L, (/?<u)) 1)-(p<it)L^<m/ \  it;' =  r(g,p<uv)r(p<]u, 6)_1 
=  z_1 and g = (5t' <S> v )  which satisfies (p<u) ■ b =  g ■ (p<uv). Also
p&(5s 0  it) =  (6 g‘ 0  it')
where u =  iy(/?>it), s' =  ((s<ir(pL,p )_1) -pL^<w~l , w =  r(h,p<u)T(p, a )-1 and h =
(5S> <S>u) which satisfies p • a — h • ( j x u ) . Also we have
(S3> 0  u)<\z = 6 a'<h>z) 0  (/u>z)~Vz =  5S» 0  it" ,
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w ith  (5S" ®u")  — f  =  h<z. S o w e n eed  to  sh ow  th a t
6t,s<u Ss’" ® u" =  (Ss" ® u ) { 5 t> ® v )  =  $s"<T(f,9) ® r ( f , g ) ~ lu v
=  ^ \ s l<ulzSsl<(h>z)T(h<z,9) ® T(h<z ,g ) -1{h>z)-1u z v
=  5t\s'<u'z5s ® U .
N ow  w e ch eck  th e  5 fu n c tio n  as fo llow s 5t> s’<u>z =  1 ( ( s<t (p l ,p )~1) • pL)o(pt>u) —
(tor {{p<\u) L, (p<u)) *) • (p<u)L sor(pL,p)~1(pL[>(pt>u))  =  tor  ((pou)L, (pou)) 1 <=> 
sou =  t , i.e . to  h ave a  n on -zero  an sw er w e m u st h ave  sou — t. T h is  c a lc u la tio n  w as  
d o n e k n o w in g  th a t  (pou)L =  pLo(pt>u). S o  w e o n ly  n eed  n ow  to  sh o w  th a t  u" =  u and  
s '  =  s. W e s ta r t  w ith  u" as fo llow s
u =  r(c,p<iuv)T(j)<ST(a,b),a • b) 1 (^{por(a,b))>r(a,b)~1u v Sj  
— r(c,p<uv)r{p<T(a,b) ,a ■ b) 1 (por(a,6)) 1(p>uv)
=  t ( c , p < u v ) t ( p  • a , b ) ~ 1T ( p , a ) ~ 1 ( p t>u v)
=  r(c ,pouv)  ((p  • a) • b)b~1(p • a)_1r(p, a)_1(pi>ra;).
O n  th e  o th e r  h an d
u =  t(/i<]z, g)_1(h[>z)_1iz zu  
=  r(hoz, g)~l {h\>z)~lu ((p<m)>u)
=  r(hoz, g)~1(h>z)~lw(p>u) ((pou)\>v)
=  r(h<z, g)*1 (h>z)~1r(h, pou)r(p, a)~l (p>uv) .
S o w e n eed  to  sh ow  th a t
r(c ,pouv)  ((p • a) • b)b~1(p ■ a)-1 =  r(/i<z, g)~1(ht>z)~1r (h ,p ou ) , (3-1)
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but
r(h<z, g)~1(h>z)~1r(h,p<iu) = ((h<z) • g)g~1(h<\z)~l (h>z)~lh(p<u) (h • (p<u)) 1
-  ((h<z) ■ g)g~1z~ 1 (p<u)(p • a )- 1 .
So we need now to show that
r(c,p<uv)((p • a) • b)b~l = ((h<z) ■ g)g~1z~ 1( jxu ) , (3-2)
and to do so we do the following calculation
((h<z) • g) ■ (p<uv) — (h<Yr{p<m, b)) ■ (g • (p<uv)) =  (h<r(p<u, b)) ■ ((p<u) ■ b)
— (h • (p<u)) ■ b — (p • a) • b — c • (p<mv) , 
so c =  (h<z) ■ g. Now we recalculate the right hand side of (3.2) as follows
((/i<iz) • g)g~l z~l (p<\u) — c(p<uv)(p<uv) ~ 1 g~lz-1 (p<u)
— r(c,p<\uv)(c • (p<uv))(p<uv)~1g~lz~ 1(p<u)
= r(c,p<uv)(c • (jxuv))  (p • (p<uv)) 1r(g,p<uv)~1z~ 1(p<iu)
=  r(c,p<uv) (c • (p<mv)) ({p<u) • 6) 1r(p<u, b)-1 (]9<m)
=  t(c , £><m>) (c • (p<uv))b~l , 
which is the same as the left hand side of (3.2) as required. The last thing is to show tha t 
s'" = s, i.e. we want to show that
^ s < r ( a ,  &)r ((p<r(a, 6))L, (p<r(a,b))) ^  ■ [p<r(a:b))L^<iw 1 =  s <(h>z)r(h<z, g ) ,
or, equivalently
^sor(a, 6)r ((p<r(a, 6))L, (p<ir(a, 6))) ^  ■ {p<T(a,b))L — s'<(ht>z)r(h<z, g)w '  , (3-3)
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but
s <(h>z)r(h<z,g)w>f/ — ((s<ir(pL,p )_1) • pL)<w~1(h>z)r(h<z, g)w . (3-4)
To simplify (3 .4) we do the following calculations 
w~l (hx>z)r(h<z, g)w — w~l {h\>z){h<\z)g{{h<\z) • g) lw
=  w~1hzgc~1r(c^p<iuv)T(j)<iT(a, b), a • b) 1 
=  w~lhzg{p<\uv)(c ■ (p<\uv) j^ V(p<ir(a, 6), a • b) 1 
= w~1hr(p<u,b)^g ■ (p<uv)) [(p<r(a,b)) • (a - b)) V(p<iT(a, 6), a ■ b) 1 
=  w~lhr{p<iu, b) ((p<u) ■ b) ((p<ir(a, b)) ■ (a • 6)) V(p<)T(a, 6), a ■ b) 1
- u>_1 h(p<iu)b((p<iT(a,b)) • (a  • 6)) V ( p < r ( a ,  6), a  • 6) 1 
=  r (p , a ) ( h  • {p<u))b((p ■ a) ■ 6 )) V ( p < r ( a ,  6), a  ■ 6) 1 
=  r ( p ,a ) ( p - a ) 6 ( ( p -  a ) • 6 ) ) “ V (p < ]r (a , 6), a  • &)_1 
=  t (p , cl)t (p  ■ a , b)T(p<\T(a,b):a - b) 1 
=  por(a, 6).
So if we substitute in (3.4) then in (3.3) we only need to show that
(s<Jr(a, 6)r((p<r(o, b))L, (p«r(a, 5)))_1) • (p<r(a, 6))L =  ( (s<r(pL,p )_1) •pL)<(pt>r(a, 6)),
which is true since r(a , 6 )r((por(a , 6))L, (p<r(a,6))) 1 =  T(pL,p )“ 1(pLD>(pt>r(a, b))) , and 
(p<r(a ,b))L =  (pL<j(pt>r(a,b))). Therefore s"  =  s as required. □
It is now natural to ask if A  is actually a braided Hopf algebra in C.
P rop osition  3.2.8 There is an identity I  for the multiplication p in the category V  given 
by
I  = ^  St 0  e .
t£M
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P ro o f. We already knew (from 1.3.8) tha t /  is a morphism : k —> A  in the category 
C with grade (I) — e. So we only need to show tha t it preserves the M -action and the 
G-grade. For some s, t E M, we check the M-action as
st>(5t 0  e) =  0  u ,
w h ere  u  =  w(s\>e) =  we =  w, w  =  t ( 6 ,  s o e ) r ( s ,  (£t 0  e ) ) _1 =  t ( 6 ,  s ) t ( s ,  e ) _1 an d  
=  ( t < r ( s L , s ) _1 • s L)<iu;_1 w h ere b sa tis f ies  s  • e =  b • ( so e )  •<=> s — b • s -O- s • s R — 
(b ■ s) • sR e — b<r(s . s R) <=>• e < r ( s , s ^ ) -1  = 6  ^  e — b . H en ce, w — e, w h ich , by  
th e n , im p lies  th a t  u  =  e. T h u s £* =  ( t < r ( s L , s )-1 • s L)<iic_1 =  t' =  t<r(sL , s )-1 • sL. If 
w e a p p ly  •s to  b o th  s id es  w e g e t  t' • s =  ( t<r(sL , s ) _1 • s L) • s , w h ich  im p lie s  th a t  t ■ s =  t, 
w h ich  m ea n s th a t  th ere  is a  1 — 1 co rresp o n d en ce  b e tw e en  t  an d  t ' w h ich , b y  th e n , m ea n s  
th a t  th ere  w ill b e  n o re p e a tin g  in  th e  su m  over t ' . T h erefore ,
sc> St 0  e =  5t> 0  e =  I ,
ieM teM
which means that the M -action is preserved. Now note tha t 0  e\ — \5t> 0  e| =  e, i.e. 
the morphism preserves the G-grade. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.9 The multiplication p on A  is braided commutative, i.e. for (Ss 0  u), 
(St 0  v) G A the following equality is satisfied
figure 3.3 
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P roo f. Putting (Sg <S>u) — a and (5t 2  v) — b, we start with the right hand side by 
calculating the following
&({5a 2  u) 2  (8 t 2  v)) =  (5s (S> u)>(8t 2  v) 2  (5s 2  u)<\St 2  v\
— oJ>(8 t 2  v ) 2  (6 a 2> u)<m 
= (Si 2 u) 2 (^<(a>v) 2 (a>u)_1w )  ,
where =  w(a>i>), t — ^(t< r(aL, a)-1) • aL^<u;_1, it; =  r(c, a<u)r(a, 6)-1 , c =  (a>(5t 2 u ) )  
and satisfies a ■ b = c - (cu>v). So the right hand side is given by
R.H.S. = fi(^f((6 a 2  it) 2  (6 t 2  v))) =  ^<(a>I;)l<< f^<r(c,a<v) 2  t ( c , a<m)_1 u(at>u)-1uu
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.10 Let A  be the algebra defined in 3.2.1, then for a =  (<5S 2  u) 6 A,
=  ^ s^ a o v ), ( ( ta r fa ^ .a ) -1  )•(!.*■)<(a>u) *^( (t<3r(oL,o)- 1 )  ■oi )<lr(o,6) ®  ^  ^  M M " 1™  
=  ® T(a’b)~luV
= ® r (a >6) ‘ UV
— 8s -a , t  8 s <r ( a , b )  2  T ( a ,  6 ) UU 
8s<u,t 8s<3r{a,b) 2  T~(cL, 6) It It .
On the other hand we have
L.H.S. = fj,((6s 2  u) 2  2  v)) =  ^s<U)i <W(a,6) 2  r(a , 6) 1 uu . □
i/ie non-braided comultiplication A  : A  A ®  A  which is defined by A  (a) =  £a(i) 2  a(2), 
where (£ 2  ?7)<u =  ££<a(x) 2  p<CL(2), can be given by the following formula
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P roo f. We know that
(f ® p)<{Ss ® u) = (f ® = tis,<£)-(v) ^<((v)>u) ® ^  ■
On the other hand for a(i)® a(2) =  J2 ^  0^2 where s 1?s2 G M  and € G,
we have
f< a (i) ® ^ < a(2) =  ® 5S2^)p<\u2 .
To have a non-zero answer we must have s x =  {£), s 2 =  {rf) . Comparing with the first 
equation, we obtain s x • s2 =  s, u2 =  u and s2ou =  u\ and we get the following
fl(i) ® a(2) =  ^ 2  Sai <g> ui <g> Ss2 ® u 2 = ^ 2  ® (s2>u) ®5 S2® u . □
Sj^jSjGMand s 1- s 2 = s
Proposition  3.2.11 Lef 6e the algebra defined in 3.2.1 and let V  and W  be represen­
tations of A. Then for a — (5S ® it) G A, the braided coproduct A  : A  A ®  A  which is 
defined by
£ 7] a £ rj a
figure 3.4
where £ G V and p G W , can be given by the following formula, where I  — J2t 6t ® e :
A (a) = A (Ss <8 ) u) — (6S ® u) Cg> I .
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Proof. If we put A (a) = ai 0  a2 where ai =  8tl 0  U\ and a2 = St2 0  u2, then  
(£ 0  p) 0  (ai 0  a2) £ —> ((£ 0  7/)<r((ai), (a2))_1 0  ai) 0  a2 
— ((f<((*7)>w) ® (v<w))  ® a i) ® a2
r ((7/><u;) (a i>) ® ((77<w) 0  a i))  0  ^2  
(id^fid  (^<((77)0 ^ )  r((p)<iw, (ai)) 0  (((7/)<iy)>ai ® 77«iu|ai|)) 0  a 2 
$^jg»d 0  ((^O iuj^ai) 0  p<\w\(L\ |) 0  a2
=  ((£«((??)<>w) z x  0  a^) 0  7/ )  0  a2 , 
where w = r ( (a i ) ,  (a2) ) ~ \ z  =  r ( ( 77)<iy, (a i)) , £ =  T((a[),  { p ) ) - 1 ,a[ = ({p)<w)>a 1 and 
p' =  7y<u;|ai|. We first calculate (£<((77)0 ^ ) z i ) < a j  starting with calculating a[ as follows
a i  =  ({p)<w)>a  1 =  t > ( ^ j  0  U i )  — 8  ^<S)u,
where u =  u)(£i>ui), £ =  ((£i<it(£l , £)_1) • t L)<w~1, w  = t ((cl[),  £<iti)r(£, (a i ) ) -1  =  x _1 z _1, 
£ =  (p)<w and £• (ai) =  (a[) • ( p ) . So (£<((p)>w) z  x)<a[ can be calculated as
(£,^((rl)t>w) =  (£<((p)>w) zx)<\(8i  0  u )
=  £t- ,( 0 < ( ( r ,W z x ^ ( W H ^ w  
=  5i,(0<(v>w)zx £<( (p )>w)zx iv( i>u1)
3((ti<T(iL,t)-1)-iL)-t ,((£)<((r})>w))-t ( £ ^ ^ 1)
=  ^1  d (0<((T?)t>u;))-((77)<Juj) ^ { ( 7l)^>w) {{(v)<iw)t>ui)
=  ^ 1 1  ((0 -(v))<™ £^((p)t>u,ul) •
We now calculate p < a 2 as follows
p'<a2 =  p<wui<(8t2 0  u 2) =  8t2, (77)<u;ui p<wuiu2 .
On the other hand we know from proposition 3.2.10 that
p<(6S2 0  u) =  8S21 ^  p<m and £«(<5Sl 0  (s2t>ii)) =  , (0  £<{s2>u),
so Si =  (£} and s2 = (rj) and hence from both cases we get
t 2 — s2<\wu\ and u — w u\u2 , (3-5)
also we get
6i — (si • s2)<\w — s<w and s2i>ii =  {p)>wui or u = w u \ . (3-6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) gives that u2 =  e. We know that t2<m2 =  t2<e — t2 — t2 • (a2),
which implies tha t (a2) =  e which by then implies tha t w — e. Therefore
A (a) = A(5S 0  u) = ^ 2  (& ® u) 0  (^s2<u ® e)
3i-S2=S 
=  ( 8 g  0  It) 0  /  . □
D efin ition  3.2.12 The map e : A  —> k is given by the action of A  on the unit object
k G C and is e(Ss 0  u) — 8Sje , for (8S 0  u) G A, s G M  and u G G.
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.13 The map e : A  —> k is a morphism in C and an algebra map. 
However it is not a morphism inT> if A  is considered in V  according to 3.2.1.
P ro o f. This map is in the category C, i.e. it does preserve the M-grade and the 
G-action which can be shown as
c(((5 g  0  'li)<3'U^  € ((^ s< (a > v ) ®  (<2t>u) U V ) )  ^s<(a>i;),e ^s,e<(a>i>) —1 ^s,e ;
where v G G and a — (5s ® u ) .  On the other hand
(e(5a 0  u))<V =  (^Sie)<V =  8 gte ,
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which just means that e does preserve the G-action. Now if e(6 s®u) ^  0, then (Ss®u) =  e, 
which means that the map e preserves the M-grade. It is clear th a t it does not preserve 
the G-grade as for all u E G we have e(£s ® u) = SSj6. This map is multiplicative as for 
(Ss <g> u) ® (St ® v) = 6 t'S<u £s<r(a,&) ® r(a, b)~lu v , where a = (6S ® u) and b = {6t ® v) we 
have e(Js <g> t i )  ® v) = 5s,e 5t,e • On the other hand we also have
^(^s<r(a,6) ®  l i o )  bt,s<U ^s<r(a,6),e ^t,s<u ^s,e<r(a,6)_1 ^t,s<u $s,e  ^s,e •
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.14 For ($s ® u), (g> o)E >1 £/ie following equality is satisfied:
(S3 ® <8> v) (Sg <S> u) (St <g> r)
A A
figure 3.5
P roo f. We start with the right hand side following the diagram. Consider the following
y :  ((Sg <g> u) ® (Fc <g> e)) ® ((<St <g> r) (g) (Sd ® e)) .
c , d £ M
Putting (<5S <S)u) — a and ® o) =  b and applying the associator gives
c , d £ M
c , d £ M
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where (6C ® e) =  e, (6d g  e) =  e and r(e, b) =  e. Now we apply id g  4> 1 to get 
y :  (£s ® u) g  (^(<SC ® e) g  (5* g  v)<r(e, 6)_1) g  (£d g  e)^
(3 .7)
=  ^  (Ss g  u) g  (^(<JC g  e) g  (5* g  u)) g  (5d g  e)^ ,
c,d£M
where r(e, b) =  e. Now we calculate
((Sc g  e) g  (<Jt g  i>)) =  e>(5j g  u) g  (Sc g  e)<u =  (5* g  u) g  (Jc<m g  e ) .
We now substitute in 3.7 to get
y :  (Ss g w ) g  (((<^ g  v) g  (4 <w g  e)) g  (Sd g  e)^ .
c,d£M
Next we apply id g  to get
y  {5 s g u ) g  ((<5* g  v) g  ((6c<n, g  e) g  (Sd g  e))^ .
c,d£M
Applying $ ~ 1 gives
^  ((£s g  u)<r(6, e )_1 g  g  i>)) g  ((5C<V g  e) g  (<5d g  e))
c,deM
=  X  ((5a g t i ) g  g  v)) g  ((5^  g  e) g  (<5d g  e)) .
c ,d eM
Now applying the multiplication map gives
y   ^ ( St,s<u Ss<r{a,b) g  "^(®j riu) g  ( Sd c<^v 5c<\y g  6^
c ,d eM
=  X ]  ( ^<r(a,6) g  r(a, 6)_1uu) g  ( SdtC Sc g  e) 
c,d£M
=  £ ( '  t,s<u 5s<T(a,b) g  7*(a, 6) g  ( <5C g  e)
c e M
=  ( $s<T(a,b) g  r(a, 6)_1i«;) g  y y  ( £c g  e)
c e M
~" ( Stys<u Ss<r(a,b) g  U.u) g  I  .
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So the right hand side of the equality is given by
R.H.S. = ( 5tla<xu Ss<r(a,b) 0  T(a, fy^U v)  0  I  .
On the other hand the left hand side is given by
L.H.S. =  A((6S ®u)(5t 0 u ) )  =  A ( <W(0)&) g  r(a,b)~luv)
( St,s<u Ss<r(a,b) g  g  I  . CD
R e m a rk  3.2.15 As the proposed counit e : A  —> k is not a morphism in V , the best
we can hope for is that A  is a braided Hopf algebra in C. However we see that not all
the axioms are satisfied. I f  we apply this map to the coproduct defined in the previous
proposition we get the following
(id g  e) A (Ss g  u) =  (id g  e) ((<5S g  u) g  I) =  (5S g  u) g  e(I) =  (S8 g  u) g  1 =  Ss g  u ,
but on the other hand
(e g  id) A (Ss g  u) =  (e g  id) ((4  g  u) g  I) =  e(6s g  u) g  I .
In general e(Ss g u ) g  /  5S g  u . This can be illustrated by the following diagrams:
{6S g  u) (6a g  u) (Sa ® u) (Ss g  u) (Ss g  u)
© ©
figure 3.6
In [8] there is a definition of a left Hopf algebra. This is an ordinary bialgebra, with 
a one sided antipode. In the case presented here, we do not get this far, as the counit is 
already one sided. It remains to be seen if there is even a one-sided antipode for A.
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3.3 T he dual o f th e algebra A  in C
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.1 Define a basis 5U<S> s of A* with evaluation map given by
ev({5u <8 s) <g> (6t <8 v)) = 5aft SUjV ,
for s , t  G  M  and u ,v  G  G. Then the M-grade and the G-action on A* are defined as 
follows: (Su < 8 s) = (6s <g>u)L, and for any w G  G
P roo f. Take the algebra A EC. For (£s ® u ) e A ,  (5  ^® s) G  A*, then for (6t ® v) G  A 
the evaluation map is given by
ev((6u ® s) <g> (St (8 u)) =  5sft 5U,V ,
where s , t  G  M  and u ,v  G  G. The evaluation map will not be affected if for any w G  G 
we apply <\w as follows
(6U (8 s)«((6u <8 s)R>w) =  6{{Su®s)r>w)- \ w <8> s<((5u <8 s)R>w) .
Using the definition of the action of G on the elements of the algebra A, the last equation
can be rewritten as
If we take St <8 v — 5S (8 u then we get the following equation
(Su (8 s)«{{5s (8 u)>w) = S{{6s^ u)>w)- iuw (8 s<({5a (8 u)>w). (3.8)
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As (5U <8 s) ■ (Ss <8 u) — e, so (5U (8 s) — (8S 8  u)L or (5S <8 u) — (5U <8 s)R. Hence the 
equation (3.8) can be rewritten as
(8U (8 s)<((<Su 8  s)R>w) = ^(((5u0s)H>u;)- iuli; <8 s<({Su (8 s)R>w) . □
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.2 There is a morphism T  : A  —> A* in the category C defined by
T(8S (8u) =  5u- iT(btbR) 8  s<u ,
where b =  {5s ®u).
P ro o f. We have defined a linear map T  : A —► A*. If this map is to be a morphism in 
the category it should preserve the grading and the action in C i.e. (T(6s<g>u)) =  (£s<8u) 
and
(T(Ss 8  u)^<(bR>w) = T((6S 8  u)<(bR>w)) . (3.9)
To prove this we start with
T((6„ ® u)<(6'W)) = ® (h>(t,fi>w))~1 «(6fl>™)) •
If we put T(8a 8  u) =  Sv 8  t for some v E G and t E M,  then (3.3.1) implies
(T(8S 8  u))<(bR>w) =  (8V 8  t)<(6jR>iw) =  8{bR>w)- ivu 8  t<(&H>u;).
Now we need to find t and v. We know tha t (Sv 8  t) — (8S 8  u) — b — (5t 8  v )L, so
8  f ) , then we have
t • bR = t<w and s • b =  s<m,
thus (t ■ bR) • 6 ^  =  (t<u) • bRR, or (t<r(bR, bRR)) • (6^ • =  (t<v) • bRR which implies
t<r(bR, bRR) =  (£<v) • bRR. (3.10)
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Now as b ■ bR — e and bR • bRR — e, then (6 • bR) • bRR — b<xr(bR, bRR) • (bR • bRR) implies 
tha t bRR — b<r{bR, 6 ^ ) .  Also we know that
b(bRbRR) = br(bR,bRR) = (b>T(bR,bRR))(b<r{bR,bRR)) ,
but on the other hand
b(bRbRR) = {bbR)bRR =  r(6, bR)bRR,
so by the uniqueness of the factorization bt>T(bR,bRR) — r(b,bR) , hence (3.10) can be 
rewritten as
t«T(bR,bRR) =  (t<u) • (6<r(6fi, 0 )  ,
which implies that
t =  (^(t<v) • (b<\T(bR, bRR))^cr(bR, bRR)~l
=  ^<u((6<r(6ii, bRR))t>T(bR, 6fii?)-1)^ • b
= ( ^ ( f o r ^ f c ™ ) ) -1)  • b 
— (t<vr(b, 6/?)_1) • b .
Let s =  t<ur(6, fr^)-1 , then u = r(b, bR)v~l , or u =  u~lr(b , 6fl) and t = s<u. Therefore,
T(5a <g>u) =  5u- iT(h,b«) 8  s<u. (3-11)
Now we want to show tha t (3.9) is satisfied. S tart with the grade as
((d)s 8  u)<(bR>w)) — (8a 8  u)<(bR>w) = b<(bR>w) =  c,
now to check the action staring with the right hand side of (3.9) as follows 
T((8S 8 u)<(bR>w)) =  T^8s<{b>{bR>w)) 8 (b\>(bRt>w)) 1 u(bR>w)^j
=  (^6«>K;)“1u-1({^ (6fi>u;))r(c,c^ ) ® S<tt(6fll>w)
=  6(bn»wr'u-W(b,b«)w ® 5<u(6^[>u;),
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the last equality because
b>(bR>w) =  t(6 , bR)wr (b<(bRi>w), (bR<\w)) 1 =  r(b, bR)wT(c, cR) 1
Finally,
(T(Sa 8  n))<(6Kt>tc) =  (6u- iT(b>bR) 8  s<n)<(6Hou;)
= S(b«>w)-lU->T(l,,bK)w ® .
as required. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.3 Le£ £/ie morphism T  : A —+ A* be as defined in proposition (3.3.2). 
Then there is an inverse morphism T ~ l : A* —> A in the category C defined by
T ~ l (Sv 8  t) = 5t<VT(btbR)-i 8  r(b, bR) v~l ,
for (Sv 8  t) € A*, where b — (5v <S>t).
P roo f. From proposition (3.3.2) we know that
T(6S ® u) = 6u- iT(bibR) 8  s<u ,
where b =  (ds 8 w). Put T(<55 8 u )  =  Sv 8  t, then also (6V <S> t) — b as the morphism T  
preserves the grade. Then also we can get
t = s<su and v = ri_ 1 r ( 6 ,  bR),
which imply that
u = r(b,bR)v ~ 1 and s = t<\u~l = t<vr(b,bR)~l .
Therefore
T ~ 1(5V 8  t) — 5S 8  u ,
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with s and u as defined above. Note that it is automatic tha t if T  is a morphism, with a 
linear map inverse T -1 , then T ~ l is also a morphism. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.4 Let A  be the algebra in the category C, then for an element a  =  
(6U 8  s) in A* the coproduct, or comultiplication, A on A* can be given by
A{5U ®s) =  ®  s) ®  (<5T(0Li0)„ - M a ) , i - v - v  ®  s<vr{aL, a) *),
vEG
where u € G, s €  M , a — ( £ s 8  v) and a! — ( ( ( a )  • a)<\r(aL, a ) - 1 ) ^  .




For q G 4*, we follow the above figure from top to bottom and calculate the following: 
Put cocva(I) =  P 8  7  =  P' 8  j  (w e  suppress summations as usual ) which implies 
(P) • (7) =  e and (P') ■ (7'') =  e. As all parts of the above diagram are morphisms in the 
category and preserve the grads we should have (a) — (7') • (7). We start with
a  8  coevA(l) =  a  8  (P  8  7 ).
According to the diagram we include coevA(l) again to get
o  8  ( (P  8  coevA(l)) 8 7 ) =  a  8  ((/? 8  (P'  8  7 ')) 8  7 ) ■
After tha t we apply the associator inverse <f> 1 and then the multiplication to get
a  8  (((/?<t( ( / ? ' ) ,  ( t ' ) ) - 1  ®  P' )  8  7  ) 8  7 ) ^  a  8  ((((/?«r( (/?'), (7 ,>)_1)^ /) ® V) ® 7 )
Now applying the associator <E> gives
a  8  (((P<t {{P'), ('y'))~1)p,)<r(('y'), (7 )) ® (V ® 7))■
Applying the associator inverse <I>_ 1  again will give
(a«r((/3), (7 ' 8  j ) ) ~ l 8  /3) 8  (7 8 7 ) =  (a<r((/0 ), (V) • (7 ) ) _ 1  ® P)  8  (7 ' 8  7 )
=  ( a « r ( ( / 3 ) ,  ( a ) ) - 1  8  ^ )  8  (7  ®  7 )
where
(3.12)
p  =  ((/?<r((/?'), (7 » 1)/?,)<r((7,),(7» > (3-13)
which implies that
(0) = (((/?><t((/?’>, ( V ) ) - 1 )  • </3'»«T«7'), (7)). (3.14)
Now we want to show that ( P )  — (a ) L , which can be proved as follows
0 )  ' (“ ) =  0 )  ' ((V) ■ <7» =  (V ))-1) • 0 ' ) ) <T((l')> (7)) ' ((V) • (7»
=  ( A ) ' 1) ' </?'» ■ <7 » ■ (7>
=  m  ■ (0 ‘) ■ <7'))) ■ <7> =  «/?>• <0 • (7> =  </5) • (7 > =  e •
So if we apply the evaluation map to (3.12), it can be rewritten as 
(a«r((a)L,(a))_1)(/?) ( 7 8 7 )  =
a ( p < r ( ( P ) L , { P ) ) - l ( ( P ) L \ > r ( ( a ) L , (o)))r((^)L<r((a)L, (a)), ( ( P ) L < r ( { a )L, (a)))*) (7 ® 7)-
(3.15)
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To make this equation simpler we need to do the following calculations 
((a)LL«r((a )L, {a))) • ( (a )L • (a)) = ((a )LL • (a )L) • (a), 
which implies that
(a)LL<\r((a)L, {a)) = (a).
Thus we can consider the following
(a)LL{a)L{a) = (a)LLr({a)L, (a)) = ({a)LLt>r((a)L, {a))) (a),
which implies that
(a)LL{a)L =  r { ( a )LL, (a ) L) =  (a)LL>r((a)L, ( a » .
Now substituting in (3.15) gives
A A.(a) =  a(P<r({a),  (a ) R ) )  ( 7 ' 8 7 ),
where
(3 =  ((/?<t((/?'), (7,» _1)/?,)< t((7 ,) j < 7 » -  
From the definition of the coevaluation map we know
coevA( l ) =  ^ 2
£E basis of V
so we put (3 — £ < t (  (£)l , (f) ) _ 1  and 7  =  f , and also in the same way we put 0  — 
7]<r( (r))L, (77) ) _ 1  and 7 ’ — fj. These imply that
(P)  =  ( £ > < M  ( C ) L >  ( 0  ) _ 1  a n d  < 7 >  =  (€)  =  ( 0 L >
(/?') =  (t/)< t( (?7)l , (7 ) ) _1  and (7 ) =  (77) = {rj)L.
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Now we substitute these in (3 and try to simplify it as follows
0  =  ( f  < t (  ( ( )L, {£) )_1 (t7)<r(  (77)L, (77) )_ 1 , {q)L ) _1(t7« t (  (t )^L, (77) )_1) ) « t (  (t )^L, (£)L ). 
Put 7T =  ( £ < r( (£)L, (0  )_1 r (  (t / )<t( (r))L, (77) ) ~ \ ( r ])L) _1) (77< r( (t7>l , (77) J"1) , so
^ r ( (7?)l > i v ) ) =
( £ < t (  <0 )_1 T( W L, (n) )_1 , W L ) _1(((7/> < t (  (77>L, (77) )_1)t>r( (t7)L, (77) ) ) )  77
=  ( f  < t (  ( 0 L> ( 0  ) _1 T ( W <Jr( <v ) L, (??) ) - 1 , W L ) _ 1 ( M ^ (  fa) ) _1) _1)  v  
= (Z < r ( (f)L> (0  )_1) *?•
The last equivalence is because
r (  (77><]t( (77)L, (77) )_1 , (77)L ) =  (fa)<r( fa)L, (77) )_1) (77)L =
((77>>r( (t7) l , (77) J-1 ) -1 (t7)((t7)l  (t?))-1 {r])L =  (fa)>r( (r,)L, {rj) )_1) _1.
So
(3 =  (7r<r( (t7)l , (77) ) )< r (  fa)L, (77) )_1 r( (t7>L, (£)L )
=  ( ( £ < t (  {£)L, {0  )_1) (r])L, (77) )_1 r( (t7)L, (£)L )•
Now put  ^ — St <S> v, a =  (£) =  ® 7;), 77 =  ^  ® 7/ ,  a =  {77) =  (5t> ® 7/ )  and
w =  t (  (£)L, ( 0  )_1 then
£<w =  (St ® v ) < w  =  5t<(a^ w) ® (a>7n)- 17;7n.
Hence
(^<(0^ )  ® ( a ^ w y h w ) ^ '  <g> 7/ )  =  ^  ^  ^ <(a>u,)T(a<u,i0' ) <S> r( a<7n, a ) - \ a > w ) ~ 1vwv .
Now put p  =  r( (t7)l , (77) )-1 t (  <77)^, (£)L ), then we get
0 =  ( ( ^ < t ( ( 0 L,(C>)_1) t 7) <P  =
^ ^ ^ < ( a > ^ ( a < . Ia')(((a<.).abt>P) ® W ^) ' ^  _^  ^  * Y ^ ^ Y ^ W V p .
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If we put q — r((a), {ot)R), then we get
<x(P<rr ( (a) ,  (a) )) =  St>t<vw a ( $ t<a>w)T( a<w a> ) ^ a<wy a')>p) ((((a«™) •»')«?) *7)
<S> ((((aoie) • a )<p)t>q) 1 (((aow) • a )t>p) 1r (  a<w, a )~l (a>w)~1vwv pq
(3.16)
To make this simpler we do the following
(((aoui) • a )>p) ((((a<w) • a)<p)>q) — ((a<w) ■ a')>pq,
and also we have pq =  a 1a'L a'LaL(a)~1(a)(a)R = a 1 aL {a)R. If we put F  =
(ax>w)T(a<w,a )(((a<w) • a)s>pq), then F  will be equal to the G-part of the following
unique factorization
(ia>w)(a<w)a pq =  (a>w)r( acw , a )((a<w) ■ a )pq
— (a>w)r( a<w, a ) (((aotu) • a )>pq) (((aow) • a )<pq) ,
but on the other hand we also have
(a>w)(a<\w)a pq — awapq — aa~laL la a  1aL(a)R — {a)R.
So F  = e,  which means tha t equation (3.16) can be rewritten as
ot(P<rr({a), (a )R)) =  6t> t<vw a(5t ® vwv a 1 aL (a )R).
If we put a  =  Su 0  s the R.H.S. of the above equation becomes
st’,t<vw ev ((^u (8) s) 0  (*t 0  VWV a 1 aL (a )R)) =  fy )t<vw 6 ^ 5 ^ vwv'a7 1aL(a)R)
which implies that t =  s, t' =  s o u r ( a L,a )  1 and u — u r ( a L,a )  V a  1 aL (a)R, or 
v — r ( a L,a )v ~ lu(a)R aL 1a .  We know tha t (a) =  (Ss ® u )L, or (a)R = (5S <8>u), so
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we get the following:
s ■ (a )R =  s • (6s <S>u) = s<u, t ■ a = t ■ (5t 0  v) =  t<v and t • a =  t • 0  v ) =  t ov  .
To confirm our calculations we prove the last equation substituting by its values as follows
t< v  =  s<u(a)R laL 1a = (s • (o:)jR)<i (a)R aL la — (s<((a)R>2:)) • ((a)R<z), (3-17)
where z =  (a )R aL 1a . But we know that
(a)Rz = ((a)Rt>z)((a)R<iz) — {a)R(a)R laL Xa — aL 1a =  r(aL 1 , a ) ( a L 1 - a ) .
So by the uniqueness of the factorization we get ((a)R>z) =  r{aL 1, a )  and ( ( a ) ^ ^ )  =  
(iaL 1 - a) ,  then substituting in (3.17) gives
t < v — (so r(aL 1, a )) • (aL 1 • a)  — (s ■ aL X) • a
— (s • a r (a L, a )-1) • a =  (s<\vr{aL, a)-1) - a =  t • a .
Finally, we calculate a which we do as the following:
(a) • a — (a L ■ aL) • a — (a L< r(aL, a)) • (aL • a) =  a L<r(aL, a),
so a'L = ({a) • a)<r(aL, a )-1 , or a = (((a) • a)<r(aL, a )-1)^. Therefore,
A(<5„ ®  s)  =  J 2 ( 6 v ®  s )  0  (6r(aL (£,)K -io i - i 0' ®  s <v t (o.l , a ) - 1). □
V
3.4 E xpanding th e collection  o f m orphism s in C
Here we consider adding new morphisms to the category C, to make a new category C . 
Consider the linear map : V  —> W. We call it a type A morphism if it satisfies the 
following conditions:
(</>(£)) =  (0  and <£(f<u) =  0(f)<u >
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for £ G  V and u G  G ( these are just the usual morphism conditions in C ). It it is said 
to be a type B morphism if it satisfies the following conditions:
(0 (0 ) =  ( 0 L and 0(f<u) =  <K 0<«f)>u) •
We will assume for this section, except for proposition 3.4.6, that sLL =  s and sLo(st>iz) =  
u for s G  M  and u G  G. Some more work could be done on the category C, which will 
be mentioned in the last chapter as an idea for more research.
Type B morphisms obey a rather odd order reversing tensor product rule, as we now
see.
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.1 7 /0 : 1 /  —* V  and 0  : W  —► W  are type B morphisms, then the map 
0 E  0  : V  —> W  ® V  which is defined by
( 0  B 0 )(£ <g> 77) =  (0 ( 7 7 )<r(aL, a) <g> 0 (£))<r(a, b) ,
where £ G  V , tj G  W, a =  (£) and b — (77), zs a iz/pe B morphism.
P ro o f. First we need to show that ((0 IE 0)(£ (g> 77)) =  (£ 0  77)l  =  (a • b)L which we do 
as the following, taking into account that 0 and 0  are type B morphisms:
( ( 0 (77)<r(aL,a) ® 0(£))<r(a, 6)) =  a ) ® 0(£)))<r(a, 6)
=  • (0(£)))<r(a,6)
=  ((<0(77))<^(aL,a)) • ( 0 (£ )))< r(a ,6 )
=  ( ( ( # M aL>a)) •
=  [(bL<r(aL, a)) ■ aL)<ir(a, 6 ).
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To show tha t this is equal to (a • b)L we dot it by (a • b) to get the identity. So we get 
^ ((6L<ir(aL, a)) • aL)or(a , b)^ j ■ (a • b) — ^((bL<r(aL, a)) • aL) • a j  • b
= ( {^bL<\r{aL, a ) r(a L, a)-1) • (aL • a)^ • b 
= bL • b — e .
Next we need to show that (0IE0) ((£ 0  rj)<\u) =  ((0IE0)(£ 0  ?]))<((£ 0  77)t>u). We start 
with the left hand side as the following:
L.H.S. — (0 IE 0 ) (^<{(r])>u) 0  rj<u) = (0 IE 0 ) (£«(&>u) 0  r]<m) 
— (^p(r]<iu)<iT((a<(&t>iz))L, a<(bt>u)) 0  0 (£<(6>rz))^<r (ao(6[>zi), b<u)
— (^ {'llJ(rl)<i{{rl)>u))<ir ((a<(bt>u))L, a<(&t>u)) 0  0 (£)<((£)i>(6ow))^<r(a<(6[>n), 6<m)
— ^(0 (77))<i(6 t>?z) r  ((a<(&c>zi))Z/, a<](6 i>iz)) (g) 0 (£)<(aD>(6t>u))^<r (a<(6>u), 6<u) .
On the other hand
R.H.S. =  ((0 IE 0)(£ <g> ??))<((£ 0  77)0 ^) =  ^(0 (77)<r(aL, a) 0  0(£))<r(a, &))<((£ 0  77)>iz)
=  (0 (?7)<T(aL,a) 0  0 (£ ))< r(a ,6 ) (((£) • (77))>tx)
=  (0 (77)<r(aL, a) <E> 0(£))<r(a, 6 ) ((a • 6 )>it)
=  (0 (77)<r(aL, a) ® 0 (£))<(a>(6t>iz)) r(a< (6[>iz), 5<m)
=  ^(0(?7))<r(aL, a)(6>iz) 0  0 (£)<(ai>(6[>7z))^<r(a<i(6 t>7i), 6<m) , 
which is the same as the left hand side as r ( a L, a)(frt>u) =  (b>u) r  (aL<(a>(&07z)), ao(&[>7z)) =
(6>tz) r((a<i(6[>7r))L, a<(6on)) . Note that we have used aLi>(at>(6 t>7z)) =  h>u by an assump­
tion for this section. □
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.2 The composition of two type B morphism,s is a type A morphism.
P ro o f. Let 0 : U —»■ V  and cp : V  —> W  be two type B morphisms and for £ E U let 
(£) =  s . We first check the grade as the following: As 0 is a type B morphism then
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(</>(£)) =  ( 0 L ■ So as <p is also a type B morphism then (<^(0(0)) =  (£)LL — sLL =  s 
which is the same as type A morphism.
Now to check the G-action, we do the following: As 0 and <p are type B morphisms 
then we have the following:
<f>(£<u) =  0(£)<((£)>“ ) and =  ^(?7)<((77)i>u) ,
for rj £ V. So their composition can be given as the following:
<p((f)(t<m)) = </?(0 ( 0<{(0>u)) = )< « 0 (O )C>( ( O H )
=  v>(0(O M (£ )Lc>( (£ )H )  =  <p (0(O )«
which is also the same as type A morphism. □
It is obvious that the composition of a type A morphism and a type B morphism is a 
type B morphism.
Now we should ask what the effect of a type B morphism is on the action of the algebra 
A. The answer is given in the following proposition.
Proposition  3.4.3 I f  <fi : V  W is a type B morphism, then
V A V A
(J)
W
where the map M  : A  —» A is defined by M(5S ® u) =  Ssl 0  s>u.
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P ro o f. We start with the left hand side as the following: Let f  £ V  and (6S 0  u) G A,
then as f<(8s 0  u) = Ss^ )  f<u we get
L.H.S. = <f>(^ <(5a 0  u)) = <j)(6a,<£) f<u) = 6a^ )<l>(€<u).
To have a non-zero answer we should have (£) =  s. As 4> is a type B morphism then
L.H.S. =  5s>{0(j)(f)<((f)\>u) =  <f>(£)<\(s>u).
Now we calculate the right hand side as the following:
R.H.S. — (j){£)<\M(5s 0 u )  = 4>(£)<i(5sl 0  s>u)
= ^ , m ) )  ^ (0 < (s>w) =  ss*',(oL <^ (0< (st>u) =  <£(0«(s>u) • D
From [6 ], in the case where M  is a subgroup of X , there is a * operation defined on 
A by (8S 0  u)* =  5S<U (8 > u~l . In our case we have a similar operation, P  : A  —> A, given 
as follows. We have not yet shown that this really is any sort of adjoint operation ( see 
section 7.3).
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.4 The map P  : A  —> A which is defined by
P{8S 0 u )  = 5s<UT{aLja)-i 0  r(aL, a) u ~l , 
where a — (5S 0  u ) , is a type B morphism.
P ro o f. First we check the grade, i.e. (P(8S 0  u)) = aL. It is known tha t s ■ a = s<\u. 
Now let (P(8S 0  u)) =  b and r ( a L, a) =  w, then
(s<im;_1)<iu; vT1 — s ^ u w ^ w  u~l — s = (s<mw~1) • 6 ,
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which implies that
s ■ a = ((s<ftnn_1) • b) • a — (s<]im;_1T(&, a)) • (6  • a) .
But s • a =  sou, which implies tha t b = aL as required.
Now we check the G-action, i.e. P((<5S 8  w)<m) =  P(5S 0  u)<((£s 8  u)t>u) . We start 
with the left hand side as the following:
P ( ( 8 S 0  u)<v) = P(5s<(a»v) ® {a\>v)~luv)
(3.18)
^s<uvt((ci<v)L , a<v) — 1 O  t ( ( ( 1 < 1 u )  , f l<3'u) V U ( t tO 'y )  .
To simplify the last equation we need to do the following calculation: Note that aL -a = e, 
so (aL • a)<v = e<w = e or (aL<(aou)) • (aou) =  e, which means that (aL<(at>u)) =  
(ia<v)L. Thus r((a<m)L , a<m) 1 =  r ( ( a L<i(a[>D)), aou) \  which, from the identities be­
tween (M, •) and r , implies that
v  t  [ fa<\v)L , a<m) 1 =  v r ( ( a L<](az>v)), a < v)  1 =  r ( a L , a ) - 1  (aLt>(a[>u)) .
So equation (3.18) can be rewritten as
P((8S 0  u)<v) = 8s<iUT^aL;a ) _ 1 ( a L > (a> u)) ® (aL>(ai>?;)) V (aL , a)u_1 (aou).
On the other hand if we put a\>v =  v, then the right hand side is given as the following:
P(Ss 0  u)<((5s 0  u)t>v) =  P(5S 0  ii)<(a>t;) =  P(8S 0  u)<\v
=  ( ^ < u r ( a ^ , a ) - i  0  t ((1L , d)  U~l )<V
(^s<iuT(aL,a)~1)<(aL>v) ®  (P [> u ) t (q, , (2,) U V
^s<ur(aL,a) ~ 1 (aLt>v) O  [p  ^ ^ )  t ( cl , Q,) U V
^s<ur(aL,a)~: (aL>(a>v)) O C>(uOu)^  t ( ( 2  , Q,) U ((2C>'y) ,
which is the same as the left hand side as required. □
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P ro p o s itio n  3.4.5 For the algebra A the map P  : A  —> A defined in 3-4-4 satisfies
P(P{8S 0  w)<r(a, aL)) = idA , 
where (Ss 0  u) G A and a — (5s ® u).
P ro o f. First note tha t sLL — s implies s l < t ( s , sL) = sL and sL — sR. Now if we put 
v = r(a, aL) then
P(8S 0  u)<v = Ss<iuT{aLta)- i {aL>v) 0  (aL\>v)~1r(aL, a) u~lv .
But (aLou) - 1  — (aLor(a , a L)) 1 =  r (a L<iT(a,aL) , a ■ aL)r (a L • a ,aL)~lT(aL,a)~ l = 
r ( a L, a)- 1 , so
P(8S 0  u)<r(a, aL) = 8S<U 0  u - 1r(a , aL) .
Applying P  to this again gives
P(P{8S 0  it)<r(a, aL)) =  P(8S<U 0  u_1r(a , aL))
= 8 , r i 0 r ( ( a L< m )V L« u )r(a ,a L)-1u
(s<u)<u_ 1 r ( o ,a ^ ) r  I )
^s<T(a,aL )T(aLL,aL ) ~ 1 ®  T ( t t  , (2 ) t ( ( 2 ,  O ) U
8s<T(a,aL)T(a,aL)~1 ® ^ ^ ^
= 8S ®U . □
We can also consider the following map, which looks like the formula for the antipode 
0  k) =  (^s<ju)—1 0  (sou) - 1  given in [6 ], in the case where M  is a subgroup of X .  
Unfortunately, it is not a type A or a type B morphism. However the following result is 
true even without our simplifying assumptions that sLL =  s and sLo(sou) =  u.
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P r o p o s i t i o n  3 . 4 . 6  For the algebra A there is a map F  : A —> A defined by
F(5S ®  u) =  (^ (S<U)L <g> ( s o u ) - 1 t ( s ,  sR) , 
for (6S ®  u) E A, satisfying F 2 =  idA •
P r o o f .  F irst  w e n eed  to  do  th e  fo llow in g  ca lcu la t ion:  W e k n o w  t h a t  su =  ( s o u ) ( s < u ) ,  
so
u - 1s - 1  =  (sou ) - 1  (sou ) - 1  =  r((s< u )L, (sou)) 1(s<m)L(st>u) ~ 1 , 
which can be rewritten as
r ( ( s o u ) L, ( s o u ) ) u - 1 t ( s l , s ) - 1 s L =  ( s o u ) L( s o u ) - 1 ,
but (sou)L(sou ) - 1  =  ((sou)Lo(sou)-1) ((sou)Lo(sou)-1) which implies that
( s o u ) Lo ( s o u ) -1  =  r  ( ( s o u ) L, ( s o u ) ) u - 1 t ( s l , s ) -1  an d  ( s o u ) Lo ( s o u ) -1  =  sL . (3 .19)
N o w  w e a p p ly  F  tw ice  to  5S <S> u to  get
F 2(6s <g> u) =  5 {^s<u)L<s<iu)_lT{ssR)y  ® ({s<u)l>(s>u) - 1t {s , sr ) Y 1t ( (s<u)l , ( ( s<u)L)R) . 
U sin g  (3 .19)  w e  get
F 2(5S ® u) = 5  ^ l   ^ ® (r((sou )L, sou)u- 1r ( s L, s)- 1 (sLor(s, sR))) V ((sou)L, sou)
=  5, ® (sl>t (s , sr )) V ( s l , s ) u
(aL<rr(a,8R)) V V ' '  V '
=  5 ,  \ L ®) U  .
( s L< r(s ,sf i)j
as ( s l o t ( s ,  sR))  1 =  r  ( s Lo r ( s ,  sR) , s  • s ^ ) r ( s L • s ,  S'R) - 1 t ( s l , s ) -1  =  t ( s l , s ) - 1 . N o w  w e  
k n o w  t h a t
( s l o t ( s ,  s * ) )  • (s • sR) =  sLor(s, sfi) ,
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but on the other hand
(s l <]t(s, sr )) • (s • sR) — (sL ■ s) ■ sR — sR . 
Thus sR =  sL<r(s, sR), or equivalently s = (sl <]t(s, sr ))L. Therefore,






We begin the chapter by describing the indecomposable objects in C, in a similar manner 
to tha t used in [6 ]. A detailed example is given using the group D q. Then we show how to 
find the dual objects in the category, and again illustrate this with the example. Next we 
explicitly evaluate in V  the standard diagram for trace in a ribbon category [19]. Then 
we define the character of an object in V  as an element of the dual of the braided Hopf 
algebra D. This element is shown to be right adjoint invariant. Additionally, we show 
tha t the character is multiplicative for the tensor product of objects. A formula is found 
for the character in V  in terms of characters of group representations. Finally we use 
integrals to construct abstract projection operators to show that general objects in V  can 
be split into a sum of simple objects. This chapter, with the exception of the last section, 
has already been sent for publication as a part of a paper by myself and my supervisor 
E. J. Beggs [2].
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4.1 Indecom posable ob jects in C
The objects of C are the right representations of the algebra A  described in [4]. We now 
look at the indecomposable objects in C, or the irreducible representations of A, in a 
manner similar to tha t used in [6 ].
T h eo re m  4.1.1 The indecomposable objects in C are of the form
v = ®vs
s <=0
where O is an orbit in M  under the G action «, and each Vs is an irreducible right 
representation of the stabilizer of s, stab(s). Every object T  in C can be written as a 
direct sum of indecomposable objects in C.
P ro o f. For an object T  in C we can use the M-grading to write
r  = © T„, (4.1)
seM
but as M  is a disjoint union of orbits Os — {s<u : u G  G } for s G  M , T  can be rewritten 
as a disjoint sum over orbits,
T = 0 T o, (4.2)
o
where
To = 0 r a. (4.3)
s €0
Now we will define the stabilizer of s G (9, which is a subgroup of G, as
stab(s) = {u e  G : s<u — s}.
As (rj<u) = (rj)<u for all rj G T, Ts is a representation of the group stab(s). Now fix a
base point t G O. Because stab(t) is a finite group, Tt is a direct sum of irreducible group
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representations Wi for i =  1 , ..,m , i.e.,
m
Tt =  0 W f . ( 4 . 4 )
i =  1
Suppose tha t O = where t\ — t, and take Ui G G so tha t U = t<Ui. Define
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£/i =  0 W i < u j C 0 T , .  ( 4 . 5 )
j =i  s e o
We claim tha t each Ui is an indecomposable object in C. For any v G G and £<uk G Wi<uk,
( £ < U k )<V =
where u k v u j ~ l  G stab(t) for some U j  G G. This shows tha t U{ is a representation of G. 
By the definition of Ui, any subrepresentation of Ui which contains Wi must be all of Ui. 
Thus Ui is an indecomposable object in C, and
m
To =  0 O < .  □  ( 4 . 6 )
1 = 1
T h eo re m  4.1.2 { S ch u r’s lem m a} Let V  and W  be two indecomposable objects in C, 
and let a  : V  — > W  be a morphism. Then a is zero or a scalar multiple of the identity.
P ro o f. V  and W  are associated to orbits O and O' so that V  =  0 sGe> Vs and W  =
© seo ' Ws. As morphisms preserve grade, if a  7  ^ 0, then O = O '. Now if we take s G O,
we find that a  : Vs — > Ws is a map of irreducible representations of stab(s), so by 
Schur’s lemma for groups, any non-zero map is a scalar multiple of the identity, and we 
have Vs = Ws as representations of stab(s). Now we need to check tha t the multiple of 
the identity is the same for each s G O. Suppose a  is a multiplication by A on Vs. Given 
t G O, there is a u G G so tha t t<u = s. Then for 77 G Vt,
a(rj) =  a(rj<u)<\u~l =  — Xrj. □
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L em m a 4.1.3 Let V  be an indecomposable object in C associated to the orbit O. Choose 
s , t  E O and u G G so that s<u =  t. Then Vs and Vt are irreducible representations of 
stab(s) and stab(t) respectively, and the group characters obey Xvt i.v ) = XVs(.u v u ~1)-





which implies tha t trace(<uvu . Vs —> Vs) = trace(<u : Vt —► Vt). □
4.2 A n exam ple o f indecom posable ob jects
We give an example of indecomposable objects in the categories discussed in the last 
section. As we will later want to have a category with braiding, we use the double 
construction in [4]. We also use lemma 4.1.3 to list the group characters [9] for every 
point in the orbit in terms of the given base points.
Take X  to be the dihedral group D§ = (a,b : a6 = b2 = e, ab = ba5), whose elements 
we list as {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5, 6 , ba, ba2, ba3, 6a4 , 6a5}, and G to be the non-abelian normal 
subgroup of order 6  generated by a2 and 6 , i.e. G = {e, a2, a4, 6 , ba2, 6 a4}. We choose 
M  =  {e, a}. The center of D q is the subgroup {e, a3}, and it has the following conjugacy 
classes: {e}, {a3}, {a2, a4}, {a, a5}, {6 , 6 a2 , 6a4} and {ba, ba3, ba5}.
The category V  consists of right representations of the group X  = D q which are graded 
by Y  = D6 (as a set), using the actions and 6> : Y  x  X  X  which are
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defined as follows:
_  1 ^  -l / t —1
y<ix = x  yx, and vt>x = v xv — tx t  ,
for x  G X , y G Y, v ,v  G G and t , t '  £ M  where vt<x =  v t ’.
Now let V  be an indecomposable object in T>. We get the following cases:
C ase ( 1 ): Take the orbit {e} with base point e, whose stabilizer is the whole of D q. There 
are six possible irreducible group representations of the stabilizer, with their characters 
given by table(l) [28]:
irreps {e} K } {b, ba2, ba4} {6a, 6a3,6a5} (a 2, a4} (a, a5}
l i 2i 1 1 1 1 1 1
I2 22 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
I3 23 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
14 24 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
Is 25 2 -2 0 0 -1 1
1-6 26 2 2 0 0 -1 -1
table (1)
C ase (2): Take the orbit {a3} with base point a3, whose stabilizer is the whole of D$. 
There are six possible irreducible representations { 2 i, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26}, with characters 
given by table(l).
C ase (3 ): Take the orbit {a2, a4} with base point a2, whose stabilizer is {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5}. 
There are six irreducible representations {3o, 3i, 32, 33, 3 4 , 3s}, with characters given by 
table(2), where u  — em^3. Applying lemma 4.1.3 gives x v (v) =  Xv {bvb).
a.4 a?
irreps e a a2 a3 a4 a5
3o 4o 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 i 4 i 1 a;1 a;2 i d 3 a;4 u,5
32 42 1 a;2 uj4 1 a;2 id 4
33 43 1 a,3 1 ca3 1 Ld3
34 44 1 a;4 ca2 1 i d 4 OJ2
35 45 1 ca5 a;4 UJ3 Ld2 i d 1
table (2) 
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Case (4): Take the orbit {a, a5} with base point a, whose stabilizer is {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5}. 
There are six irreducible representations {40, 4i, 42, 43, 44, 45 } with characters given in 
table(2). Applying lemma 4.1.3 gives x v iv) = Xv iba2vba2).a.5 a
Case (5): Take the orbit {6, ba2, 6a4} with base point 6, whose stabilizer is (e, a3, 6 ,6a3}. 
There are four irreducible representations with characters given by table(3). Applying 
lemma 4.1.3 gives x Vba2 (v ) = Xvb(a4va2) and Xvba4 (v ) = Xvb(a2^ 4).
e a3 6 ba3
5++ 1 1 1 1
5+- 1 1 -1 -1
5-+ 1 -1 1 -1
5__ 1 -1 -1 1
able (3)
Case (6): Take the orbit (6a, 6a3,6a5} with base point ba, whose stabilizer is {e, a3, ba, 6a4}. 
There are four irreducible representations with character given by table(4). Applying 
lemma 4.1.3 gives x Vba3 (v) =  Xvba(a4va2) and Xvba5 0 )  = X y ^ i ^ v a 4).
e a3 ba ba4
6++ 1 1 1 1
+i<o 1 -1 1 -1
6+- 1 1 -1 -1
6__ 1 -1 -1 1
able (4)
4.3 D uals o f indecom posable ob jects in C
Given an irreducible object V  with associated orbit O  in C, how do we find its dual V*1 
The dual would be described as in section 4.1, by an orbit, a base point in the orbit 
and a right group representation of the stabilizer of the base point. Using the formula 
(sL • s)<u = (sL<(s[>a)) • (s<u) = e, we see that the left inverse of a point in the orbit
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containing s is in the orbit containing sL. By using the evaluation map from V* 0  V  to 
the field we can take (V*)sl  = (V8)* as vector spaces. We use < as the action of stab(s) 
on (Vg)*, i.e. (a<z){£<\z) = a(£) for a  E (Vs)* and £ G Vs. The action < of stab(sL) on 
('V*)sl  is given by o;<(s>2:) =  a<z for z  G stab(s). In terms of group characters this gives
X(v )aL (s>z) = X(Vs)* (z ) > z G stab(s) .
If we take O l  = ( s L : s G O} to have base point p, and choose u E G so tha t p<u = sL, 
then using lemma 4.1.3 gives
X(y )aL(s>z) =  X{Vsr(z) =  X(v*)p{u(s>z)u~l ) , z  E stab(s) . (4.7)
This formula allows us to find the character of V* at its base point p  as a representation 
of stab(p) in terms of the character of the dual of V', as a representation of stab(s).
L em m a 4.3.1 In C we can regard the dual (V  0  W)* as W* 0  V* with the evaluation
( a 0 /3 ) ( £ 0  77) =  (a < r((/?),(£) • (77)))(77) (/?<r((0> fa))-1) (0-
Given a basis {£} o f V  and a basis {77} o f W ,  the dual basis {£<0 7 7 } o f W*  0  V* can be 
written in terms of the dual basis of V* and W* as
£ ( 8 7 7  =  77<t ( ( £ ) l « t ( ( £ ) ,  (77)), (£) • (t?))-1 0  (77)) .
P ro o f. Applying the associator to (a  0  (3) 0  (£ 0  77) gives
( 0  • iv)) 0  (P 0  (f  0  l)) ,
and then applying the inverse associator gives
a«T«/3), (£) • (77)) 0  ((/?<r((f), (?7»-1 0 f )  0  77) ■
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Applying the evaluation map first to /3<r((£), (77))—1 <S)^ , then to a<r((j3), (£) • gives
the first equation. For the evaluation to be non-zero, we need ((/?)<r((£), (77))-1 ) • (f) =  e 
which implies (/?)<r((f), (77))-1 =  (£)L> or equivalently (/?) =  (£)L<]r((£)> (7?))- This gives 
the second equation. □
E x am p le  4.3.2 Using (4-V we calculate the duals of the objects given in the last section.
C ase (1): The orbit {e} has left inverse {e}, so X(v*)e — X(ve)*- By a calculation 
with group characters, all the listed irreducible representations o/stab(e) are self-dual, so 
1* =  l r for r G {1 ,.. ■, 6}.
C ase (2): The orbit {a3} has left inverse {a3}, so X(v*)a3 — X(va3y  ■ As in the last case 
the group representations are self-dual, so 2* — 2r for r G {1, . . . ,  6}.
C ase  (3): The left inverse of the base point a2 is a4, which is still in the orbit. As group 
representations, the dual of 3r is 3q- t (mod 6). Applying lemma 4-1-3 to move the base 
point, we see that the dual o f 3r in the category is 3r .
C ase (4): The left inverse of the base point a is a5, which is still in the orbit. As in the 
last case, the dual of 4r in the category is 4r .
C ase (5): The left inverse of the base point is itself, and as group representations, all 
case 5 irreducible representations are self dual. We deduce that in the category the objects 
are self dual.
C ase  (6): Self dual, as in case (5).
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4.4 Traces in th e  category V
D efin itio n  4.4.1 [19] The trace of a morphism T  : V  — ► V for any object V  in V  is 
defined by
figure 4.1
T h e o re m  4.4.2 I f  we evaluate the diagram of definition 4-4-1 in V , we find
trace(T) =  £  t ( T ( 0 )
fG basis of  V
P ro o f. Begin with
coev„(i)= £  ^(iKHMieii)-1® ^  £
£G basis of V £6 basis of V
and applying T  ® id to this gives
£G basis of V  £G basis of V
Next apply the braiding map to the last equation to get
£  t f ( T ( O < r ( < f > i , < £ > ) - 1 ® 0 =  £  ( 4 . 8 )
£G basis of V  £G basis of V
where (  = T ( { ) < r(  ((}L, <0 )_1, s°
« '}  = ( T U ) M ( i ) LA O ) - 1) = { T ( t ) * T ( ® L, ( € » - 1) 
= ( T ( i ) ) < r (  (i ) L. (f) J - 1 =  ( ( ) < r (  (i)L, (i) T 1.
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(4.9)
To calculate | £ | we start with
iilu = lien1- = ( i r 1 (o )L =  i€i r( <o L , ( 0  r 1 ( o L ,
which implies that | |  | =  r( ( C ) L , {{)) III-1 - Then
i<  «£'> < n  i )_i = i < « o < t (  «>l , <f> )-•  r (  d ) L, ( o ) i r 1 r 1
=i<«o<ir1)-1,
t  ^  III = ( m  <r( (0L, (0 r 1) <(r( (tf, («))|?|-1) = T({) < III"1,
which gives
E l<((^ ><ili)_1 <s>€<ili = E l<«e><i^ r1)_1 ®r(o<i^ r1. (4.10)
£€ basis of V  basis of V
Next
f"1(r(i)<nri) = (r( ^ ) < i^ r1 )< 1 r( ^ ) < r1 ir1 
= (nosnr'wiirmiRiirT1
= rdj^ ir1 (immrT1 (4-u)
= rtD^ier^ iinii-^ f) nr1)-1 
= no<ir1
and finally we need to calculate
evai(f<((i><ni-1)-1 ®r(o<«>-1) = d^nir1)-1) (nomr1) • <4-12)
We know, from the definition of the action on V* , tha t
(l<(moiM) = I(t(o) . (4.13)
If we put x — (£)-1 , we want to show tha t ||T(f)||>a: =  ( ( 0 <l^l-1) * j so
= m r 1 = «e>>ier1)«e><iier1) - vf,
i n




4.5 C haracters in th e category V
The braided Hopf algebra D  acts on the objects of V.  We define characters for these 
actions, and show that they have similar properties to the characters given by represen­
tations of a group.
D efin itio n  4.5.1 [19] The right adjoint action in V  of the algebra D on itself is defined 
by D D
figure 4.2
P ro p o s itio n  4.5.2 [19] The right adjoint action given in 4-5.1 really is a right action,
i.e.











To prove some properties of the character we will find it convenient to use the following 
result:
Lemma 4.5.4 For an object V in V  we have














1 - 1 1 - 1
1 - 1 1 - 1
1 - 1 1 - 1
©
=  R.H.S □
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P roposition  4.5.6 The character of a tensor product of representations is the product
















c o e v (V )
i—ii
i-i]




i - i ]
T h eo re m  4.5.7 In terms of the standard basis of D, we have the following formula for  
the character;
Xv (Sy ® x ) =
£€ basis o f V  tu if/iy= (£ )|£ |-1
for xy  =  yx, otherwise x v {5y (&x) = 0.
P ro o f. Set a = 5y <8> x. To have x v ia) /  0 we must have ||a|| =  e, i.e. y — y< x  
which implies that x  and y commute. Assuming this, we continue with the diagrammatic 
definition of the character, starting with
(  E  E  ( € M < o L. ( e » _1® € ) ® a .
basis of V  £G basis of V
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Next we calculate
*  (  c m  < o L , ( o  r 1 ®  i )  =  £ < « ? ' }  <  i ) - •  ®  f «  111
where f'  =  f < t ( (f)L, <f) )_1 , so
< f ' }  =  =  < f < r ( ( 0 L , « ) ) - 1 )  =  < f  > < r « 0 i , < 0 ) " 1 .
From a previous calculation we know that | £ | =  r (  (£)L, (£)) |£ |_1, so
I  < « f ')  < If I)-1 = f < « f > < T (  <f)L, ( f> )-‘ T( ( i ) L , (0  ) If r 1 ) - 1 
=  l  < « f  )< if i-1 ) -1
which gives the next stage in the evaluation of the diagram:
£e  basis of V
£€ basis of V
Now we apply the associator to the last equation to get
basis of V
= £  ^ ( ( e H i f n - ^ d i f f i e r ' i i M H i ) ® ( f ^ i f i _1®»)
£€ basis of V
= X  f< ( (e > < i€ r1r 1^ (< f< ie i" 1> .c )®  ( ^ i c r 1® ^ )
basis of V
=  X I  ^<l( ( 0 < K r 1)“ 1 ® ( ^ < l^l-1 <8) <8) ar) )
£6 basis of V
as r ( ( £< |£|- 1 ), e) — e. Now apply the action < to £< |£|_1 0  0  x ) to get






and to get a non-zero answer we must have
y  =  u  ii* if r 1 = if r 1 <f> * if r1 = if i if r 1 <f) if r1 = <f> if r 1- (4-19)
Thus the character of V  is given by
X v ( 5 y ® x ) =  X  e v a l ( | < ( ( 0 < k r 1 ) " 1 0  0 ~ x ({« | £ | _ 1  x ) )  .
£6 basis of V  w ith y = (£ ) |£ |-1
Next
o - ' i t m - 1* )  =  ( ^ i r ^ H l ^ i r 1 ^ i r 1
= (e<Ki-1*)<(iieii<ier1®r1 
= u<k\~1x)<(x~i ici ifi-i(o ter1 x)~l 
= ^ler1 x x ~ l  ifi (o~lx = f< (o-1^ .
Now we need to calculate eval(^<i((^)<|^|_1)_1 0  C^(0-1;E)- Start with ||£||<i(£)_1£ =  
(Ol^l-1^  — (£)I£I-1j as we only have nonzero summands for y =  (£)|£|_1- Then
eval( ^ <((C)<I^I_1)_1 ® m 0 ~ l x )
=  ev a l(( |< ((0 < |^ r1)-1 0C <(O _la;)<l(C))
=  e v a i ( ^ ( ( « < i •
To find (OI^I_1><0» first find (O lfl-1* ^ )  =  M - 1® ,  so
(oier^ «> = («wf r^GHfr1)*® = = m zr1 • □
L em m a 4.5.8 Let V  be an object in V . For 8y 0  x  £ D the character o f V  is given by 
the following formula, where y =  su~l with s £ M  and u £ G:
X v ( S y ® x ) =  X  i ( Z < s ~ l x s ) =  X V ( s _ 1 z s )• 1 *  u  1 s
£€ basis o f V u - ia
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where xy  — yx, otherwise Xv($y ® x ) =  0. Here x v _ *s representation
u ~  1 s
character of the representation Vu- \s of the group stab(u~l s).
Proof. From theorem 4.5.7, we know that 
Xv (Sy ® x ) =
£6 basis of V  w ith j/= (£ ) |£ |_1
for with xy = yx. Set s = (£) and u = |f |, so y — su_1. We note that s ^ x s  is in 
sta6(u_1s), because
u~1s<s~lxs = s~1x~ 1su~1ss~1xs = s ^ x ^ x s u ^ s  — u _15.
It just remains to note tha t ||f|| =  |^ |_1(^) =  u~1s. □
4.6 P rojections on representations in V  using integrals
Before going further, we recall some concepts and results from ordinary group repre­
sentations to make things more comprehensible. We use [23] as a reference for group 
representations.
Let V  be a vector space, and let W  and W 0 be two subspaces of V. Then for the 
direct sum V  = W  ® WQ, W Q is called a com plem ent of W  in V . The map p which sends 
each x  G V  to its component w 6 W  is called the projection  of V  onto W  associated 
with the decomposition V  — W  © WQ. The image of p is W,  and p(x) = x  for all x  G W .  
Conversely, if p is a linear map of V  into itself satisfying the above two properties, then 
we can show tha t V  is the direct sum of W  and the kernel WQ of p.
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T h e o re m  4.6.1 /23J Let p be a linear representation of G in V  and let W  be a vector 
subspace of V  stable under G. Then there exists a complement WQ of W  in V  which is 
stable under G.
P ro o f. Let W0 be an arbitrary complement of W  in V, and let p  be the corresponding 
projection of V  onto W. We know tha t from the definition of the average pa of the 
conjugates of p by the elements of G:
V. n
t e G
where n is the order of G. Since p maps V  into W  and pt preserves W  we see tha t pQ 
maps V  into W . We have pt~l (x) G W, If x  G W  hence
p • p f l {x) = pt~1(x), p t - p - p t~1(x) = x, and pQ(x) = x.
Thus po is a projection of V  onto W,  corresponding to some complement W0 of W. 
Moreover, we have
PtP„=P0Pu for alls G G.
And if we compute ps • pQ • ps-1 , we find:
P s  ■ P o  • P s ~ l  =  -  5 "Z p s ’ P t ' P '  P t ~ l  • P s ~ l  =  “  J ~ ] p s f P -  P s t ~ l  =  P o -  
Now for x  G W Q and s G G ,  we have pa(x) = 0, hence
Po - P s ( x )  =  P s ' P 0 ( x )  =  0,
that is (pa(x)) G W0, which shows that WQ is stable under G. □
We return now to the right representation of the Hopf algebra D  in the braided 





L em m a 4.6.2
figure 4.9
P ro o f. Using Lemma 2.5.4:
L.H. S. = =  R. H. S.
D efin itio n  4.6.3 For the right representations V  and U of D, and a linear map (not 





P ro p o s itio n  4.6.4 The map ta is a morphism in the category V ,  i.e.
V D V D
U U
figure 4.11
P ro o f. V D V D V D
L. H. S. =
U 125 U




P ro p o s itio n  4.6.5 Suppose e(A) =  1. Let V  be a right representation of D, and W  C 
V  be a subrepresentation. Then there is a com,plement W0 of W  which is also a right 
representation of D.
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P ro o f. Take any projection p : V  —*• V  with image W.  By 4.6.3 we also get a 
morphism po : V  —> V. Then the proof is given as follows:
a) Show tha t pa\w is the identity.
W W W W










b) Show th a t the image of po : V  —> V  is contained in W.
V V
As p(V)  C W,  the elements in the diagram at position * is in W.  But as W  is a 
subrepresentation of V, the output at ** is also in W.
Combining a) and b) shows tha t pa is a projection.
c) Show tha t WQ =ker po is a subrepresentation.
Wc Wo D
If I Po J , then
0
i.e. W0 is a right representation of D.
Wo D W„ D
] • So [
Wo
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P ro p o s itio n  4.6.6 Suppose e(A) =  1. Let V  and W  be two right irreducible representa­
tions of D. For a linear map t : V  —> W , by Schur’s Lemma we have to — 0 i f V  is not 
isomorphic to W , and i f V  = W  then t0 = c idy . The value of c is given by c =  ^ ^ 7  .
P ro o f.




trace(t) e(A) =  trac e (t) .
Chapter 5 
D a s a  m odular category
In this chapter we show tha t the category V  of the representations of the non-trivially 
associated algebra D  has a modular structure in the same way tha t the category of 
representations of the double of a group has a modular structure. This chapter has 
already been sent for publication as a part of a paper by myself and my supervisor E. J. 
Beggs [2].
We begin the chapter by giving the definition of modular categories and some other 
im portant definitions and results. The ribbon maps are calculated for the indecomposable 
objects in our example category of section 4.2. The last ingredient needed for a modular 
category is the trace of the double braiding, and this is calculated in V  in terms of group 
characters. Then the matrices S, T  and C  implementing the modular representation are 
calculated explicitly for our example.
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5.1 G eneral theory  o f m odular categories




There are standard results [3, 29]:
Syw  = £>wv = Sy*w* — S \y * y , 5Vi — dim(Vr) .





D efin itio n  5.1.1 [3] We call an object U in an abelian category M. simple if, for any V  
in A i ,  any injection V  U is either 0 or an isomorphism.
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Definition 5.1.2 [29] A semisimple category is an abelian category whose objects split 
as a direct sums of simple objects.
Definition 5.1.3 [3] A modular category is a semisimple ribbon category M. satisfying 
the following properties:
1- There are only a finite number of isomorphism classes of simple objects in M..
2- Schur’s lemma holds, i.e. the morphisms between simple objects are zero unless they 
are isomorphic, in which case the morphisms are a multiple of the identity.
3- The matrix Syw with indices in isomorphism classes of simple objects is invertible.
Remark 5.1.4 I f  M. is symmetric ( i.e. ^  ), then overcrossing and undercrossing
can be interchanged. Hence Syw  = dim(V)dim(W). Therefore M. is not modular [3].
Definition 5.1.5 [3] For a simple object V , the ribbon map on V  is a multiple of the 
identity, and we use Qy for the scalar multiple. The numbers P ± are defined as the 
following sums over simple isomorphism classes:
P± = ^ e v±1(dim(F))2 ,
and the matrices T  and C are defined using the Kronecker delta function by
T yw  =  &VW , C y w  =  &VW* ,
where the indices V  and W  are representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple ob­
jects.
Theorem 5.1.6 [3] In a modular category, if we define the matrix S  by
5 _  *
V p +p 11 ’
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then we have the following matrix equations:
{ S T f  = J ^ S \  S 2 = C ,  C T  = T C  , C 2 =  1 .
5.2 C alculating th e ribbon m ap - an exam ple
The ribbon map 9y : V  —> V , for a simple object V, must be a multiple of the identity 
by Schur’s Lemma. Here we calculate the multiple, ©y, for the example of section 4.2.
E xam p le  5.2.1 First we calculate the value of the ribbon map on the indecomposable 
objects. For an irreducible representation V, we have 6y : V  —► V  defined by 0y(£) =  
£ ll£ll fo r i  E V. At the base point s E O, we have #y(£) =  £ fo r£ E V  and 6 :
Vs -> Vs is a multiple, 0 y , of the identity or, more explicitly, trace (6 : Vs —► V^ ) —
©v dime (Vs), i.e., group character (s) . .
©V =  ------ -T. 7TTT  • (5.1)
dimc (Vs)
And then, for the different cases we will get the following table :
irreps ©1/ irreps ©i/
li 1 34 a;2
I 2 1 35 a;4
I 3 1 4o 1
14 1 4i tu1
I 5 1 42 a;2
1-6 1 43 -1
2i 1 44 a;4
22 -1 45
23 -1 5++ 1
24 1 5+_ -1
25 -1 5-+ 1
26 1 5__ -1
3o 1 6++ 1
3i u,2 6-+ 1
32 a;4 6+- -1
33 1 6__ -1
table (5) 
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5.3 T he double braiding
We now give some results which allow us to calculate the matrix S  in V  .
coev(V)













L em m a 5.3.3 For V ,W  indecomposable objects in V ,  tra c e ^ y -w  ° ^ w v *) = Syw-
co ev ( W ) co ev ( W )





co ev ( W )







c o e v (V ) c o e v (W )
- i- l- i- r w
— R. H. S. □
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L em m a 5.3 .4  For two objects V  and W  in V ,
t r a c e ( ^ v r ® v  °  ^ v ® w )  =  ’7(77<M“ 1(£ )~ 1|£ IM )  l ( f«M(»7>- 1 )
€®r]£ basis o f V ® W a n d
|£ |- 1 (£ )co m m u tes  w ith |r?|{T7)-1
P ro o f. From theorem 4.4.2 , we know that
trace(4v® v ° ^v®w)  =  ^ 2  (f 0  v ) ( ^ 2(^ , 0  »?)) • (5-2)
(£®t))€ basis of V(8>W
From the definition of the ribbon map, we know tha t (4/(£ 0  T7))<||£ 0  v\\ = ^IICII 0  
V < M l  so
$ ( # ( £  0 ? 7 ) )  =  ( e < W 0  ^ llT y H )^  0  7?| | - 1
= K<l^_1<0 0^<l|7?r1(77»<l<77>_1(O_1|^lkl
=  <8 )r7<|77| _ 1  (77><77>_ 1  ( 0 _ 1  ICIl»7l
=  z m - 1®  ( I M I ^ ) " 1® " 1^!!7?!) 0
Put 47 (\P(£ 0  rj)) =  £' 0  r( and £ 0  77 =  a  0  /3, and then from lemma 4.3.1, we get
(£ 0 t7 ) (£ '0 t / )  =  ( a < T ( { f l , ( 0 ’ W ) ) W  (P < ^ ((0 A v ,))~1) ( 0 -
As £ <g> 77 is part of a dual basis, the last expression can only be non-zero if H^ 'H =  ||£|| and 
117/ 1 =  ||r]||. A simple calculation shows tha t ||t/|| =  ||?7 || if and only if |£ |-1 (£) commutes 
with I77I (77)—1. We use this to find
ii,? P (r?)_1{?)_1i£ii,?i =  w - ' t i r 'm M - ' iv H v r 'a r ' im  
= \v\-l(v)\vn$\-1mt;)-1\ m  = \v\-1(v),
and then
Now using the formula for £ 0  77 =  a  0  (3 from lemma 4.3.1 gives the result. □
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L em m a 5.3.5 Let V  and W  be objects in V. Then in terms of group characters: 
trace(^V ® w ) =  ^ 8(s _ l r l ^ l s ) XVi;t (w-1*-1) •
u,v(EG, s , tE M  and 
su commutes with v t
P ro o f. This is more or less immediate from lemma 5.3.4. Put ||?7 || =  u~ls and 
||f || =  v~1t, and sum over basis elements of constant degree first. We then use the 
summation condition tha t su commutes with vt to say ut~lv~lu~l = s~l t~ lv~l s. □
5.4 C alculating th e trace o f th e double braiding - an  
exam ple
To find S, we calculate the trace of the double braiding trace(4Vvv ° We do this
using the result from 5.3.5, and split into different cases for the object V:
case (1) The orbit is {e}, then for vt = e, su E {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5, 6,6a, 6a2,6a3,6a4,6a5}.
So
trace(\k2) -  x We (e)xVe (e) +  XWq2 (e )xVe (a4) +  Xwa4 (e )xVe (a2) +  Xwb (e )xVe (b)
+  Xwba2 (e)Xve (ha2) +  Xwba4 (e )Xve (ba4) +  XWa (e)x Ve (a5) +  Xwa3 (e) x Ve (a3)
+  Xwa5 ( e )x Ve (a) +  Xvyba (e)xVe (ba5) +  XWba3 (e )Xye (ha) +  Xwba5 (e) x Ve (ha3)
case (2) The orbit is {a3}, then for vt = a3, su E {e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5, 6, 6a, 6a2, 6a3,6a4, 6a5}. 
So
t r a c e d 2) =  x We (a3)Xva3 (e) +  Xwa2 (a3)Xy 3 (a4) +  Xw4 (a3)Xy3 (a2)
+  Xwb (fl3)Xy3 (h) +  Xwba2 (a3)Xva 3 (ha2) +  Xwba4 (a3)Xy3 (ha4) 
+  Xwa (a3) x v 3 (a5) +  Xw 3 (a3) x v 3 (a3) +  Xw 5 (a3) x v 3 (a)a °  a*3 a*3 a °  a*3
+  Xwba ( q 3 ) X v  3 ( f r a 5 )  +  Xw^  3 ( a 3 ) X v 3  ( f r a )  +  ( a 3 ) X v ,  ( f r “ 3 )
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case (3) The orbit is {a2, a4}, then for vt = a2 and vt =  a4, su E (e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5}. So 
t r a c e d 2) =  Xvye (fl4)Xy 2 (e) +  Xwa (fl4)Xy 2 (a5) +  Xwa2 (ffl4)Xv2 (a4)
+  Xw 3 (a4)x v 2 (a3) +  Xw 4 (a4) x v 2 (a2) +  Xw 5 (a4) x v 2 W
a*3 a *  a4  a° a*
+  Xwe (a2) x v 4 (e) +  Xwa (a2)x v 4 (a5) +  x w (a2)x v 4 (a4)
cl* a*
+  XWa3 (fl2)Xy4 ( ^ 3) +  Xwa4 (fl2)Xya4 (a2) +  Xvya5 (fl2)Xya4 M  
case (4) The orbit is {a, a5}, then for vt = a and vt — a5, su E (e, a, a2, a3, a4, a5}. So
t r a c e ^ 2) =  x We (a5)Xya (e) +  Xwa (a5)Xya (a5) +  Xw 2 (a5)x Va (a4)
a*
+  Xvva3 (fl5)Xya (a3) +  XWg4 (fl5)Xya ( ^ )  +  XWa5 (fl5)Xya M  
+  Xvye (a )Xy5 (e) +  Xwa (a)Xvab (a5) +  Xvya2 (a)Xva5 (a4)
+  Xw 3 (a)xv 5 (ba3) +  Xw 4 (a)Xy 5 (a2) +  x w 5 (a)xv 5 (a)
a° a° or* a° a° a°
case (5) The orbit is (6, ba2, 6a4}. Then for vt = 6, su E (e, a3, 6,6a3}, for vt — ba2,
su E {e, a3, ba2,6a5} and for vt =  6a4, su E {e, a3,6a4,6a}. So
t r a c e d 2) =  Xwe(&)Xvb(e) +  Xwa3 (ha2)x Vb(a3) +  Xwb(b)Xvb(b) 
+  Xvyba5 (ha2)x Vb (ba3) +  XWe (ha2)Xvba2 (e) +  Xwq3 (ha4)Xvba2 (a3)
+  Xwba2 (6fl2)Xyba2 (&**) +  Xirba (&fl4)Xyba2 ( ^ 5) +  Xwe (6a4)Xyba4 (e)
+  Xvya3 (&)Xyba4 (a3) +  Xvyba4 ( ^ X y ^  ( ^ 4) +  X v ^  (6)Xvba4 (^ ) 
case (6) The orbit is {6a, 6a3,6a5}. Then for vt = 6a, su E {e, a3, ba4, 6a}, for vt — ba3,
su E {e, a3, 6 ,6a3} and for u£ =  6a5, su E {e, a3,6a2,6a5}. So
t r a c e d 2) =  Xwe(ha)xVba(e) +  x Wa3(ha3)x Vba(a3) +  Xvyba4 M X y ba (&a4)
+ XWba3 (b®'3)Xvba (ha) + XWe (6a3)Xyba3 (e) + X^ (6a5)*Vba3 («3)
+  XWb (ba3)Xvha3 (h) +  Xvybo5 (6a5)Xyba3 (ha3) +  Xwe (6a5)XvbaS (e)
+  Xvya3 (ha)Xvba5 (a3) +  XWb(i2 (ba5)Xvba5 (ha2) +  x Wba (ba)x Vba5 (ha5).
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Now split each of these cases into the six orbit cases for W ,  and move the points the 
characters are evaluated at to the base points for each orbit using 4.1.3. We use 4.1.3 in 
the case of the category V,  using the actions r> and <.
Case (1) 0  Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {e})
trac e(V2) = x We(e) xVe(e)-
Case (1) 0  Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {a3})
t r a c e d 2) =  Xwe (a?)xv 3 (e)-a°
Case (1) 0  Case (3): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
trace(4/2) =  (xvye(a4) +  Xwe(a2) ) x y 2 (e)- 
Case (1) 0  Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {a, a5})
t r a c e d 2) =  [ x We (a5) +  XWe (a ))xya (e).
Case (1) 0  Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {b, ba2, ba4})
t r a c e d 2) =  ( x We(b) +  X ^ t ^ 2) +  Xwe(ba4) ) x Vb(e)-
Case (1) 0  Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {e} and the orbit of V  is {6a, 6a3, ba5})
trace('F2) =  [ x We (ba) +  x We (ba3) +  Xwe (ba5) ) x Vba (e)-
Case (2) 0  Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V  is {e})
t r a c e d 2) =  x ^  (e)xVe (a3)-
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Case (2) <S> Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V is {a3})
trace(^ 2) =  Xwa3(a3)Xva3 (a3)- 
Case (2) ® Case (3):(i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
t r a c e d 2) =  (a4) +  Xwa3 (a2))x v  2 (fl3)-
Case (2) ® Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V  is {a, a5})
t r a c e d 2) =  ( x ^  (a5) +  (a ) )x Va (a3)- 
Case (2) <g> Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V  is {6,6a2, 6a4})
trace(ty2) -  ( x ^  (ba2) +  x Wa3 {*>a4) + Xwa3 (b) ) x Vb i0?)- 
Case (2) ® Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a3} and the orbit of V  is {6a, 6a3,6a5})
t r a c e d 2) =  ( x ^  (ba3) + Xwa3 (ba5) +  x ^ a3 (ba) ) x Vba (a3)- 
Case (3) ® Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V  is {e})
t r a c e d 2) =  x Wa2 (e) ( x Ve (fl4) +  Xve (fl2) )  •
Case (3) <g> Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V  is {a3})
t r a c e d 2) =  xWq2 (a3) ( x ^ 3 (fl4) +  Xva3 (a2) ) •
Case (3) ® Case (3): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
t r a c e d 2) =  ^{xwa2 (fl4)Xv 2 (fl4) +  Xwa2 (a2)Xv2 (fl2)) ■
Case (3) 8  Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V is {a, a5})
t r a c e d 2) =  2  ( x w ^ ^ X v M )  +  Xv (“k v .(« 2))-
Case (3) (8) Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V  is {6,6a2,6a4})
trace(4f2) =  0.
Case (3) 8  Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a2, a4} and the orbit of V  is (6a, 6a3,6a5})
trace(4/2) =  0.
Case (4) 8  Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {e})
t r a c e d 2) =  (e) ( x Ve (a5) + Xve (a)) •
Case (4) 8  Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {a3})
t r a c e d 2) =  x Wa (a3) ( x ^  (a5) +  x Vo3 (a ) ) .
Case (4) 8  Case (3): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
t r a c e d 2) =  2 ( x Wa(a4)Xva2 (a5) +  XWa (a2)*v 2 (a )) ■
Case (4) 8  Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {a, a5})
t r a c e d 2) -  2 [ x Wa (a5) x Va (a5) +  x Wa (a) x Va (a)) •
Case (4) 8  Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {6,6a2, 6a4})
trace(4/2) =  0.
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Case (4) 0  Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {a, a5} and the orbit of V  is {6a, 6a3,6a5})
trace(^ 2) =  0.
Case (5) 0  Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6,6a2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is {e})
t r a c e d 2) =  x W{, (e) [ x Ve (b) +  X„e (ba2) +  x Ve (6a4) ) .
Case (5) 0  Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6,6a2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is {a3})
trace (4/2) =  x Wfe (a3) (xva3 (b) +  Xv 3 (ba2) +  Xv3 (6fl4)) •
Case (5) 0  Case (3): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6,6a2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
trace(4/2) =  0.
Case (5) 0  Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6,6a2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is {a, a5})
trace(\I/2) =  0.
Case (5) 0  Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6,6a2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is {6, ba2,6a4})
t r a c e d 2) =  3 ^ x Wb(b)xVb (&))■
Case (5) 0  Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6, ba2,6a4} and the orbit of V  is (6a, 6a3, 6a5})
t r a c e d 2) -  3 (x W6(6a3)Xv6o(6a4)) .
Case (6) 0  Case (1): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6a, 6a3,6a5} and the orbit of V  is {e})
t r a c e d 2) -  Xwba (e) ( x Ve (ba5) +  x Ve (ba) +  Xve (ba3)) •
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Case (6) (8) Case (2): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {ba, ba3,6a5} and the orbit of V is {a3})
t r a c e d 2) =  (a3) ( x Va3 (b“'5) +  Xva3 (ba) +  Xva3 (6a3)) •
Case (6) 0  Case (3): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6a, 6a3,6a5} and the orbit of V  is {a2, a4})
trace (^ 2) =  0.
Case (6) 0  Case (4): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6a, 6a3,6a5} and the orbit of V  is {a, a5})
trace(^ 2) =  0.
Case (6) 0  Case (5): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6a, 6a3,6a5} and the orbit of V  is {6, ba2, 6a4})
trace (^ 2) =  3 ( x Wba(ba4) x Vb(ba3j)  - 
Case (6) 0  Case (6): (i.e. the orbit of W  is {6a, 6a3, 6a5} and the orbit o f V  is {6a, 6a3, 6a5})
t r a c e d 2) =  3 (xwbo (6a)Xvba (6a)) •
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5.5 T he m atrices
From the cases of section 5.4 we get S  to be the following 32 x 32 symmetric matrix: 
/
S  =
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 2 - 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 2 - 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 4 4 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 4 - 4 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2
2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 4 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2
1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 2 - 2 2 - 2
1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 - 1 1 1 - 1 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 - 2
1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 - 1 1 1 - 1 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 - 2
1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 2 2 - 2 2 - 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 2 2 2 - 2 4 - 4 - 2 2 - 2 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 - 4 4 2 - 2 - 2 2 - 4 4 - 2 2 - 2 2
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 4 - 2 - 2 4
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 4 - 2
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 4 - 2 - 2
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 4 - 2 - 2 4
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 4 - 2
2 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 4 - 2 - 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 4 2 - 2 - 4
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 - 2 - 4 - 2 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 4 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 4 2 - 2 - 4
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 - 4 - 2 2
2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 2 - 2 2 4 2
3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 - 3 3 - 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - 3 3 - 3 0 0 - 3 3 - 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 - 3 - 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 - 3 - 3 0 0 - 3 - 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Now to find S  we need to calculate P ± = Y lv  (dim(V'))2 , which we do as the 
following noting tha t the dimension of V  in V  is just its usual dimension:
P+ = e v+1(dim(V) ) 2 =  1 (1 )2 +  1 (1 )2 +  1 (1 )2 +  1 (1 )2 +  1 (2 ) 2 +  1 (2 ) 2 +  1 (1 )2 -  1 (1);' V   h i ;  i- n .i; i - n - i ;  i - H ; t ^ ;  i - n ; -
V
-  1(1)2 +  1(1)2 -  1(2)2 +  1(2)2 +  1(1)2 +  o;2( l)2 +  u;4( l)2 +  1(1)2 +  u;2( l )2 +  cj4(1)2
+ 1(1)2 +  ^ ( l ) 2 +  u;2( l )2 -  1(1)2 +  o;4( l)2 +  u;5( l)2 +  1(1)2 -  1(1)2 +  1(1)2 -  1(1)2 
+  1 (1 ) 2 +  1 (1 )2 - 1 (1 )2 - 1 (1 ) 2 
= l + l + l + l + 4 + 4 + l — 1 — 1 +  1 — 4 +  4 +  1 + u/^  +  uZ +  l + u ^  +  u/^  +  l + u ; 1
+  u;2 — l + u ; 4 +  u;5 +  l — 1 +  1 — 1 +  1 +  1 — 1 — 1 
=  14 +  3(cj2 +  cu4) +  to1 +  cj5
=  14 +  3 ( ( - |  +  i ^ )  +  ( - 1  -  i ^ ) )  +  ( \  +  i ^ )  +  (1 -  t ^ )  =  14 -  3 +  1 =  12.
In the same way we can calculate P~ = Y2v €>v-1(dim (l/))2 to get the following
P~ — ^  ©\/_1(dim(l/ ))2 - ^  -J— (dim (y))2 =  14 +  3(u~2 +  a;-4) +  co~l +  u~ 5
v
A n i l  1 -V^N / 1 • \/3x\ /I . y / 3 .  f 1 .\/3x=  14 +  3 ((—-  -  , T ) +  ( - -  +  ^ - ) )  +  ( -  -  , T ) + ( -  +  , T )
=  14 -  3 +  1 =  12.
If we substitute these values in theorem 5.1.6 we get
S  Ss =
y / p + p ^  1 2 ’
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Using the order of the indecomposable objects in table (5), we get T  to be a diagonal 
32 x 32 matrix whose diagonal entries are taken from the table as follows
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1


































As every indecomposable object in our example is self-dual, the m atrix C  is the 
32 x 32 identity m atrix :
Now it is possible to check that the matrices 5, T  and C  satisfy the following relations: 
(ST )3 = S 2 , S 2 = C , C T  = T C  , C 2 = 1 .
For more details about the matrices see the appendix.
Chapter 6
An equivalence of tensor categories
In this chapter we generalize some results of [5] which considered group doublecross prod­
ucts, i.e. a group X  factoring into two subgroups G and M , to the case where M  is not 
a subgroup and the algebra D  here is that defined in 1.3. In fact, we show an equiva­
lence of categories between the double V  of the non-trivially associated tensor category, 
constructed from left coset representatives of a subgroup of a finite group X , and the 
category of representations of the Drinfeld double of the group, D(X) .
This chapter has also already been sent for publication as a part of a paper by myself 
and my supervisor E. J. Beggs [2].
6.1 T he definition o f D(X)
The double of a group is well known. We give a definition of D (X )  and its representations 
from [5]. The case we are interested in is where X  =  G M  as previously discussed in 1.3.
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D efin itio n  6.1.1 [5] For the doublecross product group X  = G M  there is a quantum 
double D{X)  =  k (X)  X  k X ,  with basis 5y <S>xfor x , y  E X  and which has the following 
operations
(Sy 0  oc)(5y> 0  x )  = Sx- iyXty’ (Sy 0  xx  ), A (Sy ® i )  =  ^  5a 0  x  0  5b 0  x
ab—y
1 =  0  e, 0  x) = 5yye, S(5y 0  x) = Sx- iy- ix 0  X " 1,
V
(5y 0  x)* — Sx- iyx 0  x _1, R  = ^  <5X 0  e 0  0  x.
X>Z
The representations of D {X)  are given by X-graded left kX-modules. The k X  action will 
be denoted by > and the grading by |||.|||. The grading and X  action are related by
lll^lll =  zlll^llk"1 x e X ,  £ E V, (6.1)
and the action of (Sy 0  x) E D (X )  is given by
(Sy 0  x)t>(^  =  y^jxt>f|||Xt>£. (6 -2 )
6.2 T he algebra structure
P ro p o s itio n  6.2.1 There is a functor x  from V  to the category of representations of
D ( X )  given by the following: As vector spaces, x Y )  is the same as V , and x  is the
identity map. The X-grading |||.||| on x Y )  and the action of us E k X  are defined by
lllxMIII =  for V EV,
us>x (t]) =  x ( ( ( 5 < | ^ r 1)>77)<u-1) ,  s e M  u e G .
A morphism <f> : V  —»■ W  in V  is sent to the morphism x{4>) '■ x Y )  ~ * x (W )  defined by
x(0)(x(O) = X(0(O)-
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Proof. First we show tha t > is an action, i.e. vt\>(usi>x{v)) — vtusi>x(T]) for all 
and u ,v  E G. Note that
ufr>(ust>x(?7)) =  vtt>x(((s<M_1)>77)<it-1)
=  x ^ i r 1) ^ - 1),
where 77 =  ((s<|77|_ 1)>77)<u_1. On the other hand we have
vtus — v(t>u)T(t<u,s)((t<u) • s),
where v(t>u)r(t<u, s) E G and (t<u) • s E M,  so
vtus>x(r)) =  x ^ ( ( ( ^ w) ’ 5)<i|77|_1)>77^<r(^<iu, s )_1(tt>'n)_1u_1^
We need to show that
(£<|77|_1)>77 =  ^(((t<iu) • s)<i|77|_1)>^<r(t<iu, s)_1(fr>ii)_1
=  ^((t<iu(s[>|77|_1)) • (s<i|77|_1))>^<r(i< iu, s )- 1 (fr>u) - 1
P u t s =  s<|77|_ 1  and rj =  s >?7 which give 77 =  Then using the connections between
the gradings and actions,
(6.3)
\v\ = \v<u x| =  ((7i)t>u 2) ^rj- i w i - V 1.
Putting t — t<u\rj | , the left hand side of (6.3) will become
(to|77|—1)>77 =  (t<u\r]'\ 1((77,)t>u_1)^>(77/<u_1) 
=  ^ < ( ( 7 7  )[>U- 1)^>(t/<U-1)
=  ( ^ ^ ( ( H V I W " 1) .
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Note that we have used the cross relation between the actions in the last equivalence. 
Now, from (6.3) and the fact that (fr>u) -1  =  (t<\p \)>u-1, we only need to show that
t>p — ^((£ < m (s t> |? 7 | -:L) )  • (s<|t7|-1))>77^«t(£<14, s ) - 1  . ( 6 . 4 )
Prom the formula for the composition of the M  ‘action’ the right hand side of (6.4) 
becomes p>(s>r}) = p>p', where p = t<iii(so|77|-1) and p =  p < t(s , (t7) ) t ( ( s >77), s< |77|)_1. 
We have used the fact that r(t<u, s) — r(p <(s>\r)\), s«|?7|). Now we just have to prove that 
p = t. Because r(s, (f7))_1(s>M ) =  r((s>r]), ^<1771) —11s>771 and knowing that (s>|t7|) =  
(st>|77|-1)-1 , we can write p as follows
P — P <(s>|t7|)|s>77|-1 
= t<u(s»\vr1)(s»\r]r 1) - 1\r1’\ 1 
=  t<u\p\ 1 =  t .
Next we show that |||7zs>x(77)||| =  us |||x(77)l|| (us)-1 where u £ G and s £ M.
=  l x ( ( M ’? r 1) ^ - 1) l
=  (77* <u- 1 ) -1  \p =  u(i7 ) 1|?7 1u~l
= u(s^77)_1 |s>77|u_1 =  7x(s <]|77|)(77) — 1177I (s <l|77|)~ 1li.—1 
=  7is(77)_1 |p|s_1U_1 . □
T h e o re m  6 .2 . 2  The functor x  is invertible.
P ro o f. We have already proved in the previous proposition that the X-grading |||.||| 
and the action t> give a representation of D (X) ,  so we only need to show that x  
an isomorphism, which we do by giving its inverse x ~ l ^  the following: Let I f  be a 
representation of D(X) ,  with k X  action > and X-grading |||.|||. Define a D  representation
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as follows: \  HW) wiF be the same as IK as a vector space. There will be G and M  
gradings given by the factorization
Kir1 = lx_1(OI_1<x_1(e)>. f  G W, ( x ~ \ 0 )  G m , Ix-'K)! G G.
The action of s G M  and u G G are given by
s>x_1(0  =  x _1 ((s<llx_1 (OI)[>0 > x ~ \ 0 < u = x ~ V “ lc>0 (6-5)
We now check tha t this preserves the X-grading and action. We first check the X-grading 
as follows
M o n  =  { x - ' M o r v ' M o i  =  « n e i ,  and
Mx-'am = ^(or'ix-rei = Kll-
Next we check it for the M-  action
s > x _ 1 ( x ( 0 )  =  x - 1 ( ( H x _ 1 x ( 0 l ) > x ( 0 )
=  x _ 1 (st>x(0 )
=  x " 1x ( w e r 1) ^ )
=  s>£,
where s =  s<|£|. For the M - action, we have
s > x ( x _ 1 ( 0 )  =  x ( H x - 1 ( O I “ 1 ) > x - 1 ( f l )
=  x ( s > x - 1 (0 )
= xx- 1( (5«|x- 1(0 IK )
=
where s = s < | x _ 1 ( O I - 1 -
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F in a lly , for th e  G -a c tio n  w e h ave
x_1(x(0)<w = x_1(^ _1>x(0)
=  x~ 1(x(£«w))
= £<u,
and
>^x(x-1(0) = x(x-1(0<“-1) 
= x(x_1(w>0)
=  u>£.
N o te  th a t  w e h ave u sed  6 .2 .1  an d  (6 .5 ) . □
Proposition 6.2.3 For an element (6y <g) x) of the algebra D in the category V,
x(f<(Sy (8» x)) = a;-1t>x(0-
Proof. S ta r tin g  w ith  th e  le ft h a n d  sid e ,
x($<(6 v ® z)) =  x(<W ||f<z) =  <WllX(f<z)-
P u tt in g  x  — us  for u G G  an d  s E M , th e n  u s in g  p r o p o s it io n  1 .3 .1 2  w e g e t
£<:r =  £<us =  ( f< u )< s  =  £<s =  ( ( s L<i|^|_1)> ^ )< ir(sL, s ) .
w h ere  £ =  £<u. B u t  from  th e  c o n n ec tio n  b etw e en  th e  grad in gs an d  th e  a c t io n s  w e k n ow  
th a t  |£ < u |-1  =  u - ^ \ - \ ( 0 > u ) .  S o  if  w e p u t s =  s L<it- 1 | f | -1  an d  s u b s t itu te  in  th e  ab ove  
eq u a tio n  w e g e t
=  ( f< u )< s  =  ( ( s l < u _ 1 |£ |_ 1 ((£ )i> u ))i> (£< u ))< it(sl , s) =  (s< ((£ )> u ) i> (£ « u ))< t(s 'l , s ) .
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Now using the cross relation and knowing that (sL<u 1) > i i  =  (sL>u : ) 1 we get
£<ia; =  ((s^)<((s<i|^|)i>u))<r(sL, s) =  ((s>^)<((sL<iu_1)i>u))<r(sZ/, s)
= (((sL<u~1\^\~1)^ )< (sL>u~1)~1)<r(sL,s) = ((sl <u- 1 |£|- 1)>£)<(sl >u- 1)- 1t ( s l , s). 
Now put u — r(sL, s )- 1(sLt>u-1) and s — sL<u~l . Then
x(z«($y ® x)) = ^ii^ii x ( ( ( 5-< i^ r1) ^ ) ^ - 1)
= ^.ikii “5t>x(0
=  <Wll r (sL’ s)"1(5L>u_1)(sl <u"1)> x(0  
= Elicit s_1sL_1sLu~1>x(0 
= SvM\\ M _1 >x(0 = <V||eil z-1 I>x(0- D
P roposition  6.2.4 Define a map ip : D  — ► D (X )  by ip(6y ® x) = 8X-iyx 0  x~l . Then 
ip satisfies the equation x(^(^y ® x )) = ® a;)t>x(0 •
Proof. Let 8y 0  x  be an element of the algebra D  in the category V.  As ip (a) is in 
D (X ) ,  we put ip(5y 0 r) =  ^ 0 1  Then by definition 6 .1.1
(6y 0  z)>x ( 0  =  ^,||*>x(OI ^>X(0 - (6-6)
As pt>x(OII =  £ |x ( O P -1  =  z ( f )_1 |f |z -1> we Set the following
But, from the previous proposition, we know that
x ( ( < ( S y  ®  x)) =  5y,||?|| aT^xCO-
So we conclude that 6 .6  is true if and only if x — x ~ 1 and y = xy~lx~ l =  x~ ly~lx. 
Hence, if we define
ip(5y ® x)  = 5x- iyx® x ~l ,
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then we obtain
X(£<(£y ® z)) =  tl>(6y <8 > z)t>x( 0  • □
The reader will recall tha t D  is in general a non-trivially associated algebra (i.e. it is 
only associative in the category V  with its non-trivial associator). Thus, in general, it 
can not be isomorphic to D(X) ,  which really is associative. In general, if) can not be an 
algebra map.
P ro p o s itio n  6.2.5 For a and b elements of the algebra D in the category T>,
ip(b)if}(a) =  ip(ab) ( £  6y ®T { ( a ) , ( b } )
y e Y





x((f<a)< 6 ) =  x ((£ « f( ||a ||,  IH I))< ^)
-  ^ (a 6 )> x (f< f( ||a ||,||6 ||)) =  4>(ab)>x(£<r((a), (&)))
where /  =  <8 > r« a ) ,  (&)). □
6.3 T he coalgebra structure
For the coalgebra to be examined, we turn to tensor products of representations. It 
is known tha t for a general Hopf algebra H  with representations V  and W,  the tensor
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product representation V <S> W  is defined by the action
h>{r] <g> f ) =  ^  ® ^(2)>  ^>
for 77 G V  and f  G W.
In the case of representations V'  and W'  of D (X) ,  according to this formula, we get 
the following equations:
. / 7 .^/v / . J
rr > (77 (g>  ^ ) =  rr p> 77 (grcof ,
for T) G V  , f' G VF' and i G l
For the representations V  and W  of D, we get the following actions and gradings on 
the tensor product V  ® W:
|f ®77| =  r((f> ,(ry»-1 |f||77|)
(5<3r ((0 , W))>(€ ®rj) = (s>f)r(s<|f I, <77»r(((s< |f|)> 77>, s<|f IM) " 1 (g) (s< |f\)><q ,
(f 0  rj) =  (f) • (77) and (f  ® rj)<u =  £<((77)014) ® ?7<u,
where 77 G V, f  G VF, s G M  and u G (S'.
It is found that x does not preserve the tensor product of representations. For this to
be corrected we introduce the map given in the following definition :
D efin ition  6.3.1 Let V  and W  be objects of the category V .  The map c : x i Y )  ®
x(VF) — ► X(V  ® W) is defined by:
c(xW®x(0) = x(((<0<l77l_1)>77) <S»c) >
where 77 G F  and f  G IF.
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P roposition  6.3.2 The map c, defined above, is a D ( X ) module map, i.e.
I l H x M  ®  x (0) l l l  =  M v )  ®  x(OIII > 
x\>c(x(rj) (8 ) x ( 0 )  =  c(x>(x(r}) <8 > x ( 0 ) )  Mx e  X  . 
P ro o f. We will begin with the grading first. It is known tha t
M v )  ® x(f)lll = lx(i?)llx({)l = W'kKO-'iei.
But on the other hand we know, from the definition of c, tha t
lHxM®x(0)ll =
=  <(<0<I77|_1)>77 0 _11 (<0<I77|_1)>77 <8)
=  ( o - 1(v)~1\ m  
=
=
where s — (O^ l7?!-1 and V — ((C)<l7l_1)^ 7 — which gives the result.
For the G action, we need to show tha t
c(u\>(x{v)  ®  x(0)) = y>c(x(v)  ® x(0) •
We know from the definitions that
v>(xW) ® x(0) = x (^ _1) ® xte<u_1), 
c(u>(xM®x(0)) = x((((^_1)<l^“1r 1)>(»7<w_1)) ®
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By using the properties of the G and M  gradings,
(£<u- 1)<]|77<u- 1 | - 1  =
=  (0 <
(<^<w- 1)<|77<it- 11_ 1)>(77<14_1) =  (((0 <| 'n\~1M {v)> u ~ 1))^{rj<u~1)
= ( « o < h r 1)> ^ )< ((« o < i77 r 1)<i77i)>w"1) 
=  ( « o < i ^ r 1H ) < ( ( o ^ - 1).
Now we can write
c(w>(x(ri) ®  x ( 0 ) )  =  x ( ( ( < 0 « | r r ^ M < < > 0  ®  ( f < u _ 1 ) ) -
On the other hand,
u\>c(x(r))  ®  x ( 0 )  =  w > x ( ( ( ( 0 < l 7 7 l - 1 ) > 7 7 )  ®  f )
=  x ( ( ( ( ( f} « M - 1)>f7) ® f )< u -1)
=  x ( ( ( < o < k r 1) ^ ) < ( ( o ^ ~ 1) ® k<w-1)) .
which is the same as (6.7).
Now we show that c preserves the M  action, i.e. for s € M,
c(s> (x iv )  ®  X ( 0 ) )  =  5 > c ( x M  <g> x ( 0 ) -
We know from the definitions that
s > ( x f a )  ® x ( 0 )  =  X((8<\vn^ ) ® X ( ( H « I " 1 ) ^ )  
c ( 5 > ( x w  ®  x ( o ) )  =  x ( « H e r 1 ) ^ ) < | H » ? r 1 ) ^ r > ( M » 7 r 1 H
Using the ‘action’ property for t>, we get
(<(so|CI_1)>^><|(s<|77|_1)>77|_1)>((s<|77|_1)>77) =  ({p ■ t)>p)<r(p <(tt>\r]\),i<i\p\)
where t = s<|7?| 1 and
p = ( ( s« |f l  1)i>C)<|t>77| 1 T-((t>77), t<|77|) r( t ,  [t]}) 1
■ -  i - iBut using the connections between the grading and the actions, we know that \t>rj\ 
(7]))T({i>r}),i<\rj\y\ so
p =
Substituting in the equation above gives
=  • (s<|r7| - 1))>77) < ^ « ( S< |^ |-1)>e> ^ ) “ 1
=  ( ( W H r 1) ^ )  • s)< ii^r1)>^)< '7 '(((5<i^r1)>o> s ) _ 1
On the other hand, we know that
s>c(xW®x(fl) = ^ ((((O ^rH ) ®
=  s>x(7?® £) =  x((s<\fj(S> 
where 77 =  Next we calculate
I7? ® = ^ ( ( 7/>) ( 0 ) _ 1 |77ll l^ >
H ^ - e r 1 =  s<| i ^ r 1 i7? r l r ((7?), (0 )  •
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If we put s — s< |£| 1 | 7 7 |  1, then
(s<\fj 0  ^ |_ 1 )>(?7 ® 0  =  (s<r({fj), (0 ) ) > ( * 7  ® 0
=  (s>77)<r(s<|77|,(^»r(((s<i|77|)^>,s<i|77| | ^ | ) " 1
<8 > (s<|^|)>^
-  (5>77)<r(s<|^|_1, (0 ) t(((s« |£ |-1)>£)> s ) _1 
® ( H f l _1K  •
Using the ‘action’ property again,
s>fj =  ( s «  | ^ | _ 1 | » 7 | - 1 ) > ( ( < C > < l 7 7 l _ 1 ) > 7 7 )
=  ( V  • ((o< i77 r 1))>^)<T(9/< ( « o <]i77 r 1)>i?7i)» ( o ) " 1
=  ((9 / '« 0 < N " 1))>77)<'r(9/< ((0H 77 r 1)“ 1» (0 ) ~ 1 >
where
?' =  ( « i f r 1 i ^ r 1)< r( (« e < i> ? r 1H ) ,  ( O M ^ H ^ r 1 ^ ) ) - 1  
=  ( ^ i « r 1H ( e > M - 1) ,
as
i ^ r 1  =  ( ( < o < i 7 7 r 1 ) i > i 7 7 i ) _ 1 ' r ( < ^ ) < i » 7 i _ 1 »  m )  t ( ( ( ( o < m ~ 1 ) ^ ) ,  (oy1 ■
Hence substituting with the value of q' we get
s>7) -  ((((* «  • ((0< i7/ r 1))> 7/ ) < r ((5<!i^rl ), (oy1
= ( ( ( ( s < i c r 1) - ( o ) < i 7? r 1)> ?7)<'r (s<i^ r 1 .< o )” 1 »
giving the required result
= ((((«<  if r 1) • (0 ) <3i7/ r 1)> 77)< 'r ( ( (s< i^ r 1 ) ^ ) ’ s ) _ 1  • n  
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C hapter 7
Ideas for further research
In this chapter we introduce some ideas for further research. We will not discuss them in 
much detail, although some detail will be introduced in the second section.
In the first section we show that for different algebras A  and A  associated with different 
coset representatives M  and M  there is a morphism 9 : A  —> A  in the category C which 
is proved to be an algebra map.
In the second section we try to study the algebraic structure described in section 1.3 
in the case where our group X  is an infinite topological group. We give a case where we 
can not give a single choice of coset representatives on G \  X  which is continuous. We are 
then forced to pick several choices, and these are related on the overlaps by the material 
discussed in section 7.1. This is not yet understood.
In the third section, some more ideas are included for those who are interested in this 
kind of research.
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7.1 D ifferent choices o f coset representatives
In [4] it was stated tha t for a given subgroup G of a group AT, different sets of represen­
tatives M  and M  for the left cosets can be chosen and these are related by an arbitrary 
function 7  : G \  X  —> G, so that if s E M  then 7 ([s])s 6  M. Also the binary operations 
, : G \ X  x G \ X  - * G \ X ,  t : G \ X  x G \ X  ^  G and > : G \  W x G ^ G  for M  
were shown to be the following:
sLt = (s<ry(t) ■ t), r(s , t) = 'Y(s)(s>i{t))T(s<ry{t),i)'y((s<ry(t)) ■ t ) ~ \  
t>u = 7 (£)(fr>u)7 (t<m)- 1 .
P ro p o s itio n  7.1.1 For the algebras A and A, the map 6 : A  —> A defined by
6a (8s 0  u) =  ^s<7 (a) 0  7( Q. )~lu >
where (5S <g> u) G A and a = ( 5 s <g>u), is a morphism in the category C .
P ro o f. We should first show that 6a preserves the grades. Let a = (Ss ® u), then a is 
defined by
s lQl — s<u = s<u ,
but also we have
(s<7 (a ) )  • (9A(6S 0  u ) )  = (s<^f{a))<'y(a)~1u = s < j (a ) /y ( a ) ~ 1u = s<u ,
so it preserves the grades. Now we need to check tha t it also preserves the actions, i.e. 
6a ((5s 0  u)<u) =  9a (5s 0  u)<w . To calculate the left hand side we need to calculate the 
following:
(5S 0  u)<v = 5s<(a>v) 0  (a>u)- 1ui; =  ^(a)(a>w)7 (a<w) - 1 0  7 (a«v) (a>u)_17 (a)_ 1uu,
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L.H.S.  — #a((^s 8  u)<v)
=  ^<7 (a)(a^)7 (a<w)-i7 (a<v) ® 7 (a«u)_ 17 (a«u) (at>u)_ 17 (a)_ 1m;
— ^s<j(a)(a>v) 8  T(—) •
Now we calculate the right hand side
R.H.S.  = 6 a ( 5 s 8 =  (£s<7 (a) <8 > 'y{a)~1u)<\v
=  S a<7( a ) (a > v )  8  (a>i;)-1 7 (a ) -1 uu >
which shows tha t 6 preserves the actions. □
In [4], the morphism Fy,w ■ V ® W  —> V  <8 W  for V, W  G C and 8  is the tensor 
structure given by M,  was defined by F(£<&r}) = £ < 7 ((77)) 8  rj. This morphism will be 
used in the next proposition.
P ro p o s itio n  7.1.2 For the algebras A and A, the morphism 9 : A  —> A  is an algebra
map. Note that we have to be careful about just what this means, as there are two different
tensor products. We mean that the following diagram commutes:
A ® A   ------- > A
I 9—9
A®A 9
A ®  A    >A
P ro o f. For the elements (£s 8  u ) and (5t 8  v) in the algebra A  we have
p,((5s 8  u) 8  St 8  u)) =  5t,s«u f i s«r (a ,b ) 8  r ( a ,  b)~xu v ,
where a — ($s 8  u) and b — (8t ®v).  So
e(p((8s 8 u ) 8 < 5 i8  U))) =  ^,a<u^<r(a,6)7 (a:6) <8 nf{gLib)~1T(a,b)~1UV .
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But we know that
rfejfr) — 7(a)(n[>7 ® )  T(a<yy(b),b) 7 ((a< 7® ) -6) 1 and a:b  =  (a<7(b)) • b ,
So
l(n , &)7(a:6) =  7 (a)(a>7 (6 )) r(a< 7 (&), 6 ).
Thus, one direction of the diagram is given by the following equation:
0(fl((5s 0  U)  0  ^  0  V))) =  5t,a<u ^<7 (a)(a>7 (6))r(a<7 (b),6) ® T fe< 7® , £)'_1 (o>7®  )_17 fe)_1^  •
Now to calculate the other direction of the diagram we do the following calculation:
9 ( 6 S  ®u)®0(8t ®v)  = {8s<yy(a) ® 7 ( a ) _lw)®(<W&) 0  7 ( £ ) - M  •
Applying the map Faa to the above equation gives
FAa(o(8s ® u)®8(8t ® v)^ = (8 s<n(a) ® j ( Q. )“ M « 7 (6 )  ® ( ^ < 7 (b) 0  7(& )- 1n)
=  ®<7(a)(a>7(6)) ® fe> 7 ® )_17 ( a ) _1^ 7 (^ ) )  ® (<W&) ® 7(&)- 1n) • 
Therefore, the other direction of the diagram is given by the following equation:
H (F a a  ( o ( 8 s 0  u ) ® 0 ( 6 t ^ ^ 0 )  — t^<j(b),s<u-y(b) 8s<yy(a)(a>'y(b)) r(a<yy(b),b)
0  r(a<y(b), b)~1(a>/y(b))~1y(a)~1u/y(b)'y(b)~1v
= 8t,s<u s^<yy(a)(a>j(b)) T(a<ry(b),b)
0  r(a<'y(b),b)~1(a>/y{b))~1/y(a)~1u v , 
which is the same as the first direction which by then completes the proof. □
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7.2 T he H opf fibration and local choice o f coset rep­
resentatives
In the case where X  is a topological group, we would like to include continuity in the
algebraic structure we have described. Unfortunately there can be problems. Take
/  \
a b
X  =  SU2 = 4  = A : a, b, c, d G C, ad — be = 1 and A A T — id
l c d
SU2 acts on P C 2 by
x y
( Aa b
\ c d )
xa + yc xb + yd





so b =  0 and then ad = 1 which implies tha t d =   ^ . We also need
( \ 
a 0 a c
( \
ac
CO, | c |2 +  ^  j
(  \  
1 0
v° A
which implies c — 0 and \a\ =  1 . So
G = stab([( 1 0  )]) =  |
(  \  
a 0
v°
: lal =  1
Note tha t cosets of G in SU2 are in 1 — 1 correspondence with P C 2 =  C U  {0 0 } by 
[ ( l ,z ) ]  z. There is no continuous choice of coset representative for G, as the map
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m  G SU 2 1—> [(1 0 )}m from SU2 to C U {0 0 } is the Hopf fibration. It is however possible 
to continuously choose coset representatives over two open sets C and C*U{oo} of CU{oo}.
Case(l): To find coset representatives, Mi, over C we need to do the following calcu­





- l a  b I ~  [ x  y
so z  =  -  or b = z a . For
( \
a za
\ c d )








\a \2 +  l2 |2 |a |2 ac + zad 
12 1 U I 2ca
( \ 
1 0
\ °  A
(7 .1 )
+  daz \c\ +  \d\ j
which implies |a |2(l +  \z\2) =  1 or |a | 2 =  and c =  — z d . Also we get |c | 2 +  |d | 2 =  
|2 |2 |d | 2 +  |d | 2 =  1 which implies tha t |d | 2 =  |a | 2 =  1+jz |2 • In addition we require
ad +  |z |2ad =  ( 1  +  \z\2)ad = 1 ,
which implies ad = a a , so d = a . Thus
a 6  
c d





Putting a = = , the first choice of coset representatives can be given as the following:
Note tha t if we put z =  R e %& in M i , where R  € [0, oo ), then we get
c (Re i<>) =




If R  is large then
c{Reld) ~
—e-id 0
which is not well-defined at oo G .
Case(2): To find coset representatives, M2 , over (C* U {0 0 } we put a = and
M y/i+U
substitute in (7.2). Thus the second choice of coset representatives can be given els the
following:
M 2 =  < c(z) -
— \Z\
z  E u  { 0 0 } ^  \  { 0 }
or equivalently
M 2 =  I c(z) =
=  { Q(z) =
z  G U { 0 0 }^ \  { 0 }
1 +  TTF2 - 1
z  G ( c  u  { 0 0 } ^  \  { 0 }
Note tha t we identify G with the group of the unit circle, via the identification a E S 1 =
{ a G C : |a |  =  l} corresponding to the matrix 




\ 0  1  / \  a J
P ro p o s itio n  7.2.1 The function 7  : C S 1 is defined by
7 (2 ) =  \z\
0  I
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for z G C
P ro o f. From [4] we know tha t 7 (z) c(z) = c(z) which implies that
If c(z) = A=-
/  N
1 2
- z  1






y r r v
where d e t(c (z ))= l. So equation (7.3) can be rewritten as the following





1 +  1*1
1 +  \z\
-  +  zZ
- 1  + 1z
z
- 1  + 1
- f  +  1
* +  I
- 1  + 1 
|z|2+l
V 0
P ro p o s itio n  7.2.2 For case(l) where t, s G C, we /m^e
t s + 1 1 — ts
ton =  a , t<a =  — , t • s =      and r ( t ,  s) =  —----- -
a2 1 -  ts 11 — ts
/  \
1 1P ro o f. For case(l) we have c(t) = , 1 2 and u(a) :
v
where i ,a  G C and |a| =  1, then we need to find a and £ , with |a | =  1





V °  i y
, tha t satisfy
On the other hand
u (a )  c ( t)  =
(  , \  /  o 0
V ^ W Y 2 \ 0 - T  /
\  ° /
1 *
- t '  1
f  , ' ja ta
-i' i~Ta
So a =  a and £ =  aY , which implies tha t t' = . These can be rewritten as
t>a = a = a and t<a — t = — .
Now if c(t") =
\A + r i
'  i  Y
- f  1





\ °  h
and
where t" ,t"' ,b € C and |b| =  1, then we need to find t'" and b that
satisfying c(t) c(t ) =  u(b) c(t ). We start with the left hand side as the following:
c(t) c { t )  =
y l  +  F
1 t 
- t  1
, / T T W V ^ + W Y 2
(
\
F T T F P
1 t"
- f  1 
„ \
l - t t "  t + t
- t - f  - i t "  + 1
On the other hand
u(b) c(t ) =
y r + F
(  \  /  
b 0
v° h
i  t 
- i "  l %/l +  I*'
6  bt \
-t'" 1
6 6 y
So £ =   ^ ^7, . If we put s = t , then £ can be rewritten as
t • s =
s T £
1 — £ s  ’
which is not in C if s =  t 1 . Also we get
b = yr+l?
v/5r T F v /5r H ‘T
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5 5  (1 -  «*)
To calculate b put t" =  s, a = s + t and c =  1 — ts,  then 1 +  l ^ l 2 =  1 +  jfp =  •
But |a |2 =  |s |2 +  \t\2 +  st  +  st  and |c|2 =  1 +  |<s|2|£|2 — ts  — t s . So |a |2 +  |c|2 =
1 +  |s |2 +  \t\2 +  |s |2|£|2 =  (1 +  |s |2)(l +  |£|2), which implies tha t
b =
\a 2 +  c
M2(i +  m ( i  +  |S|2;
(1 - t s )  =
1 — ts  
| l - t s |
We can also rewrite b as
r ( t , s )  -
1 — ts  
|1 - t s \  '
□
Proposition 7.2.3 For case(2) where s , t  £ C* U { o o } ,  we have
1 t |s|2 +  st Itllsl s +  t
t>a = -  , t«a =  toa =  — , F s =  ------— - and r ( t ,  s) =  — r —— .
a a2 s — t s S +  H
Proof. For case(2) we have c(t) = 1*1




7 / \ °  = /
where
t , a  E C and |a| — 1, then we need to find a and t \  with |a |  =  1, th a t satisfying 
c(t) u(a ) =  u( a)  c(t'). We start with the left hand side as the following:
/






\ 0 ~ I
\  a J
\t\
y/i+W
On the other hand
u(a  ) c( t ) I*'i
v /i + W
a 0





V1 +  | t ' l




- i  i 
\  o- a t ' )
t  I
So a = ^ and j  = which implies tha t t — ^  ^  • These can be rewritten as
1 t
t>a =  a =  -  and t<a =  t =  — .
a a,2.
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Now if c(t ) _   \L
\A +^
i i









where t ' \ t " \ b  € C and |b| =  1, then we need to  find t'" and b tha t
satisfying c(t)c(t ) =  u(b)c(t ). We start with the left hand side as the following:






v T + F ?
_1  7  J
- 1
i i 
\  i77 t
1 ' 1 
t'
On the other hand
u(b) c(t") =











- l  i
\  b bt"' )
So
t =
If we put s = t”, then t'" can be rewritten as
t- s = s(s +  t ) |s |2 +  St
s ( l — ts) s — t\s\2
Also we get
6 = M N v I + F T ( 7  +  757) •
i r i / T T W v ^ W  4
To calculate b put £/# =  s, a = s +  £ and c = 1 — ts, then \t"'\2 =  and
1 +  |£"'|2 =  1 +  tel =  |JCI . But |a |2 =  (s +  £)(s +  t) =  |s |2 +  |£|2 4- si +  st and
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|c|2 =  (1 — ts)( 1 — ts) = 1 +  |t |2|s |2 — ts  — t s . So \a\2 +  |c|2 — 1 +  \s\2 +  \t\2 +  |s |2|t |2 
(1 +  |s |2)(l +  \t\2), which implies that
|t||s | / \a\2 +  |c|2 1 1 |t | |s | |l  —£s| s + t _  |t||s | s + t
\t"'\ y |c|2(l +  |^|2)( l +  |s |2) t ^  s |s +  £||l — ts\ ts  |s +  |^ ts
We can also rewrite b as
T(t, a ) =  l* !! fL £ ± * . □
'  |s +  t| ts
Note for 7.2.2 (£, s G C) that t • s and r ( t,s )  are not defined if ts  = 1. Also for 7.2.3 
(s ,t  G C* U {oo}) we see tha t t^ s  and t(£, s) are not defined if \  +  |  =  0. If s = ± i  
and t =  then none of the above formulae work. Probably this means tha t we need to 
introduce more open sets.
We can construct an ” algebra” A  with generators 5C(3) ® u for s G C and u G S 1 in 
the same manner as before.
P ro p o s itio n  7.2 .4  For an element Sc(s) <g> u G A, the M-grade can be given by the 
following formula: ^
('5 c ( s ) ® u )  =    r - f i  (-j t ) .1 — |sp  u — 1
P ro o f. Put c(s) =  s for short and put (Sc(s) <8>u) = (Ss <S>u) = a , then from 7.2.2 we have
s +  a s
= s ■ a — s<u = — .
1 — sa
If we put s • a = t = then s + a = t( 1 — sa) or, equivalently,
a +  tsa = t — s .
If we put ts = z  and t — s = w, then the equation a +  tsa = t — s can be rewritten as
a +  za =  w . (7.4)
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As a, z  and w are complex numbers they can be written as z = p +  iq, w = n  +  im  and 
a — x  +  iy  where p, q, n, m, x, and y are real numbers. Substituting these in equation
(7.4) gives the following:
x + iy  +  (p +  iq) (x — iy) = x  + iy + px + qy + iqx — iyp = n + im ,
so we get the following equations for the real part and the imaginary part : x-\-px-\-qy = n  
and y +  qx — yp = m  or equivalently, (1 + p)x  + qy = n  and qx +  y( 1 —p) = m  which can 






1 + p  q 
q 1 - p




\ m  j
\
1 + p  q 
\  Q 1 - P  )






1 -  \z\
1 - p  - q  
- q  1 + p
\  (  \n
(
1 -  \z\
(1 — p)n — qm 
 ^ - q n  +  (1 + p )m  j
(x +  iy)( 1 — \z\2) = n — pn — qm  +  im  +  ipm  — iqn = w — (p + iq)n  +  qi2m  +  ipm
= w — (p +  iq)n  +  im (p  +  iq) =  w — (p +  iq){n — im) = w — zw  , 
so substituting the values of w , t  and z gives
w — zw t — s — ts(t — s) t — s — s|£|2 +  £|s|2 t ( l  +  |s |2) — s ( l +  |t |2)a =
l - U I 2 1 2 l c l 2 1 -  t 2 s21 o|2 1 -  t 2 s21 ol2
( 4 , ) ( 1  +  |S |2 ) - 5 ( 1  +  H 2 ) ^ - S ) ( l  + \s\>) 8 ( ^ - 1 )  a 1
|4 n  i i„12 wi i„12  ^ n  i„12 \ i-\ i„m1 — s (1 +  |s |2)(l -  \s\2) ( l - | s | 2) ( l - | s | 2) vu2
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Note th a t \u\2 and \u\A did not appear since \u\ =  1. □
We do not understand what the following proposition means
P ro p o s itio n  7.2.5 There is no  ^ G C so that a = (5Q(S) <8>u) unless ^ is pure imaginary. 
P ro o f. P u t c(s) =  s for short, then from proposition 7.2.3 we have
If we put p = ^ , q = ^ , s ^ a  = t = ^2 , then the above equation can be rewritten as
P + Q. _ 4
1 5 p q - l
which implies that p +  q = tpq — t or, equivalently,
Q — tpq = —p — t .
If we put tp = z  and —p — t = w, then the equation q — tpq = —p — t can be rewritten as
As q, z and w are complex numbers they can be written as z =  c +  id, w = n  +  im  and 
q = x  +  iy  where c, d, n, m, x, and y are real numbers. Substituting these in equation
(7.5) gives the following:
so we get the following equations for the real part and the imaginary p a r t : x — cx + dy = n  
and —y — dx — cy — m  or equivalently, (1 — c)x +  dy = n  and —dx +  y {—1 — c) = m  which 
can be solved as a system of equations in x  and y as the following:
s
= s- a = s<m = s<u = —  
uz
q — zq = w . (7.5)
x  — iy — (c +  id)(x + iy) = x  — iy — cx +  dy — idx — icy — n + im
( \  (  \  (  \1 — c d x n
y - d  - 1  - c  J  y y  J  y ™  )
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Now we find 
/
det{
1 — c d
—d —I — c




- 1  +  \z\
\ y /
which implies
■1 — c —d 




- 1  +  \z\2
(  \
(—1 — c)n — dm
 ^ dn +  (1 — c)m j
(x +  iy ){—1 +  \z\2) = —n  — an — dm  +  im  — icm  +  id n .
If we multiply both sides of the above equation by —1 we get
(x + iy)( 1 — \z\2) = n + cn + dm — im  + icm — idn = w +  (n +  im )c — i2dm — idn  
= w +  (n +  im )c — id{n +  im ) = w +  (n +  im )(c — id) = w + w z  ,
so we get q — frm f which implies that
a =
Substituting the value of z  in the above equation gives a = 0 a s z  = t p = ^ .  There is no 
chance of the bottom line having a factor cancelling with the top line as
w +  wz =  — p -  t +  tp (—p - t )  = —p — t — t\p\2 — p\t\2 = —p{ 1 +  |t |2) — t( l  +  |p|2)
1 t I s ?
=  - p ( l  +  |s|2) -  f( l  +  i-jj) =  - ( 1  +  +  J-ij) =  - ( 1  +  |s|2) ( -  +  — )
I s\z |sp  s ss
=  - ( i  +  H 2) d  +  ^ )  =  - ( i  +  H 2M ^ -  +  7 ) ■ □s s su s
P ro p o s itio n  7.2.6 The product p on the algebra A  is given by
(SC(S) ® u)(5c(t) <8>v) = S t ^ d - j - p  ® r (a , b)~luv ,
where a = (5c{s)® u) =  ( iq ^ y  ( ^ - 1 )  ,b  = (5cit)®v) = ( ^ - 1 )  andr(a,b) = .
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P ro o f. If we put c(s) =  s and c(t) =  t for short, then we have
(6S <8) u)(St ® v) = 5ttS<m8s<T(a,b) ® r(a , 6) lu v .
But we know from the previous propositions that s<\u = s<r(a , b) =  r a^s^ 2- and r (a , 6) =
where a = (8c{s) ® u) = (4* -  1) and b =  (5c(t) ® v) = (4* -  1). □
7.3 Further research
1 — W hat about factorizing a group into two sets ?
For the group =  { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 , 8 ,9,10,11,12} defined by the following table [28]:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2
2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 7
3 4 5 6 1 2 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 7 8
4 5 6 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 7 8 9
5 6 1 2 3 4 11 1 2 7 8 9 1 0
6 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 7 8 9 1 0 1 1
7 1 2 1 1 1 0 9 8 4 3 2 1 6 5
8 7 1 2 1 1 1 0 9 5 4 3 2 1 6
9 8 7 1 2 1 1 1 0 6 5 4 3 2 1
1 0 9 8 7 1 2 1 1 1 6 5 4 3 2
1 1 1 0 9 8 7 1 2 2 1 6 5 4 3
1 2 1 1 1 0 9 8 7 3 2 1 6 5 4
we can have the following factorizations into two sets, none of which are subgroups and 
both contain the identity:
a) If Gi = {1,3 ,5 ,7 ,9 ,11} and M x = {1,2} then Q6 =  Gi Afi.
b) If G2 =  { 1 ,3 ,5 ,8 ,10,12} and M2 =  {1,2} then Q6 = G2 M2.
c) If G3 =  {1,3 ,5 ,7 ,9 ,11} and M3 =  {1,6 } then Q6 =  G% M3.
d) If C?4 =  { 1 ,3 ,5 ,8 ,10,12} and M4 =  {1 , 6 } then Qq = G4 Af4.
W hat sort of algebraic structures can be made from this data?
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2—Consider the differential structures on the braided Hopf algebras given by the coset 
representatives. It is likely that this could be done using similar methods to [6].
3 —W hat is the meaning of having different tensor products over different open subsets of 
Cqo? This is the case in section 7.2, but many other examples could be constructed.
4 — Complete the work on type A and type B morphisms in the category C. This should 
include a study of inner products \ V ® V - + k .  Possibly this would allow the construction 
of some sort of ’’antipode” ( may be one sided ) for the algebra A  in C. Also to be 
investigated is whether 3.4.4 or similar definition gives an ’adjoint’ operation on A.
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Appendix (The Mathematica files)
s.?.
In this appendix we include the main part of 
the Mathematica files that show the modularity of the 
category D  for the example discussed in chapter five.
T h e  M a t r ix  S
Here we simplify the matrix S 
and show that it is symmetric and invertible.
I n  [ 1]  : = w = E x p  [ I  Pi / 3 ]
O u t [ l ] =  e “3~
/1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 4 4 -2 - 2 -2 -2 -4 -4 -2 -2 • 2
2 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4 -2 -2 -2
1 -1 1 -2 -1 -1 1 -2 2 2 wA3 2 wA 6 2 wA 9
1 -1 1 -2 -1 1 1 -1 -2 2 w*3 2 wA 6 2 wA 9
1 - -1 1 -2 -1 1 1 -1 -2 2 wA3 2 w ‘ 6 2 wA 9
1 - -1 1 -2 2 1 -1 -1 1 -2 2 2 w A 3 2 wA 6 2 wA 92 -2 2 -4 4 -2 2 -2 4 -4 -2 wA 3 ~2 wA 6 -2 wA 92 -2 2 -4 -2 -2 2 -4 4 -2 wA 3 -2 wA 6 -2 wA 92 2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 -2 2 (wa 4 ♦ wA 2) 2 (wA 8 + wA 4) 2 (wA 12 + wa6)
2 2 2 -2 -2 2 wA3 2 wA 3 2 wA3 2 wa 3 - 2 w A 3 -2 v a 3 2 (wa 4 wA2) 2 (wa 8 + wa4) 2 (wA12 + wa6) 2 (wA 16 +wa8)2 2 2 -2 -2 2 wA 6 2 wA 6 2 v a S 2 wA 6 -2 wAS -2 v a 6 2 (wa 8 wa4) 2 (wA 12 + wA6) 2 (wA 16 + wA 8) 2 (wA 20 + wA10)2 2 2 -2 -2 2 wA 9 2w*9 2 wa 9 2 wA 9 -2 wA 9 -2 wa 9 2 (wA 12 wA6) 2 {wA 16 + wA 8) 2 (wA 20 + wA 10) 2 (wA 24 + wA 12)2 2 2 -2 -2 2 wA 12 2 wA 12 2 wA 12 2 wA 12 -2 wA 12 -2 wA 12 2 (wA 1 wa8) 2 (wA20 + wA 10) 2 (wA24 + wA 12) 2 (wA 28 + wA14)
2 2 2 -2 -2 2 wA IS 2 wA 15 2 wA 15 2 wA 15 -2 wA15 -2 wA 15 2 (wa 20 wA10) 2 (wa 24 + wa 12) 2 (wA28 + v A 14) 2 (wA 32 + w A 16)
2 -2 2 >2 2 -2 -2 2 2 -2 2 (wA 5 +wAl) 2 (wA 10 + wA2) 2 (wA 15 +wa3)
2 -2 2 2 -2 2 wA 3 -2 wA 3 -2 wa 3 2 wA 3 2 wA 3 - 2 » a 3 2 (wA 4 wa2) 2 (wa 9 +wa3) 2 (wA 14 + wA 4) 2 (wA 19 + w A 5)2 -2 2 2 -2 2w*6 - 2 w A 6 -2 wA 6 2w*S 2 wA 6 -2 v A6 2 (wA 8 wa4) 2 (wA 13 + wA 5) 2 (wA 18 + wA 6) 2 (wA23 + wa7)2 -2 2 2 -2 2 wA 9 -2 wA 9 -2 wA 9 2 wa 9 2 wA 9 - 2 wa 9 2 (wA 12 wa6) 2 (wA 17 + wA 7) 2 (wA22 + wA 8) 2 (wA 27 + wA 9)
2 -2 2 2 -2 2 wA 12 -2 wA 12 -2 wA 12 2 wA 12 2 wA 12 -2 wA 12 2 (w 16 wa8) 2 (wA 21 + wA 9) 2 (wA26 + wA 10) 2 (wA 31 + wA 11)2 •  2 2 2 -2 2 wA 15 -2 wA 15 -2 wA15 2 wA 15 2 wA 15 -2 wA 15 2 (wA 20 +wA 10) 2 (wA 25 +wAl l ) 2 <%rA30+wA12) 2 (wA 35 + wA 13)
3 - 3 -3 0 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 - 3 -3 0 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 -3 0 0 -3 3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 -3 0 0 -3 3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 -3 -3 0 0 3 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0
3 -3 -3 0 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 -3 -3 0 0 3 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 -3 -3 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 (wA16 ♦ wA • )  
3 (wA 30 ♦ w A 10) 
3 (wA 34 ♦ wA 13) 
3 (wA3B ♦ w A 14)
3 (w 33« A 16) 3 (wA 36 ♦ »
3 (w 36 
3 (w A 30 ♦ w A 4) 
3 (w A 34 +w A6) 
3 (w *20 ♦ * ‘  a) 
2 (w '3 3  ♦w *10]
I t )  2 (w 60 ♦ w
2 (wA 36 ♦
A10) i
A 12) 2 (wA 5 ♦
A 14) 2 (wA 10 <
A 16) 2 (wA IS  «
Al t )  3 <wA20 «
A 30) 3 {wA 25 «
12) 2 (w 41 ♦ w
2 (*  40 t »  14) 2 (w 45 ♦
I (w 35 ♦ w S)
7) 3 (w 5 ♦ w
AJ) 2 (w A 10 ♦ w 
11) 2 (wA 15 ♦ w
13) 3 (wA 20 ♦ w
IS )  3 (wA35 ♦ w
2 (wA 4 ♦
1) 2 (wA * ♦
‘ 2) 2 (wA 14 «
‘ 3) 2 (wAl*  «
* 4) 2 (wA 24 <
'5 )  3 {wA 23 4
3 (wA S ♦
1) 2 {wA 10 + wA 2)
“2) 2 (w A 15 ♦ v A 3)
‘3) 2 (wA20 ♦ wA4)
•4) 3 (wA25 ♦ w A 5)
‘ 5) 3 (wA 30 ♦ w A 6)
•  3 * * 6  
-2 wA 6
*3) 2 (w 13 ♦ w 5) 3 ( * 1 7  «
I (wA23 *w A7)
Al )  3 (w 10 -t
2 (*‘22 4 
2 (wA 27 4
3 (wA 15 4 
2 (vA 204
2 (wA 25 4
2 (w A 25 ♦ w A 5) 2 (wA 30 ♦ w A 6 )
3 (w A 30 ♦ wA 6 ) 2 {wA 35 ♦ w A 7)
2 (wA35 ♦ wA7) 2 (wA40 ♦ wA ■)
2 (w 304
3 (wA35 4
- 3  -3  -3  -3  3
3 -3  -3  3 -3  3 -3
- 3  -3  3
3 (w 45 ♦ w S)
2 {* ‘ 50 4 * ‘ 10)
-3  -3  -3  3
3 - 3 - 3  3
3 3 - 3 - 3  - 3  3 - 3  3
- 3 - 3  3 3 - 3 3 - 3 3
= { { 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 } ,
( 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,
- 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 } ,  { 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,
- 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 } ,
{ 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 .  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 } ,
( 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  4 ,  4 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 4 ,  - 4 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 .  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  0 ,
0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,  { 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  4 ,  4 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  4 ,  4 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,
- 2, - 2, - 2, - 2, 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,  { 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,
2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  - 3 } ,  { 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,
1 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 .  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ) ,
{ 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 .  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  3 ,
3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  3 } ,  { 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 .  2 ,  1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,
2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ,  - 3 ,  3 } ,  ( 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 4 ,  4 ,  - 2 .
2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  4 ,  - 4 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ) ,
{ 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 4 ,  4 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 4 ,  4 ,  - 2 ,  2 .  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  0 ,
/ a iff a iff \
0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,  { 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  4 ,  2  c  ~  + e ~ ~  ,
/ 2 I k 2 1 k \  /  2 1 k 2 1 n \  /  2 t i r  2 1  k \  /  2 1 k 2 1;
2 e "  3 + « 3  , 4 ,  2  e "  3 + e  3 , 2  e "  3 + e 3  , 4 ,  2  e "  3 + e  3
2  | e '  3 t e  3 j , 4 , 2  ”  + ® “ 3 j  , 2  T ~  + e - ! - j ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,
( a i f f  a i f f  \ /  a i  ff a i f f  \© 3“  + © “ 3“  ,  2  <e 3“  + © “ 5“  , 4 ,
( 2 *  *  2 i  ff \  /  3 i f f  2 i  ff \  /  i  t t  i  ff \  /  i  ff  i  ff \  /  i  ff  j
2  c ’  3 + e  3 L  2  c '  3 + © 3 ,  4 ,  2  c "  3 + © 3  ,  - 4 ,  2  e ~  3 + « 3  1 , 2 © '  3 + ©~
- 4 ,  2  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  O } ,  { 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,
/  a i f f  2 i  ff \  /  2 i  ff 2 i  ff \  /  2 i f f  2 i  tt \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f  \  /  2 i  tt 2 i
2  © '  3 + © 3  , 4 , 2 1 © ’ 3 + © 3  , 2  c ’  3 + © 3  , 4 , 2  ©’  3 + © 3  , 2  ©’  3 + © 3
/  2 i f f  2 i f f  \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f  \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f  \
2  ©’  3 + © 3  , 4 ,  2  ©’  3 + © 3 , 2  e "  3 + ©  3 , 4 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  O } ,
(
2 1 K 3 1 k N  j  2 1 k  2 1 k \
e  3 * e ~ T ~  , 2  e  ~  + e - 3“  , 4 ,
               1  K 1  K  ’
2 | e  3 + * 3  \ ,  2  I e ’  3 + e  3 I ,  - 4 ,  2  | « '  3 + «  3 1 , 2  | e '  3 + e  3 I ,  - 4 ,  2  | e "  3 + e  3 I ,
2  | e ‘  3 + e  3 j ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,  { 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2
 _____ _____  _____  _____  ______ __________  2 1 k 2 17
| e "  3 + ® 3  I , 4 ,  2  | « ‘  3 + ® 3  I ,  2  I e  3 + ® 3  I , 4 ,  2  | * '  3 + ® 3  | , 4 ,
2  | e ~  3 + e  3 j ,  2  3 + e  3 J ,  4 ,  2  3 + «  3 J ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,
/  2 1 k  2 1 k  \  j  2 1 k  2 I k  \
{ 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2  e  ~  + e - ~  L  4 ,  2  e  ~  + e ~ 3“  ,
I 2 ± n  3 1  k  \  /  2 1 k  2 1  k  \  l  i n _  1_ k  \  f  _ 1 _ k  1_ k  \  /  I k  I k
2  e  3 + ®  3 , 4 , 2  ® 3 + ®  3 , 2  ® 3 + ® 3  , 2  e ' 3  + e 3  I ,  - 4 ,  2  I e "  3 + ® 3  I ,
2  I ® '  3 + ®  3 j ,  - 4 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  o}, { 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  4 ,
/  1_k  1 _ k \  I 2 1 k  2 I k  \  I 2 1 k  2 I k  \  /  I k  1 k \  /  I k  1 71
2  ® 3 + ® 3 , 2  ® '  3 + ® 3 , -  4 ,  2  e "  3 + ®  3 , 2  ® '  3 + ® 3  , 4 , 2  e " ~  + e ”
2  f e  3 + e  3 |  , - 4 ,  2  f e  3 ~  + e - 3 ~  |  , 2  ( e ' T  + ® T  |  , 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,
/ 2 i  TT 2Aff \ / aiff 2 Atr \
{2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2 c" 3 + © 3 , - 4 ,  2 e" 3 + © 3 I
i f f  i f f  \  /  i _f f  ±n_\ /  i _f f  i _ f f \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f  \  ( 2 i  t t
3 + © 3  , 4 , 2 c "  3 + © 3  , 2  ©" 3 + © 3  , 2  ©' 3 +© 3 , - 4 , 2
i  ff
2 e ‘ ~  + c “3“  , 4,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0, 0,  O}, {2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,
(
2 i f f  2 i  n  \  /  i _f f  \  /  i _f f  i j r  \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f  \  /  2 i f f  2 i f f
C" 3 + ©  3 , 2  c "  3 + © 3  , 4 ,  2 ©" 3 + © 3  , 2  ©" 3 + ©  3 , - 4 ,  2 * '  3 + ©  3
( 2 i  ff 2 i  t t  \  f i  t t  i  ff \  /  i  ff i  ff \e ' T -  + e  — ~  L  2 e  3“  + ®  3 , 4 ,  2 e ' ~  + ®  3 , 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,
2 1 k{2, - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 .  2,  4,  2 I®’ -1" + « _ r  J '  2 ~  * *~r ~ J '  - 4 '
♦ . ^ )  , 2 + . ^ )  , - 4 ,  2 ( e - ^  + e ^ )  , 2 ( * ^  + . t ) , 4 , 2  [ . ' ¥  + ^
2 i f f  \
+ e  3 , 0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 } ,  { 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,
/  2 1 k  H k \  /  1  K 1  K \  I 1  K 1  K \  /  2 1 k  2 1 k
, - 4 ,  2 e~ 3 +«  3 , 2 «■ 3 + « 3  , 4,  2 e" 3 + « 3  , 2 e" 3 + *  3
I k  1 k  \ / i_K ijrN / 2 1 k 2 I k  \
3 + e  3 , 4,  2 e" 3 +«  3 , 2 e '  3 + e  3 L  - 4 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0},
( 2 1 k  2 I k  \  /  I k  I k  \
{2, - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2 c  3 ~  + e “T ~  , 2 e ' ~  + e 3 , 4,
2 | e" 3 + « 3 j , 2 3 + e 3 j ,  - 4 ,  2 ^e" 3 + e 3 j ,  4,  2
2 i  ff 2 i f f  \  /  2 i  ff 2 i f f  \
3 + e 3 , - 4 ,  2 e '  3 + e  3 L  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  o},
{3, - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3 ) ,
{3, - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0, 0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  - 3 ) ,
{3, - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  - 3 ,  3, - 3 ,  3,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3, - 3 } ,
{3, - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  0,  0, - 3 ,  3, - 3 ,  3,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3},
(3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0, 0,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 , 0,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 } ,
{3, 3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  0.  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0 , 0,  0,  - 3 , 3 , 3 , - 3 , 3 , 3 , - 3 , - 3 } ,
{3, 3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  3, 3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3},
{3, 3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  0,  0, - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3}}
If we substitute in the value of we get
I n  [ 1 8 ]  : = § = { { 1 ,  1,  1,  1, 2,  2,  1, 1,  1 , 1 , 2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  3,  3,  3,  3,  3,  3,  3,  3},
( 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2, - 2, - 2,
- 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3, 3, 3},  (1,  1,  1, 1, 2,  2,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  - 2 ,
- 2 ,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  3,  3,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 } ,
{1, 1,  1,  1,  2,  2,  1, 1,  1,  1, 2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 } ,
{2, 2.  2,  2,  4,  4 , - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 .  - 2 ,  - 4 ,  - 4 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  2,  2,  2,
2,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0},  ( 2 ,  2,  2,  2,  4,  4,  2,  2,  2,  2,  4,  4,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,
- 2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 } ,  ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 2 , 2 . 1 , - 1 ,
- 1 , 1,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 } ,
(1,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1,  - 2 ,  2,  - 1 ,  1,  1,  - 1 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 3 ,
- 3 ,  3,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 } ,  {1, - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1,  - 2 ,  2,  - 1 ,  1,  1,  - 1 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,
- 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2.  3,  3,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3},  (1 ,  - 1 ,  - 1 ,  1,  - 2 ,  2,  1,  - 1 ,
- 1 ,  1,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 3 ,  3,  3,  - 3 ,  3,  - 3 ,  3} ,
(2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 4 ,  4,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  4,  - 4 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  0,
0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0},  {2, - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 4 ,  4,  2,  - 2 ,  - 2 ,  2,  - 4 ,  4,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,  - 2 ,  2,
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{o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o. o. o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o. o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o. o, o, o, 0, o, o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0}
{o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o. o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o. o, o, o, o. o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o. o, 0}
{o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0}
{o, o. o, o, o, 0, o, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o. o, o, 0, o, o, o. o, 0}
{o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o. o, 0, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0}
{o, o, 0, o, o, 0, o, 0, o, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o( o, o, 0, o, o, o. o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0}
{o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, 0, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
{o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, o, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, 0}
{o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o. o, o, 0, 0, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, o, o, o, 0}
{o, o, o, 0, o, 0, o. 0, o, o, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o. o. o, 0}
{o, 0, o, o, o, o, o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, o, o, o, 0, o, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0}
which shows that the matrix S is symmetric. Now we show that 
the matrix S is invertible by calculating its determinant.
I n  [8] := j2=Det[s]
O u t  [8]= 1
** ** ** ** ** ** ■** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **
and S =C theHere we just want to show that S2= (ST)3
other relations mentioned in the last section of chapter five 
come directly as C is the identity matrix. Note that Vp + / P - =1
i n  [ 9]  : = 1 1 1 1 113 12 12 12
13 12 13
12 12 13





0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,





1 1 1 1  1




0, 0. 0, o}, 
0, 0, 0, o}.
1 1 1
I n  [ 1 0 ] : =  t = { { l ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0}, {0, 0,  1,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0}, { 0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  1, 0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 }, { 0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0 } ,  { 0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  - 1 ,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0}, {0, 0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,
0 ,  1 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0>,
{0 , 0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  - 1 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 } ,  {0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  1 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 },  {0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  1 ,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0, 0,  0,  0, 0, 0 ,  0 ,  0, 0,  0},
{ o ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , e 2^ ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o } ,  { o ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , e _2T^,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  o}, { 0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0>,
{o ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , e^T^,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0,  o}, {o, 0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0,  e '2^ ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  o}, {0, 0 ,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  1,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0 } ,
{o ,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  o}, {o, 0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0 ,  e 2^ ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  o},  {0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,
0, 0, 0, 0,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  0, 0,  - 1 ,  0,  0,  0, 0, 0,  0 ,  0, 0,  0 ,  0},
{ o ,  0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , e " 2^1 , 0 ,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  o}, {o, 0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,
o,  o,  o ,  o ,  o ,  o,  o ,  , o,  o,  o,  o,  o,  o,  o,  o } ,  { o ,  o,  o,  o,  o,  o,  o,
0, 0, 0, 0 ,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0,  1 ,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1,
0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ,  0}, {0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,  0,  0 ,  0 ,  1 ,  0,  0 }, { 0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,
0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0, 0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  - 1 ,  0 ) ,  {0, 0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,
0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0 ,  0,  0 ,  0,  0,  -1}}
l n [ l l ]  := s2 = MatrixPower[s, 2]
OUt  [ 1 1 ] : { { 1 , 0 0 0 , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 , 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 } , { 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o ,
0000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
{ 0 , 0 1 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , o , o , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , 1 , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , 1 , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 , 0 ,
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , o , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  1 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  1 ,  0 ,
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
1 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 0 , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 1 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , o , 0 , 0 , o , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , 1 , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , 1 , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} , { 0 , o , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  1 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I—
1 0
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} { 0 , o , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 1 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
1 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 1 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , o , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , 1 , o , o , 0 ,  0 0} { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 , 0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , 1 , 0 ,  0 0} { 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ,  0 } ,
{ 0 , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 o , 0 ,  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  1 0} { 0 , o , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
000
o , 0 0 o , o , o , o , 0 ,  0 0 , 0 ,  0 , 0 0 , o , 0 0 0 0 0 ,  1 } }
1  = s t
{ { ^
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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f  = M a t r i x P o w e r  [ 1 ,  3]
r f  = f  / /  N
{{1.  + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0.  i ,  - 2  . 77556 x 10 ’ 17 + 0.  i ,  -  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0.  i ,  2 . 7 7556 x 1CT17 + 0.  i ,
4 . 163 34 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  3 . 46 945 x 1 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,  3 . 46945  x 10 ‘ 18 + 0 .  i ,
- 2  . 7 7 5 5 6  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i  , 4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i  , 
2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l C T 17 + 4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 17 - 6 . 0 3 7 7 4  x l 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 " 17 + 0.  i ,
- 4  . 51028  x 1 0 ’17 + 5 . 73 7 2 1  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  3 . 4694  5 x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  2 . 77 5 5 6  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 163 34 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 38604 x 10"17 i  , 2 . 4 2  8 6 1 x l 0 " 17 + 4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  6 .  93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  ,
3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0“17 -  3 . 98701 x 10"17 i , 2 . 77556 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 0856 x 10’ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{-  3 . 4 6 945  x 10"17 + 0 .  i ,  1 .  + 0.  i  , - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 10~17 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6  9 4 5 x l 0 ~ 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2 3 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  ,
2 .7 7556 x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 77 556 x 10‘ 17 + 0.  i  , 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x l 0 ‘ 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ‘ 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 * 1? + 0 .  i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 " 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 1 ? + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ‘ 17 + 0 . i ,
- 4 . 51028  x 10"17 + 5 . 73721  x 10"17 i ,  -  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  4 . 85723 x 10 ’ 17 + 0.  i ,
2 . 42 8 6 1  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 51867  x 10"17 i ,  - 2  . 08167 x 1 0 ’ 17 - 6 . 03 774 x 1 0 -17 i ,  - 1  . 38778  x 1 0 ‘ 17 + 0 . i  ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 10~17 -  3 . 38 6 0 4  x 10~17 i ,  - 3  . 4694  5 x 10 ‘ 17 -  4 . 51 8 6 7  x 10 -17 i ,  - 2  . 0 8 1 67  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ’17 i  , - 1  . 04083 x 10’ 17 + 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ‘ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 ‘ 1 7 + 0 . i ,  l . + O . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ‘ 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2  3 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x  10“17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 7 7 5 5 6  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 2  . 08 1 6 7  x 10“17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 .  38778  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . i  , 2 . 77 5 5 6  x 10“17 + 0 .  i ,
- 4  . 5 1 0 28  x 1 0 “17 + 5 . 73721  x 10“17 i ,  -  6 . 93889 x 10“18 -  3 . 98701  x 10“17 i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2 3  x 1 0“17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 42  861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867  x 10~17 i ,  - 2  . 08167 x 10“17 -  6 . 03 774 x 10"17 i ,  - 1 .  3 877 8 x 1 0“17 + 0 .  i ,
- 1 . 3  877 8 x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 38 6 0 4  x 10“17 i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 10“17 -  4 . 5 1 86 7  x 10“17 i ,  - 2  . 08167  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  
- 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 3 . 98701 x 10~17 i ,  - 1  . 04083 x 10“17 + 3 . 0856 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ - 6 .  93 88 9 x 10 “18 + 0 . i ,  - 2  . 7 7556  x 10“17 + 0 . i ,  - 2  . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  l . + O . i ,  2 . 77 5 5 6  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,
4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x 1 0 “17 + 0.  1 ,  - 2  . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  3 . 46945  x 10“18 + 0 . 1 ,  3 . 46945  x 10“18 + 0 . 1 ,
- 2  . 7 7 556  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,  6 . 93889 x 10“18 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  4 . 16334  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
2 . 42 861 x 1 0 “17 + 4 . 51867  x 10“17 1 , - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10“17 -  6 . 03 7 7 4  x 10“17 1 , 2 .  77556  x 10“17 + 0 . i ,
- 4  . 5 1 0 2 8  x 1 0 “17 + 5 . 7 3 7 2 1  x 1 0 “17 1,  3 . 46945  x 1 0“17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0“17 i ,  2 . 77 5 56  x 1 0“17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 163  34 x 1 0 “17 + 3 . 38604  x 1 0“17 1,  2 . 42861  x 1 0 “17 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0“17 1,  6 . 93889  x 1 0 “18 + 0 . 1 ,
3 . 4 6 94 5  x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x  10“17 1,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 0856 x 1 0 “17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  6 . 245  x 1 0“17 + 0 . i ,  6 . 2 4 5 x  10“17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 08 1 67  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
l . + O . i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  3 . 1 2 2 5 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  0 . + 0 . 1 ,  O . + O . i ,
3 . 1 2 2 5 x 10“17 + 0 .  1 ,  1 . 7 3 4 7 2 x l 0 ‘17 + 0 .  1,  4 . 1 6 3  3 4 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “1 ? + 0 . i ,
4 . 51 0 28  x 1 0 “17 -  5 . 73 7 2 1  x 10“17 1,  1 . 0 4 0  83 x 1 0 “17 + 3 . 98701 x 10“17 1,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x l O “17 -  4 . 51867  x 10“17 1,  3 . 46945  x 10“17 + 6 . 03774  x 1 0“17 1,  2 . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0 “18 + 3 . 3 8604  x 10"17 1,  6 .  93 88 9 x 1 0“18 + 4 . 51867  x 10“17 1,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 2  . 08167  x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 “17 1,  - 6  . 93889 x 10“18 -  3 . 0856 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{1.  04083  x l 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08 1 6 7  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08167 x 1 0 “17 + 0 .  i ,  1 .  04083 x 1 0“17 + 0 .  i ,
-  5 . 55112  x 1 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  1 .  + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167  x 10"17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 42861  x 1 0 “17 + 0.  i ,  - 2  . 42861  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
2 . 08167  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,  -  4 . 51028  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  -  5 . 55112  x 1 0“17 + 0 .  i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 10“17 + 0 .  i ,
- 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x 1 0 “17 -  4 . 51 8 6 7  x 10“17 1 , 2 .  77556 x 1 0 “17 + 6 . 03 774 x 10“17 i ,  - 2  . 08167  x 1 0“17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 51028  x 1 0 “17 -  5 . 73721  x 10"17 1,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 “17 i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 “1 ? + 0 . i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7  8 x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 38604  x 10“17 1,  - 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x 10“17 -  4 . 51867  x 10“17 1,  - 1 . 7 3 4  72 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 “18 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 “17 1,  0 .  + 3 . 0 8 5 6 x  10"17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “1 ? + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  l . + O . i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08 16 7  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 5  . 5 5 1 12  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  - 2  . 08167  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  4 . 8 5723  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77 556 x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x 1 0 “17 -  4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x  10“17 1,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10“18 -  3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 “1 7 i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x  1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
2 . 42 861 x 1 0 “17 + 4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 “17 1,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  10“17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0“17 i  , 4 . 85723 x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1,
- 1 .  3877 8 x l O " 17 -  3 . 38604  x 10“17 1,  -  4 . 51028 x 10“17 + 5 . 73721 x 10“17 1,  -  2 . 08167  x 10“17 + 0 .  i ,  
- 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 “17 -  6 . 0 3 7 7 4 x l 0 “17 1,  -  1 . 04083 x 10“17 + 3 . 0856 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ - 1 .  3 8 778  x l O “17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  - 1 . 38778  x 1 0 “17 + 0.  i ,
-  6 .  93 889 x 1 0 “18 + 0 . 1 ,  1 .  38778  x 10“17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  l . + O . i ,  - 1 .  04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
2 . 7 7 55 6  x 1 0 “17 + 0 .  i ,  4 . 8572 3 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  - 6 . 93889  x 10“18 + 0 . 1 ,  1 . 38778  x 10“17 + 0 .  i ,
-  3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0 “17 + 1 . 2 1 3 5 4  x 1 0 “17 1,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 “17 + 1 . 7 4  5 3 7 x l 0 “1 7 i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 “1 8 + 0 . i ,
2 .42 861 x 1 0 “17 -  1 . 2 1 3  54 x l 0 “17 1,  - 2  . 77 556 x 10“17 -  1 .  74537 x 1 0 “17 1,  -  6 . 93 88 9 x 1 0“18 + 0.  i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x  1 0 “17 - 4 . 62802 x 1 0 “17 1,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 “17 + 1 . 2 1 3 5 4 x l 0 “1 7 i ,  4 .  85723 x 1 0“17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 7 7 556  x 1 0 “17 -  1 .  74537  x 10“17 1 , - 1  . 3 8778 x 10“17 + 4 . 92 84 6 x 1 0 “17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
- 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 “18 + 0 .  i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 0 4  083 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
l . + O . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  4 . 8 5 7 2 3 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 “1 8 + 0 . i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0 “17 + 1 . 213 54 x 1 0 “17 1,  2 . 08167  x 1 0“17 + 1 . 7 4  537 x 10“17 1,  - 6  . 93889 x 1 0 “18 + 0 . 1 ,
2 . 42861  x 1 0 “17 -  1 . 2 1 3  54 x 10“17 1,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 - 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 “17 i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 “18 + 0 . i ,
- 1 .  3 8 778  x 1 0 “17 -  4 . 62802 x 10“17 1,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10“17 + 1 . 2 1 3 5 4  x l 0 “1 7 i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2  3 x l 0 “17 + 0.  1,
- 2  . 77  556 x 1 0 “17 -  1 . 7 4 5 3  7 x 10“17 1,  - 1  . 38778  x 10“17 + 4 . 9284  6 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 4 6 9 45  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1,  2 . 77 5 5 6  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
-  1.  38778  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  -  5 . 55112 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 08167  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,  l . + O . i ,  - 2  . 08167  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  4 . 85723 x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 45  x 1 0 “17 -  4 . 51867 x 10“17 1,  -  6 . 93889 x 10“18 - 3 . 98701 x 10“17 1,  -  1 . 38778  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 “17 + 4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 “17 1,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “17 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 “17 i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2  3 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 .  1,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 “17 -  3 .3 8604 x 10“17 1,  - 4  . 51 0 2 8  x 10“17 + 5 . 73 7 2 1  x 10“17 1,  - 2  . 08 1 6 7  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 2  . 0 8167  x 1 0 “17 -  6 . 03774 x 10“17 1,  - 1  . 04083 x 1 0 “17 + 3 . 0856 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{-  1.  3 8778  x 1 0 “17 + 0.  1,  2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  
1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  5 . 5 5112  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 42861  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  7 . 28 5 8 4  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
7 . 2 8 5 8 4 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1 ,  2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 “n  + 0 . i ,  l . + O . i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
6 . 93889  x 1 0 “18 -  1 . 2 1 3 5 4  x l 0 “17 1,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “17 -  1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x  1 0“17 1,  2 . 77556  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x 1 0 “17 + 1 . 21 3 5 4  x 10“17 1,  - 6  . 93889 x 10“18 + 1 . 7453  7 x 1 0 “17 1,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6  x 1 0“17 + 0 . 1 ,
1 .  38778  x l 0 “17 + 4 . 62802 x 1 0 “17 1,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 “18 -  1 .  21354  x 1 0 “17 1,  -  4 . 16 3 3 4  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 6 .  9 3 8 8 9 x  1 0 “18 + 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x  10“17 1,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 “17 - 4 . 92846 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{2 . 0 8 1 67  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1,  3 . 122 5 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  3 . 1 2 2 5  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08 16 7  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x 1 0 “17 + 0 .  i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,
O . + O . i ,  6 . 245 x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  1 . 7 3 4 7 2  x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,  l . + O . i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 . i ,
6 . 93889  x 1 0“18 + 4 . 51 8 67  x 1 0“17 1,  1 .  04 083 x 1 0 “17 + 3 . 98701 x 10“17 1,  2 . 77 5 5 6  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
- 1 .  04083  x 1 0 “17 -  4 . 51867  x 1 0 “17 1,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x  10“17 -  3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x  10“17 1,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0 “18 + 3 . 3 8 6 0 4 x  10“17 1,  4 . 5 1 0 2 8 x l 0 " 17 - 5 . 7 3 7 2 1 x l 0 “17 i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 “1 7 + 0 . i ,
3 . 46 9 45  x 1 0 “17 + 6 . 03774 x 1 0“17 1 , -  6 . 93889 x 1O“10 -  3 . 0856 x 10“17 1,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{1 . 04  0 83 x l 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08167  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 08167 x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,  1 . 04083 x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 2  . 08 1 6 7  x 1 0“17 + 0 .  1,  - 3  . 46945  x 10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x  10“17 + 0.  1,  - 2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 “17 + 0 .  1,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 “17 + 0.  1,  - 1 . 7 3 4  72 x 10“17 + 0.  1,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x  10“17 + 0 . 1 ,  l . + O . i ,
- 1 . 0 4 0 8 3 x l 0 “17 -  4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 “17 1,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 “1? + 6 . 0 3 7 7 4  x l 0 “17 i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 “17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 5102  8 x 10“17 -  5 . 73 721 x 10“17 1,  3 . 46  94 5 x 1 0 “17 + 3 . 98701 x 10“17 1,  - 5  . 55112  x 1 0 “17 + 0 . 1 ,
- 1.  38778  x 1 0 “17 -  3 . 3 8 6 0 4 x  10“17 1,  - 1 . 0 4 0 8 3 x  10“17 -  4 . 5 1 8 6 7 x l 0 “1 7 i ,  - 4 . 5 1 0 2 8 x  10“17 + 0 . i ,  
3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 “17 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 “17 1,  0 . + 3 . 0 8 5 6 x l 0 “1 7 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 1 . 51424  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 1 6334  x 1CT17 + 3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 163 34 x 10“17 + 3 . 9343 8 x 1 0 ’17 i ,
5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 10 ’ 17 + 1.  51424  x l O ’ 17 i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ’17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10 ’ 18 -  1 .  51424  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
- 4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x  1 0 ’ 17 -  1 .  5142 4 x 1 O’ 17 i ,  - 5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x l 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l 0 ' 17 i ,
- 5  . 2 0 4 17  x 10 ‘ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2  x l O " 17 i ,  - 4  . 16334  x 10’ 17 -  1 .  51424 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
6 . 245 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  4 . 21822  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 10 ’ 17 + 1.  5142 4 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 -  1 .  51424 x 10 ’ 17 i ,
1 . -  3 . 27 6 4 1  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 2  . 77 5 5 6  x 1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 1 5 4  79 x 10 ’18 i  , 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 ’17 -  3 . 93438  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,
- 5  . 2 0 4 1 7  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 3 . 91778  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 -  8 . 57384  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 .  51424  x 10“17 i ,
1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ’ 17 -  1 .  52607  x 10’ 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10~17 -  3 . 9 1 7 7 8 x  1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 245  x 10“17 -  4 . 21822 x 10’ 17 i ,  
- 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’18 -  1 . 1 5 4 79  x 10 ’ 18 i ,  3 . 46945  x 10 ’ 18 + 2 . 68083 x 1 0 ’ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } (
{4 . 85723 x 10 ’ 17 -  3 . 9343  8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 16 3 3 4  x 1 0 ’17 -  1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 163 34 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  1.  51424  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
4 . 85723 x 10 ’ 17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 5  . 55112 x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 1 0 ’17 i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 10 ’ 17 + 3 . 93438 x 1 0 ’17 i ,
4 . 163  34 x 10 ’ 17 -  1 . 51 4 2 4  x 10’ 17 i ,  4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 21822  x 10"17 i ,  4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2  x 1 0 ’17 i ,
4 . 16 33 4  x 10 ‘ 17 -  1 . 51 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  . 59 1 9 5  x 10’ 17 -  4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 5  . 55112  x 1 0 ’17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’17 i ,  
1 . 3  8778 x l O ’ 17 + 3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’17 i ,  -  3 . 46 945 x 1 0 ’17 + 6 . 00885 x 1 0 ' 18 i  , 1 .  + 4 . 0973 5 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,
- 5 .  55112  x l O ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x l O ’ 17 i ,  -  6 . 93 88 9 x 10 ’ 18 + 9 . 01362 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
6 .  93 889 x l O ’ 18 -  4 . 622 91 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 5  . 55112 x 10 ’ 17 + 1.  51424  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  0 .  + 2 . 3 8 039  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1 0 ’17 + 6 . 00885  x 10 ’ 18 i ,  - 6  . 59195  x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x l 0 ’ 18 -  4 . 622 91 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 4  . 1 6 3 3 4  x 10 ’ 17 -  9 . 25186  x 1 0 ’ 18 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{2 . 0 8 1 67  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  6 . 245 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  6 . 245  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i  ,
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  3 . 1 2 2 5 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,
3 . 12 25  x 10 ’17 + 0 . i ,  1 . 387  78 x 10 ’17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  - 5 .  55112 x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 5 1 0 2  8 x l O ’ 17 -  5 .  73721  x l O ’ 17 i ,  1 . 38778  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 3 . 98701 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  1 .  + 0 .  i ,
- 1  . 04  083 x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 5 1 8 67  x 10’ 17 i ,  3 . 4694  5 x 10’ 17 + 6 . 03 774 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 7 7556  x 10 ’17 + 3 . 3 8604 x 10’ 17 i ,  - 4  . 85723 x 10 ’17 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0 ’17 i ,  1 .  73472 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0.  i ,  
- 6 . 2 4 5 x l 0 ’17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ‘17 i ,  - 3  . 1225  x 1 0 ’17 - 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ’ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ 5 . 5 5 11 2  x 10 ’ 17 + 3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 55112  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 5 5112  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 1 0 ’17 i ,
5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x l O ’ 17 + 3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 2  . 77 556 x 10 ’ 17 -  1 .  51424 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 16 33 4  x 1 0 ’17 - 3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,
5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x l O ’ 17 + 1 . 51424  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x l 0 ‘17 -  4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x  10 ’ 17 -  4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l O ’ 17 i ,
5.  55112 x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 51 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  . 245 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 2  . 7755  6 x 1 0 ’17 -  1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  
4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ' 17 -  3 . 9 3 4 3 8 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 1 . 0 4 0 8 3 x l 0 ’ 17 + 3 . 9 1 7 7 8 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,
2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ’ 17 -  8 . 5 7 3 8 4 x l 0 ”17 i ,  - 2 . 7  7 5 5 6 x l 0 ’ 17 - 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,  l . - 3 . 2 7 6 4 1 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,
- 3  . 4 6 945  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 1 5 4 7 9 x l 0 ’ 18 i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  1 0 ' 17 -  1 . 51424  x 10 ’ 17 i ,
- 4  . 1 6 3 3 4  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 .  52607  x 10’ 17 i ,  - 1 . 0 4 0 8 3 x  10’ 17 + 3 . 9 1 7 7 8 x  10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6 . 2 4 5 x l 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’17 + 1 . 1 5 4 7 9 x l 0 ’18 i ,  0 . - 2 . 6 8 0 8 3 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{4 . 16 3 3 4  x 10 ’ 17 - 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4  x 1 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4  x 1 0 ’17 -  3 . 93438 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 -  1 .  51424 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 55112  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 3 . 9 3 4 3 8  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 5  . 55112  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,
- 5  . 2 0 4 1 7  x 1 0 ’17 + 1 . 51 42 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  , 2 4 5 x  1 0 ’ 17 -  4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’17 i ,  - 6  , 2 4 5 x  10 ’ 17 -  4 . 21822  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  
- 5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x  1 0 ' 17 + 1  . 51 42 4  x l O ’ 17 i ,  4 . 5 1 0 2 8 x l 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,
4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 -  1 . 51424 x 1 0 ’17 i ,  -  5 . 55112 x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 51424 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,
2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 9 . 0 1 3  62 x 10’ 17 i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 1B- 4 . 6 2 2 9 1 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,  5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 ’17 + 3 . 9 3 4 3 8 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,
-  5 . 55112  x 1 0 ' 17 + 6 . 0 0 885  x 10’ 18 i ,  1 .  + 4 . 0 9 7 3 5 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ‘ 17 - 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x l 0 ' 17 i ,
6.  93 88 9 x l O ’ 18 -  2 . 3803 9 x 10’ 17 i ,  - 1 .  387 78 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  6 . 00885 x 1 0 ’18 i  , 4 . 5102 8 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 21822 x 10 ’ 17 i ,
- 4  . 85723  x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 62291  x 10’ 17 i ,  2 . 08167 x 10 ’ 17 + 9 . 25186  x 1 0 ’ 18 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{2 . 08 1 6 7  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  3 . 122  5 x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,  3 . 1225  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 08 1 6 7  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 77 556 x 10’ 17 + 0 . i ,  - 2 . 7  7556 x 10‘ 17 + 0 . i ,  6 . 245  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,
6 . 2 4 5 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 .  i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
- 4  . 8572 3 x 10’ 17 + 4 . 5 1 867  x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 1 . 3  8778 x 1 0 ’17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ’ 17 i  , 4 . 16 3 3 4  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,
- 1  . 04 0 8 3  x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 5 1 8 67  x 10"17 i ,  - 6 . 2 4 5 x l 0 ’ 17 - 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,  1 .  + 0.  i ,
- 2 .  77556  x l O ’17 + 3 . 38604  x 10’ 17 i ,  4 . 5102 8 x 1 0 ’17 -  5 . 73721 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  1.  734 72 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0.  i ,
3 . 4 6 94 5  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 6 . 03774 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 3  . 1225 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 0856 x 1 0 ’ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{4 . 1 6 33 4  x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 48  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 3  . 8163 9 x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 21 8 4 8  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 3  . 8163 9 x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 21 8 4 8  x 1 0 ’17 i ,
4 . 16 3 3 4  x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 21 8 4 8  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 93889 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 4  8 x 10 ’ 17 i  , - 4  . 16 3 3 4  x 10 ’17 -  4 . 21 8 4 8  x 10’ 17 i ,
- 3 . 8 1 6 3 9 x  10 ’ 17 -  4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x 1 0 ’17 i ,  5 . 8 9 8 0 6 x l 0 ' 17 - 3 . 9 3 4 6 4 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,
5 . 89806  x 10 ’ 17 -  3 . 93464 x 10’ 17 i ,  - 3 . 8 1 6 3 9 x l 0 ’17 - 4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,
3 . 4694  5 x 10"18 + 3 . 9 3 4 6 4 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 4 . 1 6 3  3 4 x 1 0 ‘17 -  4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x  10 ’ 17 i ,
6 . 93 889 x 10 ’ 17 -  6 . 00885 x 10 ’ 18 i ,  3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 17 + 1 . 1 0 9 1 3 x  10 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1848  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
-  6 . 245 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 6 . 00885  x 1 0 _18 i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 -  1 . 1 0 9 1 3 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10’ 17 + 4 . 21 8 4 8  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
1 .  - 1 . 02095  x 10"16 i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 17 -  6 . 0 0 8 8 5 x l 0 ”18 i ,  3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 3 . 9 3 4  64 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,
- 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x l 0 ‘17 -  1 . 1 0 9 1 3  x 10’ 17 i ,  1 .  52656 x 1 0 ’16 -  3 . 4193 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{5 . 55 1 1 2  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x l O ’ 17 i ,  - 4  . 1 6 3 3 4  x 1 0 ’17 -  1 .  51424  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  -  4 . 163 34 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  1 .  51424 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  
5 . 55112  x 1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x l O ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + l  . 5 1 4 2 4  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ’ l e - 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x  10 ’ 17 i ,
4 . 1 6 3 3 4  x l O ’ 17 + 3 . 93438  x 1 0 ’17 i ,  - 5  . 20417  x 1 0 ’17 + 4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’17 i ,
- 5  . 2 04 1 7  x 10’ 17 + 4 . 21822  x 10’ 17 i  , 4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ' 17 + 3 . 9 3 4 3 8 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i ,  6 . 2 4 5 x l 0 " 17 - 4 . 2 1 8 2 2 x l 0 “17 i ,
2 . 08 1 6 7  x 10 ’ 17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i  , 6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  1 . 51424  x 10’ 17 i  , 6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 91778  x l O ’ 17 i ,
- 2  . 77556  x 10 ’ 17 + 1 . 1547  9 x 10 ’ 18 i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 51424 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
- 5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x  10"17 + 3 . 91778  x 10’ 17 i  , - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 - 1 . 1 5 4  7 9 x l 0 ’ 18 i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 9 3 4 3 8 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,
1 . 3  8778 x l O ’ 17 - 1 . 5 2  607 x l O ’17 i ,  1.  - 3 . 27641  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l 0 * 17 -  4 . 21822  x 10 ’ 17 i ,
2 . 77556  x 1 0 ’17 -  8 . 57384  x 10 ’ 17 i  , 3 . 46945 x 1 0 ’ 18 + 2 . 68083 x 10 ’ 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 4 2  8 6 1 x l 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 " 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ’ 1 7 + 0 . i ,  2 . 4 2  8 6 1 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  7 . 2 8 5  84 x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
7 . 2 8 5 8 4 x 10’ 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  - 4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x 10"17 + 0 .  i ,  - 6 .  93 8 8 9 x 1 0 ’18 - 1 . 2 1 3  54 x l O ' 1 7 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x  10 ’ 17 - 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 " 1 7 i ,
1 . 38778  x 1 0 ’17 + 0.  i ,  3 . 46  945 x 10 ’ 18 + 1 . 21354 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  -  6 . 93 88 9 x 1 0 ’18 + 1 . 7453 7 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ’17 + 0.  i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x l 0 ’ 17 + 4 . 62802 x 1 0 ’17 i ,  -  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 -  1 . 213 54 x 1 0 ’ 17 i  , l . + O . i ,
- 6  . 93 88 9 x 10 ’ 18 + 1 . 74 53 7 x 10 ’ 17 i  , 2 . 77556 x 10 ’ 17 - 4 . 9 2  84 6 x l 0 ’1 7 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{ 4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 -17 -  1 . 51424 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x l 0 ’17 + 1.  51424 x l 0 " 17 i ,  - 5 . 2 0 4 1 7 x l 0 " 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,
4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ~ 17 -  1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 ’17 - 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x  1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 ' 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4 x l 0 ’ 1 7 i  
4 . 163 34 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 1CT17 i ,  - 6  . 245 x 10’ 17 -  4 . 2 1822  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 6 . 2 4 5  x 1 0 ’17 -  4 . 2 1 8 2 2  x 10’ 17 i ,
4 . 16 3 3 4  x 1CT17 -  3 . 9343 8 x 10 ’ 17 i  , 4 . 5102 8 x 1 0 ’17 + 4 . 21822  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 55112  x 10 ’ 17 + 3 . 93 43 8 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
- 5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x l O ’ 17 + 1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x l O ’ 17 i ,  - 1  . 3 877 8 x 10’ 17 -  6 . 00885  x 10 ’ 18 i ,
- 6  . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 -  4 . 622  91 x 1 0 ’17 i ,  4 . 163 34 x 10 ’ 17 -  1 . 5 1 4 2 4  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
- 5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x l O ’ 17 + 6 . 00885 x 1 0 ' 18 i ,  - 4  . 85723 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 622 91 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  5 . 55112 x 1 0 ’ 17 + 3 . 93438 x 1 0 ’ 17
6.  93889  x 1 0 ’ 18 -  2 . 3 803 9 x 1 0 ’ 17 1,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ’17 + 9 . 013 62 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  4 . 5 1 0 2  8 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 2 2  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,
1 .  + 4 . 0 9 7 3 5 x l 0 ’ 17 i , 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 X  10’ 17 + 9 . 2 5 1 8 6 x l 0 ’ 1 8 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
7 -  4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x l 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x  10’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 4  8 x l O ’ 17 i  , - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 4 8 x l 0 ’ 17 
7 -  4 . 2 1 8 4  8 x 1 0 ’17 i ,  5 . 55112  x 10 ’ 17 -  4 . 2 1 84 8  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 4  . 85723 x 10 ’ 17 + 4 . 2 1 8 4 8  x 1 0 ’17 i
’ 17 + 4 . 21 8 4 8  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  3 . 81639  x 10’ 17 + 3 . 93464 x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  3 . 8163 9 x 1 0 ’17 + 3 . 93464 x 10 ’ 17 i
’17 + 4 . 21848  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  . 93889 x 10’ 18 -  3 . 93464  x 10 ’ 17 i ,
7 -  4 . 21 8 4 8  x 1 0 ’ 17 i ,  - 4  . 85723 x 10 ’17 + 4 . 21848  x 10 ’ 17 i ,
8 + 1.  81443 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  . 245 x 1 0 ’17 + 1 . 1 5 8 1 8  x 1 0 ’ 18 i ,  5 . 55112 x 1 0 ’ 17 -  4 . 2 1 8 4  8 x 10 ’ 17 i ,
7 -  1 . 8 1 4 4 3  x l O ’ 17 i ,  8 .  32 667 x l O ’ 17 -  1 . 1 5 8 1 8  x 1 0 ’ 18 i ,  5 . 55112 x 1 0 ’17 -  4 . 2 1848  x 1 0 ’17 i ,
6 + 4 . 02019  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  6 .  93 889 x 1 0 ’18 + 1 . 8 1 4 4 3  x 10 ’ 17 i ,  - 6  . 93 889 x 10 ’ 18 -  3 . 934 64 x 10 ’ 17 i
7 -  1 . 1 5 8 1 8  x 1 0 ’ 18 i ,  1 . +  9.  90 901 x 10 ’ 17 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
’18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 .  46945  x l O ’18 + 0.  i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  ,
8 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10 ’18 + 0 .  i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,
’18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10’18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9388 9 x 10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0.  i ,  6 . 93889  x 10’ 18 + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0.  i ,  0 .  + 0.  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93889 x 1 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’ 18+ 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 1 8 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10 ’ 18 + 0 . i  ,
' 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 .  46945  x l O ’18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93889  x 10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93 889 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  6.  93889 x l O ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,  0 .  + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10*18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 “18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 1 8 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93889 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’18 + 0 . i ,
18 + 0.  i ,  - 3  . 46 9 45  x 1 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 93889  x 1 0 ’18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9388 9 x 10 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0 .  i ,  6 .  93889  x 10 ’18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93889  x 10 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ le + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
18 + 0 . i  , - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’1 8 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’ le + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,
18 + 0.  i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 9388 9 x 10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ le + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 88 9 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 88 9 x 10*18 + 0.  i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 94 5  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10“18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,
18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i  ,
8 + 0 .  i ,  6 .  93889 x l O ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 88 9 x 1 0 ’18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ le + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 X  10 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 .  46945  x l O ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93889  x 10’ 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93889  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
8 + 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  6 . 93889 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i ,
! + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
18 + 0 . i , - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6  94 5 x l 0 ’ 1 8 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ’ 18 + 0 . i  ,
8 + 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’18 + 0.  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6  94 5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,
18 + 0 . i  , - 3  . 46945  x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 1 8 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 * 18 + 0 . i ,
{ 5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 10
5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x l O  
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1
5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 10 
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 
1 . 7 3 4 7 2  x 10 
1 . 6 6 5 3 3  x 10 
8 . 3 2 6 6 7  x 10
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 1
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10 
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x l O
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x l O
+ 0 . i  , 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x 1 0  + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' i B + 0 . i ,
+ 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  6.  93 889 x l O ’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 88 9 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0.  i ,  
+ 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . ,  0 . } ,
8 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 4694  5 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ’18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10 
+ 0 . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ’ 18 
8 + 0 . i  , -  3 . 46 94 5 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  1 0 ’ 18 
+ 0 .  i ,  6 .  93889 x l O ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  0 .  + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ’18 + 0 .  i ,
+ 0 . i , O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ’ le + 0 . i ,  
+ 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  1 . }}
+ 0 . i  ,
+ 0 . i  , 
+ 0 . i  ,
Here we give S2- (ST)3 as a numerical approximation and include the 
result directly as the detail needs a huge number of pages. One can 
check one entry for the exact solution using hand calculation. Note 
that all the entries are zero up to rounding errors, typically 1017
I n  [ 1 6 ]  : =  r  = r f  -  s 2  / /  N
O u t  [ 1 6 ]  = { { O . + O . i ,  - 2  . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , - 2  . 7 7556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 6  . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , 2 . 77556  x 10 ’ 17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 16334  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  3 . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,
- 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0.  i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  10~17 + 0 .  i ,  4 . 16334  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
2 . 42861  x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 5 1 8 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 17 -  6 . 0 3 7 7 4  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 55 6  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 4 .  51028 x l O ' 17 + 5 .  73721 x l O ' 17 i ,  3 . 46945 x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
4 . 16334  x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 .  38604 x l O ' 17 i ,  2 . 42 861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 93889  x 10 ’ 18 + 0.  i ,  
3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 17 -  3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 - 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 46945 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  - 5 .  55112 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 4 6 9 45  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 85723 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 " 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 4  . 51028  x 1 0 ' 17 + 5 . 73721  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 6  . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  4 . 8 5723  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 42861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 -  6 . 03774 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1 . 3  8 7 7 8 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 . 38 6 0 4  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"17 -  4 . 51 8 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 08 16 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , -  1 .  04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 5  . 55112  x 1 0 ’ 17 + 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  - 3  . 4 6 94 5  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 85723  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  ,
2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 77 556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i , 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 08 1 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x 1 0 ’17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 56  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 4  . 51028 x 1 0 ' 17 + 5 .  73 721 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 6 . 93 88 9 x 1 0 ' 18 - 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  4 . 85723 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
2 . 42861  x l O ' 17 + 4 .  51867  x l O ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 08167 x 1 0 ' 17 - 6 . 03 774 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1 . 3877 8 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 . 38604  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 51 8 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 08167  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  -  1 . 04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 6 .  93889 x l O ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 77 556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
4 . 16334  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 2  . 77 5 5 6  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  3 . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  3 . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  
- 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 42861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867  x 10"17 i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 17 -  6 . 0 3 7 7 4 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , 
- 4 . 5 1 0 2 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 5 . 7 3 7 2 1 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ’17 - 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 1 7 + 0 .  i ,
4 . 16334  x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 .  3 8604 x l O ' 17 i ,  2 . 42861  x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  ,
3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 - 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{2.  08167 x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l O ' 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,
0 .  + 0 .  i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 " 17 + 0 .  i ,  3 . 1 2 2 5 x l 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  0 .  + 0.  i ,  0 .  + 0 .  i ,
3 . 1 2 2 5 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  1 . 7 3 4  72 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  4 . 1 6 3 3 4 x l 0 " 17 + 0 . i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 51028 x 1 0 ' 17 -  5 . 7 3  721 x 10*17 i ,  1 . 04  083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 98701  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3  .4 6945 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x l O ' 17 -  4 .  51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  3 . 46945 x 1 0 ' 17 + 6 . 03 774 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 3  . 46945 x 1 0 ' 18 + 3 . 38 6 0 4  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 4 . 5 1 8 67  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  1 . 3  8778 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x l 0 -17 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  -  6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ 1 . 0 4 0 8 3  x l O ’17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x l 0 ' 1 7 + 0 . i ,  1 .  04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 " 1 7 + 0 . i ,  - 2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , 
2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  - 4 . 5 1 0 2 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 5 . 5 5 1 1 2 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  ,
-  1 . 04083 x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 51867 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 " 17 + 6 . 0 3 7 7 4 x l 0 " 1 7 i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
4 . 5102 8 x 1 0 ' 17 -  5 . 73 721 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " l e + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x  1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 " 1 7 + 0 . i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 . 38604  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1  . 04083  x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1  . 73472  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  0 .  + 3 . 0 8 5 6 x  1 0 ' 17 i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  -  3 . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,
- 1  . 38778  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  2 . 08 1 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 0 8 1 67  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 5 .  55112 x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  - 2  . 08 1 6 7  x 10"17 + 0 .  i ,  4 . 85723 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 5 1 8 6 7  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 6  . 9388 9 x 1 0 ' 18 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1 .  3 8778 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 42861  x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 5 1 86 7  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 77556  x 10"17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  4 . 85723  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 1 .  38778 x l O ' 17 -  3 . 38 6 0 4  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 4  . 51028 x 1 0 ' 17 + 5 . 73721  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 0 8 1 6 7  x 10"17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 08167 x 1 0 ' 17 - 6 . 03774 x 10"17 i  , - 1 .  04083 x 10"17 + 3 . 0856 x 10"17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ -  1 . 38778 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , 2 . 7  7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 1 7 + 0 . i ,
- 6  . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  - 1  . 04 083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  
2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2 3 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 1? + 0 . i ,  
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 17 + 1 . 2 1 3 5 4 x l 0 " 17 i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 x l 0 ' 17 + 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0.  i ,
2 . 42 861 x 1 0 ' 17 - 1 .  21354  x 1 0 ' 17 i  , - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 1 7 - 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 ' 17 i ,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' l s + 0 .  i ,
-  1 .  38778 x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 62802 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 2 1 3 5 4 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2 3 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 2 . 7 7 5 5 6  x l 0 " 17 - 1 .  7453 7 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  -  1 . 38778 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 92846 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  -  1 .  38778  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,
- 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " le + 0 .  i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 0 4 0 8 3 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
0 .  + 0.  i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2  3 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  1 . 38778  x 10"17 + 0 . i ,
- 3  . 46945 x 1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 2 1 3  54 x l O ' 17 i ,  2 . 0 8 1 6 7 X  1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 ' 1 ? i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' ls + 0 .  i ,  
2 . 4 2 8 6 1 x l 0 " 17 -  1 . 2 1 3 5 4 x l 0 " 17 i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 - 1 . 7 4 5 3 7 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  - 6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 .  i ,
- 1  . 387 78 x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 62 802 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 17 + 1 . 21354  x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 4 . 8572 3 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2  . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 -  1 . 74537  x 10 ’ 17 i  , - 1 . 38778 x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 92846 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 7  7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7  8 x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 .  77556  x l O ' 17 + 0.  i ,  - 5 . 55112 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
2 .  0 8 167  x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  - 2  . 0 8167 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  4 . 85723  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 3  . 4 6 9 4 5  x 10*17 -  4 . 51867  x 10"17 i ,  - 6  . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
2 . 4 2 86 1  x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x l 0 ' 17 + 3 . 9 8 7 0 1 x l 0 ' 1 7 i ,  4 . 8 5 7 2  3 x l 0 ' 1 7 + 0 .  i ,
- 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 -  3 .3 8604 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 4  . 51028  x 1 0 ' 17 + 5 . 7 3 72 1  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 2  . 08 16 7  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 2 . 0 8 1 6 7  x l 0 ' 17 -  6 . 0 3 7 7 4  X 1 0 ' 17 i ,  -  1 . 04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 0856 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 1 . 3 8 7  78 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 .42 861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  2 . 42 861 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  
1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  5 . 5 5 1 1 2  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , 2 . 4 2  8 6 1 x l 0 " 17 + 0 . i ,  7 . 2 8 5 8 4  x l 0 " 17 + 0 . i ,
7 . 28 5 84  x 10"17 + 0 . i  , 2 . 4 2861  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,  - 1 . 3 8 7 7 8 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
6 .  93 889 x l O ' 18 -  1 .  21354 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 1  . 3 8778 x 1 0 ' 17 -  1 .  7453 7 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77 556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
- 1 . 0 4  083 x 10"17 + 1 .  21354  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 1 .  7453 7 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 7 7 5 5 6 x  1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
1 . 3 8778  x 1 0 ' 17 + 4 . 62802  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 -  1 . 21 3 5 4  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  - 4  . 1 6 3 3 4  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 . i ,
- 6  . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 1.  74537 x 10’ 17 i ,  2 . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 -  4 . 92846 x 1 0 ' 17 i  , 0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,  
{2.  08167  x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  3 . 1 2 2  5 x l O ' 17 + 0.  i ,  3 . 1 2 2 5 x l 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  2 . 08167  x 10 ‘ 17 + 0 .  i ,
4 . 1 6 3  34 x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  -  5 . 55112 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l O ' 17 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,
0.  + 0 .  i ,  6 . 2 4 5  x l O ' 17 + 0 .  i ,  1 .  73472 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  - 2  . 77556 x 1 0 ' 17 + 0 .  i ,
6 .  93 88 9 x l O ' 18 + 4 . 51867  x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  1 .  04083 x 1 0 ' 17 + 3 . 98701 x 1 0 ' 17 i ,  2 . 77556  x 1 0 ' 17 + 0.  i ,
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{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6  9 4 5 x l 0 " l e + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6  94 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " l e + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' le + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' le + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' le + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " is + 0 . i ,
6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0.  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 10’ 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93889 x 10”18 + 0 .  i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' l s + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 10"18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' ls + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"18 + 0 . i  , 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' ls + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " is + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 45  x 10"18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,
6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , - 3  . 46945  x 10"18 + 0 . i  , -  3 . 46945  x 10"18 + 0 . i  ,
- 3  . 4694  5 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , - 3  . 4694 5 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93889  x 10"18 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,
6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " 1 8 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' le + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 4694  5 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 45  x 10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " l e + 0 . i ,
- 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 10"18 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93 889 x 10"18 + 0 . i , 6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  ,
6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , O . + O . i ,  6 . 93889 x 10 ’ 18 + 0 . i  ,
6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " l e + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6  94 5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' ls + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " l s + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' l e + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l O " 10 + O . i ,  
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 1 8 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 " i s + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " le + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10"18 + 0.  i ,  0 .  + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' l s + 0 .  i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " le + 0.  i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " ls + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6  94 5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i  ,
6 . 93889 x 10"18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' l s + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 " l e + 0 . i ,
- 3  . 46 9 4 5  x l O ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 1CT18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93889 x lCT18 + 0 . i  ,
6 .  93889  x l O ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,
6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x 1 0 ' 1 8 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 " 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93 889 x l O ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46  945 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4  5 x  10"18 + 0 . i ,
- 3  . 46 9 4 5  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , 6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i , 6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  ,
6 .  93889  x l O ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,
6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 9 3  8 8 9 x l 0 ' ls + 0 . i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . } ,
{ - 3  . 46945  x l O ' 18 + 0 . i ,  -  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  - 3  . 4 6 94 5  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  
6 . 93889  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , -  3 . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , - 3  . 46945  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i  , 
- 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  - 3 . 4 6 9 4 5 x  10"18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x  1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  6 . 9 3 8 8 9 x l 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,
6.  93889  x l O ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,
6.  93889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,  O . + O . i ,  6 . 93 889 x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 .  i ,
6 . 9 3 8 8 9  x 1 0 ' 18 + 0 . i ,  O . + O . i ,  O . + O . i ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . ,  0 . }}
